CHAPTER
THE

1 0:

CENTRAL

WATERFRONT

This chapter deals with the bioregion's
Central Waterfront and its three bays:
Humber, Toronto, and Ashbridge's. Two
rivers -the Humber and the Don -empty
into this part of the waterfront. South
and eastof Toronto Bay, separatingit from
Ashbridge's Bay (or what little remains of
it), stretchesthe Leslie Street Spit which,
with the Toronto Islands, forms a southern
ring around Toronto Harbour. On the landward side, the Central Waterfront stretches
eastfrom Park Lawn Road to Woodbine
Avenue, while on the north lies the escarp-

Lake Ontario, with clean-upproblems as
complex and difficult asany in the Great
Lakes. In addition, it is the area on the
entire waterfront in which the greatest

ment carved by the shoreline of ancient
Lake Iroquois.
The Central Waterfront embraces
parts of the waterfronts of two cities:
Etobicoke (at its easternend), and Toronto
(as far as the Beach). This area, home of
indigenous peoples before European exploration and settlement began, the meeting
place where ancient trails joined, and the
trading place where indigenous and other

change is occurring. Almost all the places
along this waterfront are in a state of transition, which raisesmajor issuesbut also produces major opportunities -opportunities
to regenerate the environment, reconnect
the waterfront to the river valleysand the
cities to their waterfront, and stimulate
economic recovery.
This is the part of the waterfront
where the Government of Ontario first

peoples have traditionally traded goods and
services,is the cradle of our modern region.
It is also the central part of an area
identified by the Internationaljoint
Commissionasone of the hot spotsaround

made significant interventions, signalling
the emerging importance of waterfront
issuesin the Province. The Provincial
commitment to making substantive
changesin the way the waterfront is
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especially the
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which
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on me of a lively
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character.

the issues and formulate policy, planning,

Whitman, W. 1904. Walt Whitman'sdiary in Canada.Edited

and program recommendations. The

by W. S. Kennedy. Boston: Small, Maynard and Company.

Commission also consulted the private
sector (business and labour), neighbourhood, environmental, and other community

redeveloped can be found in three moves:
the declaration of a Provincial Interest
in the Etobicoke motel strip and in the

groups, and members of the general public
to obtain their views of the problems and
opportunities.
The results of these collaborative

East Bayfront/Port Industrial Area;
and the ministerial zoning order freezing
development on the Harbourfront and
Stadium Road lands until redevelopment
plans met the test of public valuesand

efforts were published in four background
reports (No. 10, Environment in Transition:
A Report on PhaseI of an Environmental Audit
of Toronto'sEast Bayfront and Port Industrial

objectives,including public accessto the
waterfront.
As then-Premier David Petersonand
Cabinet Minister John Sweeneyexplained
when announcing these actions, the Prov-

Area (RCFIW 1990); No. 11, Pathways:

ince wanted to ensure the integrity of the

CommonPreliminary Master Plan (Berridge

Royal Commission's work and provide an
appropriate opportunity for formulating
policies and plans.
In October 1989,the provincial

Lewinberg Greenberg et al. 1991); and

Towardsan Ecosystem
Approach: A Report of
PhasesI and II of an Environmental Audit of
Toronto'sEast Bayfront and Port Industrial Area
(Barrett and Kidd 1991); No. 14, Garrison

No. 15, Toronto Central Waterfront Transportation Corridor Study (IBI Group et al. 1991))
and, in addition, 12 working papers and an

and federal governmentsaskedthe Royal
Commission to carry out an in-depth

in-depth technical report.

environmental audit of the EastBayfront/
Port Industrial Area. In December 1990

approach. A common thread running

the provincial Minister of the Environment
askedthe Commissionto study the feasibility of relocating the Gardiner Expressway,
and to examine the possibility of pooling
lands and integrating future plans for the

Central Waterfront has the greatest pressures,

All work was based on the ecosystem
through every piece was that, because the
problems, and opportunities,

regeneration

of that area, more than of any other part of
the regional waterfront, requires integrated
planning.
Balancing and integrating these issues

Canadian National Exhibition, Ontario
Place, Fort York, and HMCS York. Among
them, these three studies cover the most

is difficult but necessary. The best example
of doing that can be found in the Royal
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districts or neighbourhoods within them,
each with its own characteristicsand functions as part of the greater whole. They are

Commission's last background report,
TorontoCentralWaterfrontTransportation
CorridorStudy.It is based on the Commission's earlier work, reflecting what had been

discussedin the following order:

learned about environmental issuesduring
the environmental audit of the EastBayfront,
and applying the understanding of place-

HumberBay:
easternEtobicoke
Humberbridges
Swansea
High Park

making that had been developed as part of
the Garrison Common Preliminary Master
Plan. In its turn, the corridor studygave
those involved an opportunity to apply the

Sunnyside
Parkdale

ecosystemapproach to resolving transportation issues,as well as the challenge of
integrated environment, land use, and

GarrisonCommon:
OntarioPlace
ExhibitionPlace
HMCSYorkand
CoronationPark
Fort York
Northern IndustrialArea

transportation planning.
Therefore, this chapter begins with
an essaythat follows "Watershed
Update",
which summarizesthe processand findings
of the transportation corridor study,describes
how governmentscould move toward integrating the elements of the ecosystem,
and proposesa StageI program designed

Niagaraneighbourhood
FleetStreet
LowerBathurst

to reach that goal.
This is followed by a surveyof various
places in transition, starting with Humber
Bay,the westerngatewayto the Central

TorontoBay:
RailwayLands(CityPlace,
CentralParkand
Southtown)
Harbourfront
TorontoIslandAirport
Union Station,and Bayfront

Waterfront, and concluding with the Lower
Don Lands at the easternend. There is no
reasonto comment at length on thosewaterfront places-Swansea, High Park, Parkdale,
the Toronto Islands, and the Beach -that
have important qualities of their own but

Lower Don Lands:

are not in serious or significant transition.

EastBayfront
Ataratiri Lands
Gooderham and Worts
Lower Don Industrial Area

Obviously,the Commissionrecognizes their
values,and urges that thesebe maintained.
For the purposes of this analysis,the
Commissionclassifiesthe places along the
waterfront according to a combination of
natural, cultural, and/or functional character-

Port of Toronto
Cherry Beach
Leslie Street Spit (Tommy

istics.The transitional processesaffecting
them havebeen operating for at least20years.

Thompson Park)

All these areashave smaller suD-places,

Ashbridge's Bay
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Map10.1 CentralWaterfront

There is remarkable diversity within
and among the different places along

Co-ordinatedactionplansand partnerships,
whicharealsoneeded,arediscussed
in

the waterfront. It must be recognized and
sustained.At the sametime, there is the
potential to integrate the area's natural and

Part IV.

WATERSHED

cultural environments with transportation
functions and land use in a way that connectsthe various placesalong the waterfront,
links the waterfront to the hinterland, and
attachesthe central waterfront to the region.
At present, proponents of plans for
the various places
bump into one another
as they try to move
through the maze of

described the Gardiner/Lakeshore Corridor as the central fact of the Central
Waterfront, and noted that:
Depending on the decision made
about its future, the people of Greater

Technology makes a good servant
but a bad master.

approval processes,
an intra- and inter-

UPDATE

In its Watershed
report, the Commission

-Jacques Ellul
--()---

governmental gridlock.
None, however,can move alone. Matters
along the waterfront are complex and
linked to eachother. Progressin shaping
and improving the waterfront, regenerating
the environment, and reviving the region's

Toronto will have
an excellent waterfront -or they
will not. The waterfront will be inte-

grated into downtown
Toronto -or it
will remain essentiallyseparatefrom it.
The combination of the elevated
portion of the Gardiner Expressway,
Lake Shore Boulevard underneath it,
and the rail corridor beside it has

economyrequires consensusabout its
future and the various places along it.

created a physical,visual, and psychological barrier to the Central Waterfront.
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Another promising possibility
would be to deck over the rail corridor

It is a constant source of noise and air
pollution, a hostile, dirty environment
for thousands of people who walk under
it daily, and a barrier to thousands of
others who risk life and limb to get
acrossor around it. The Gardiner /
Lakeshore is not only a road; it is a
structure. As it processestraffic, it stunts
land use; meant to move us along, it

in the central area, to allow pedestrian
accessbetweenthe City and the waterfront, in conjunction with a newly
created plaza and park, which would
have harbour vistas.
THE

PROVINCIAL

RESPONSE

limits our opportunities.
The Commissionhas concluded
that the elevated portion of the
Gardiner Expresswayis incompatible

In December1990,in responseto
thesecomments, the Province of Ontario
askedthe Royal Commission, in consulta-

with the fundamental environmental
and land-useobjectivesin the Central

tion with the Ministry of Transportation
and Metropolitan Toronto, to addressthe

Waterfront.
With respectto the rail corridor the

feasibility of relocating the Gardiner
Expressway.

Commissionconcluded that:
As it crossesover major northsouth arteries such asYork, Bay,and
Yonge streets,the rail corridor is a
major barrier between the City and the
waterfront, visuallyand in day-to-day
pedestrian use.The effect can be greatly
reduced by suchchangesasglasspartitions betweenthe sidewalkand road

SETTING
UP THE STUDY
In early 1991, in order to reconcile
transportation functions with environmental regeneration and evolving land uses
along the Central Waterfront, the Royal

Creating

traffic, improved lighting, and possibly
opening up retail outlets along the side-

sustainable urban transport

systems that meet people's

needs equi-

tably and that foster a healthy environ-

walks under the rail corridor.
The length of the underpassand

ment requires putting

the automobile

back into its useful place as a servant.

its barrier effect will be substantially
reduced when the rail corridor is nar-

With a shift in priorities,

cars can be

part of a broad, balanced system in

rowed in preparation for redeveloping
the RailwayLands.
Pedestrianwalkwaysand amenities
could be greatly improved south of the
railwaycorridor, assuggestedby the

which public transport,
walking

cycling, and

are all viable options.

the exploding

Neither

Cairos and Delhis nor

the relatively stabilized

New Yorks

and Londons can sustain future
wth
gro
III automo bil e use.

Gardiner/Lakeshore TaskForce, which
proposed tree-lined, widened sidewalks
and improved pedestrian crossingsto
recreate Lower Yongeasan urban street,

.

..

Lowe,M.ll. 1991."Rethinkmgurbantranspot.t.,")nStateof
,
theworldJ991.Washington,D.C.:WorldmtchJn$/itute,

rather than an expresswayramp.
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Commission -with the active participation
of the Province, Metropolitan Toronto,
the City of Toronto, and the federal government -contracted with a consulting
team comprising 11 different firms and

The terms of reference specified an
integrated ecosystemapproach, one that
brings together environmental, land-use,
transportation, and economic considerations, and askedthe team to take a longterm (20-to 30-year)planning perspective.

individuals to undertake a major study.
The team that wasassembledincluded
a broad range of skills and expertise in
/
a variety of disciplines: environmental

The teamwasalso askedto consider
the Gardiner/Lakeshore in the light of
three objectives:

science,landscapearchitecture, urban
and regional planning, land use and land

.to

development, transportation and civil
engineering, economics,and finance. A
steering committee wasorganized, composed of senior officials from all four levels
of government and the special-purpose

improve the Central Waterfront,
recognizing its strategic importance
asa place, as well as a corridor, in
the context of the Greater Toronto

bioregion (GTB);
.to improve the Telationship and links

bodies concerned; in addition, a work
group of technical specialistsfrom Metro-

betweenthe GTB, the central city, and
the waterfront, and;
.within the context of the fIrst two

politan Toronto, the City,and the Province
wasestablishedto provide overall direction

objectives,to improve the overall

and ~echnicaladvice and support for
the study.

transportation systemto and through
the Central Waterfront.
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The primary geographical focus of

2. Green infrastructure (parks, open
space,and waterfront trail links) and
other environmental infrastructure are

the studywasthe Central Waterfront:
i.e., stretching from Park Lawn in the west
to Woodbine in the east, Queen Street in

needed asa priority in regenerating

the north and the water's edge to the south.
However,the studyalsoexamined the Central
Waterfront in the context of a Toronto's
Central Area: from Bathurst Street to the
Don River, and from Lake Ontario to the

the waterfront.
3. Regionally,workplacesand living places
must be integrated, in order to reduce
sprawl, improve the regional urban
structure, contribute to regional envi-

CP Rail tracks north of Dupont Street. Considerable thought wasalso given to the full

ronmental goals,reduce dependence
on the automobile, and moderate the

regional context and functions: to the area
beyond Metropolitan Toronto, aswell as

pressure of commuter traffic on the
Central Waterfront and the centraiarea.
4. There are major opportunities for

the implications for all of Metro of changes
to the Central Waterfront.
SUMMARY

OF

THE

place-makingand community-building
on the Central Waterfront.
5..A substantialand sustained long-term
housing program would be a catalyst

STUDY

FINDINGS
The study was completed in November

for doing so.
6. There is a need to maintain and extend
a connected arterial Toad systemto

1991, and the results published in two documents: Publication No. 15, The Toronto Central
Waterfront Transportation Corridor Study (IBI

support the regional economy.
7. A "civilized" street systemshould be

Group et al. 1991), and a detailed 450-page
technical report. In a sense, the study belies

designed asthe armature around
which places,community, and green
infrastructure can be organized in the

its name: while it establishes the fact that the
role of the Gardiner /Lakeshore is diminishing in the overall regional transportation

Central Waterfront.
8. There is an urgent need to expand the

system, it does more than that. The study
also offers new insights on future environmental conditions; green infrastructure;

transit systemas a means of linking
the region and the centre and of
providing freedom of movement and

the stra-

tegic value of place-making on the Central
Waterfront, supported by a major housing

circulation within the centre.
9. If the necessarycritical massof private
and public investmentis to be created,
integrated approval processes,consolidated capital budgets, and timely

program and transit expansion; the need for
consolidated capital budgets among participating governments; and the role of the private sector. It came to the conclusion that:

decision-makingare vital.
10.The framework and conditions for
private-sectorinvolvement should be
established,in order to fully exploit its
enterprise, initiative, and capability for

It is both feasible and desirable to
relocate and redesign the expressway
and Lake Shore Boulevard, as part
of an integrated and phased plan to
improve the Central Waterfront

investmentand creativity. .
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The first stageof the suggestedimple-

Metropolitan Toronto, contained perhaps
the single largest concentration of manufacturing capability in Canada.This important
sectorwassupported by the massiveroad-

mentation program in the studyoffers
opportunities for public/private sector
cO-{)perationand action.

building program of the 1950sand 1960s
which included, among other important
links, the Gardiner Expressway,the Don
ValleyParkway,and Highway 401.
However,as the metropolitan region
grew,land values in the Central Area.

These matters, which are part of the
summary that comprises the rest of this
chapter, are covered in greater detail in
The Toronto Central Waterfront Transportation
Corridor Study;readers who are particularly

increased dramatically and so did intensification of land usesin the Central Area and
Central Waterfront. As early asthe 1960s,
and in the face of these trends and the

interested in this aspect of the waterfront
should read it in conjunction with this part
of the final report.

THE

REGIONAL

CONTEXT

resultant increasesin road traffic and congestion, heavyindustries started to migrate
from their original, central locations to suburban siteswhere land valueswere lower,
modern one- or two-storeyfacilities could

The consultants first examined the
relationships betweenthe Central Waterfront, the Central Area, and the region in
the light of economic trends, population
growth, and changing land usessince the

be constructed economically,and adjacent

SecondWorld War. This included the migration of heavyindustry from the centre to the
suburbs, the accompanyingchangesin rail
and road systems,office and commercial

freewaysprovided greatly improved access
for increasingly important truck traffic.
Thirty yearsago CNRaiI also decided
to transfer its rail freight operations from
the Central Area to the suburbs. It built
a by-passfreight rail line (the York and

growth in the Central Area and in the
regional centres, and the residential growth
of suburbs.
Toronto's Central Waterfront has
undergone economic changessimilar to
those in other major metropolitan areas:at

Halton subdivisionsjust north of Metro's
boundary), and constructed major new
freight yards adjacent to that line. Similarly, CP Rail created a major new freight
classificationyard at Agincourt and moved
its freight operations from the centre, while
continuing to use its Galt, North Toronto,
and Belleville subdivisions (which pass
through midtown Metropolitan Toronto)
as its main freight line. The railwayswere
responding to the sameeconomic forces
and the centrifugal migration of their
major industrial customers:it wasefficient
and economic to build the extensive new
classificationyards on suburban land, which
wasalso well served by highwaysfor truck

the end of World War II, Canadawasthe
world's fourth-largestmanufacturingcountry.
While manufacturing has continued to be of
basicimportance to Canada'seconomyin the
yearssince then, its relative significance has
declined and its nature has changed as other
nations havedeveloped their own capabilities
and Canada'sservice economy hasgrown.
During the war and for someyears
following it, Toronto's Central Area and
parts of South Etobicoke and Scarborough,
aswell asareasnorth of what is now
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municipalities had substantialindustrial
activity during and following the War, all

interchange movement, and to free up
more valuable downtown land for other,

have benefitted economically from the
industrial exodus from central Toronto, and
have experienced related residential growth.
During the 1960sand early 1970s,
most of the remaining underdeveloped land
in Metropolitan Toronto wascovered, and
there has been dramatic population growth

more intensive, urban uses.
The railways' move also freed up
significant capacityon the "spider's web"
of radial rail lines converging on Union
Station, allowing the Province of Ontario to
introduce commuter rail service, initially on
the Lake Shore Westand Lake Shore East
lines, in 1967.

in the outer regional municipalities (Peel,
Durham, York, and Halton) in the past

The major concentrations of heavy
industry, as well as of other industrial
activities,are now in the outer reachesof
Metropolitan Toronto (e.g., towardsPearson
International Airport and in northeast

two decades.
As documented in the 1990 Greater
TorontoArea UrbanStructureConcepts
Study
(IBI Group et al.), earlier suburban residen-

north Misslssauga,Brampton/Bramalea,

tial development in Metropolitan Toronto
was relatively compact and occurred in the

Vaughan, Markham, Pickering, Ajax,
Oshawa,etc.). While some of these

system.Until very recently, by contrast,

Scarborough) and beyond (in Oakville,

context of a well-developedurban transit

Map 10.3 Major existingindustrialareas,freight rail, and highwayfacilities
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development in the outer regions tended

addi.tion,the Central Waterfront has become

to be at lower densities, without the benefit
of extensive urban transit services,and it

the focal point for Toronto's important
international tourism, trade, and conven-

created extensive auto-dependentareas

tion industries and associatedrecreational

surrounding Metropolitan Toronto. These
trends added greatly to the pressure for

areasand facilities.
While there has been a tendency to

cross-boundarycommuting trips to jobs
within Metropolitan Toronto, a large

move heavymanufacturing and related
..
warehousingto the suburbs, there has been

majority of which are by automobile.
As these regional changeswere going

significant growth in a wide variety of light
industrial activities,sometimesreferred to as

on, a trend developed on the Central
Waterfront for more intense and specialized
land uses,utilizing the hundreds of hectares

urban industrial, which are thriving in the
shoulder areasadjacent to the financial
core. These activities, many of which are

of prime land vacated by industrial and rail
activities. Obvious examplesinclude the

directly related to office/commercial activities but cannot support premium rents,

expanding financial serviceindustry, manifested in the office buildings of major inter-

include the burgeoning information industry (computer systems,data processing

national and national financial institutions
in Toronto's central core. Office, retail, and

centre~,word processing,software development, communications) and media indus-

trade activities also expanded and intensified greatly in the Central Area, as well as
in other city centres
(e.g., North York,

tries (e.g., publishing, film, music, visual art)
that have expanded in their own right and
in support of other
commercial activities.

()

Scarborough, Mississauga) in keeping with
the Metropolitan

The Central Area will remain
paramount in the region and will
continue as a major financial centre in the

Suchurban
industrial activities
tend to be "at home"

Toronto Official Plan,

global markets of the next century.

in medium-rise (four-

the Official Plans of

to eight-storey)build-

adjacent municipalities,
and provincial policies.
In recent years, total office/ commercial growth in the regional centres and
throughout the region rivalled that of
the Central Area in absolute terms; but the

ings located on urban
streets,and have ~aturally congregated in
buildings in the shoulder areassurrounding
the financial core. Accordingly, these areas
have been transformed in both occupying
usesand physicalrehabilitation, particularly

Central Area remains an order of magnitude greater in size,diversity,and critical

during the pasttwo decades.
Beginning in the 1970s,and especially

importance than any others. While continuing growth is anticipated in all these
centres, it is expected that the Central Area
will remain paramount in the region and
will continue asa major financial centre in
the global markets of the next century. In

after the OPEC cartel crisis,the suburban
dream beganto crumble asgasprices rose.
At first, those who alreadylived downtown
simply stayedput; later, people who had
moved out began to move back in. In doing
so, they were renewing a Toronto tradition
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developed,representinga range of future
possibilitiesfor the region. These were used
asa basisfor estimating travel demand to
the year 2021.
In four scenarios,the 2021 population
in Metropolitan Toronto was2.8 million,
and in the fifth 3.2 million, while in all
five scenarios,Metro's 2021 job total was
assumedto be 1.9 million.
The 2021 Central Area resident
population in the scenariosranges from
235,000people to 405,000,compared with
the 1986 level of 133,000people. Future
employment there ranges from 571,000to
617,000jobs by 2021,relative to the 1986
level of 429,000jobs. The higher number of
people, compared with the number of jobs,
reflects policies of the City of Toronto and
Metro and is consistentwith the 1989-1990
provincial long-term forecastsfor the
Greater Toronto region.
The projections and scenarioswere
used throughout the studyasa basisfor
considering the implications of growth for
environmental conditions, place-making,
and transportation requirements.

Manybuildingsthathousedindustryhavebeenconverted
for
officeandretailuse

-maintaining the downtown asa place, not
just for the very rich and the very poor, but
for middle-classfamilies.

POPULATION,

ENVIRONMENTAL

EMPLOYMENT,
AND
TRAVEL
PROJECTIONS
Having considered the pastand present regional context, the team examined
the projections of the Centra1Area's share
of population and employment projections

CONDITIONS
The
environmental conditions of
/
Toronto's Central Waterfront have always
been dynamic, responding to changesin
climate; forces of glaciation; the power
of wind and waves;and, more recently,
human activities.

to the year 2021, as well as forecastsof travel

For thousands of years,aboriginal people travelled the rivers -trading, fishing,
and hunting. For them, "Toronto" meant a
"meeting place" at a natural lakeside landing. Fewin number, the Indians lived lightly
on the land: they made trails in the forests,

demand; on that basisit assumeda total
regional population of 6 million people with
a total employment of 3.4 million.
To evaluatethe implications of the
relationship betweenplace of work and place
of residence, including various degreesof
compactness,five land-usescenarioswere

cut timber for shelter and firewood, hunted
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and Don rivers and the lake; this is still one
of the most serious environmental problems

and fished for food, and planted crops on
small clearings above the valleys.
With the arrival of European settlers
in the 18th century, the environment began
to change dramatically. As described in
Chapter 4, the waterfront was soon modified
to provide piers for the boatsand ships that

in the Central Waterfront (see Chapter 3).
If Elizabeth Simcoe,wife of Upper
Canada'sfirst lieutenant governor and a
diarist who faithfully recorded her impressions of Upper Canada,could visit the
Central Waterfront today,she would find

were the primary means of transportation.
Large quantities of stone were removed
from nearshore waters for ballastand building. The land basewasextended by lakefilling: almost all the land south of Front
Streetwasonce part of the lake; the vast
Ashbridge's Baymarshesat the mouth of the

little to remind her of the wetlands, sand
spits, clear rivers, creeks,and forestsshe
enjoyed nearly two hundred yearsago. In
their place, she would find the manicured
lawns of the WesternBeaches,the asphaltof
the CNE, the built landscapeof Harbour-

Don River becamea new port and industrial
area. The ponds and creeksof High Park
were severedfrom Lake Ontario, first by
railwaylines, and then by lakefill at Humber
Bay,where a breakwaterwas built to protect
the newly created beachesfrom wave action
and to establishsheltered water for boating;
Humber and Toronto baysquickly
becamerepositories for the wastesof the
growing population:flfst for raw sewageand
industrial effluents, later for waste that had

front, the lower Don in its concrete channel,
the vacant lots and old industrial buildings

undergone varying degreesof treatment.
Today, stormwaterand treated sewagefrom
three treatment plants pollute the Humber

would find many of the plants and animals
that once lived all acrossthe waterfront.
A victim of malaria ("the shaking ague") ,

of the Port District.
There are only small, fragmented
patchesof good-quality natural habitat
remaining in the marshesof the lower
Humber River, High Park, the Toronto
Islands, and the Cherry Beacharea. But
pehapsMrs. Simcoewould be pleasantlysurprised to explore the Leslie Street Spit -a
headland created by lakefill- where she

Paintingofthe Townof York,1803
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Map 10.4 Stormoutletsandcombinedseweroverflows

she would certainly enjoy the decline in

systemsof buildings create excessheat; built

mosquitoes!
Typical of most towns and cities,
Toronto tended to ignore the floodplains of
its rivers as it grew along their fertile valleys.

form createsshadeand changeswind patterns
and speeds;and pollution in the air reduces
the intensity of solar radiation. Combined
with these factors, the Central Waterfront

Hurricane Hazel, which sweptthrough this
area in 1954,wreaked havoc acrossthe city,
destroying lives and property, especiallyin
the Humber watershed. In the aftermath,
authorities moved to keep many river valleys

is influenced by weatherpatterns associated
with the lake: wind, fog, and the moderating
effects of the water on temperatures.
Air quality in the Central Waterfront

free of development, to avoid future tragedies. However,some older areasof the City,
particularly in the Central Waterfront, still
sit in the floodplain of the Don River.

except that there are often high levels of
ground-level ozone during spring and
summer; there are high levels of nitrogen
dioxides, carbon monoxide, volatile organic
compounds, and dust near the transportation corridor.
In the pastdecade, pollution from all

generally meetshealth-related guidelines,

The microclimate of the Central
Waterfront is affected by both the city and
by the lake. All cities affect their climatic conditions: vehiclesand the heating/cooling

sourcesexceptvehicle emissionshas been
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Map10.S Habitats
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Legend
.Urban

.Lagoon/breakwater
(limited habitat)
Diverse terrestrial/aquatic habitat

parks (limited habitat)

Manicured parklands (limited habitat)

m

Long grasses, old fieid with some regeneration (iimited habitat)

m

Residential neighbourhood/parksltreed streets (limited habitat)

reduced in the City of Toronto. Although
advancesin technology could be expected
to reduce automobile emissionsin the
future, the TorontoCentralWaterfront

Mixed/paved/industriallands (very littie habitat)

reduction of vehicle-kilometres of auto
travelwill be required if we are to achieve
the significant reductions in automobile
energyconsumptionand emissionsmade

TransportationCorridorStudyconcluded
that benefits in terms of overall air quality
may be minimal:
...over the next 30 years, technological

possible by technological developments.
Air pollutants from industrial activities
also causeconcern locally; in the Port .Industrial Area, for example, high levelsof dust and
odour create unpleasantconditions and
sometimesaffect nearby residential neighbourhoods (suchaspartsof SouthRiverdale).

developmentsmay make possible sui>stantial reductions in energy consumption and/or vehicular emission per
vehicle-kilometre,but absolutereductions
in energy consumption and the impact

Transportation is also the greatest
source of noise in the Central Waterfront:
traffic on the Gardiner/Lakeshore,trains
and shunting yards, aircraft at the Toronto

on the environmentwould require greatly
improved transit and changesto land
use/urban structure. These will be
needed in order to reduce averagetrip

Island Airport -all are major contributors.
Residentia[communities on the Toronto
Islands and at Harbourfront have been par-

lengths, encourage transit use, and
motivate behavioural change to divert
discretionary travel from cars to transit,
cycling, and walking. Stabilization or

ticularly affected by aircraft noise. Buildings
in the St. Lawrence neighbourhood were
designed without open windows and
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balconies facing the Gardiner/Lakeshore/
railwaycorridor.
The Ataratiri and EastBayfront/Port

from the historic Gooderham and Worts
distillery to the high-rise condominiums
of Harbourfront. Although much of the her-

Industrial areasare also subjected to high

itage on this part of the waterfront has

noise levels from the transportation

already been lost to redevelopment, enough
remains to retain a senseof history -if

corridors, which may restrict the form and
design of any residential buildings there.
Lakefilling and former industrial activities have left a legacy of contaminated soils
and groundwater in much of the Central

changesare approached thoughtfully.
Although everyone of the Commission's studies in the Central Waterfront
focused on environmental conditions, the

Waterfront, particularly Ataratiri, the
RailwayLands, and the EastBayfront/Port
Industrial Area. In many places,toxic metals,
oil and grease,and complex organic chemicalsare found at levelsthat may haveharmful
effects on people, other animals or plants. .

environment of the EastBayfront/Port
Industrial Area wasstudied in greatest
depth. The environmental audit of that
area is relevant to the rest of the Central
Waterfront in two respects:first, many of the
audit's findings and recommendations are
appropriate to other places along the waterfront. Second,the audit processis applicable
to future studieselsewhere. (A description
of the audit resultsis included in the Lower

The costsof cleaning up -which
must be done if theselands are to be kept
in productive use -are uncertain because
of a lack of knowledge on severalfronts:
the full nature and extent of the problem;
standardsto which the soil must be cleaned;

Don Lands section of this chapter.)
Having reviewed past,present, and

and the bestmethods of treatment. There
are many methods, of varying costand

possiblefuture environmental conditions
(air, water, soil quality, and other-factors)
along the Central Waterfront, the Toronto
CentralWaterfrontTransportationCorridor
Studyconcluded that:
Urbanization processesin the Central
Waterfront have degraded both terrestrial and aquatic habitats resulting in a

effectiveness,so that not even experts can
saywith certainty what should be done and
how much it will cost.
The uncertainties and the possible
liabilities have causedalmost all parties owners,investors,lenders, and governments
-to hesitate. For its part, the banking

poor environment for wildlife and for
human activity.The ongoing transition
of the Central Waterfront from largely

industry haSidentified the problem as the
biggestsingle domesticissuefacing Canadian
banks in the 1990s.To avoid potentialliabil-

industrial and related transportation
usesto a more diverseand urban

ity, which could exceed the value of assets,
banksare simply refusing to extend credit to
businessfacilities that showsigns of pollution. However,the problem cannot be
ignored; nor should we allow it to bring

place -and the fact that hundreds of
hectaresare currently vacant or underutilized and waiting for the second half
of the transition to occur -provides

clean-upto a grinding halt.

this generation of Torontonians with

The built environment of the Central

a unique opportunity to improve the

Waterfront is a mixture of old and new,

area's natural and physical environment
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-first in terms of creating a "green
infrastructure" of open spaces,parks,
and links and then in terms of other
aspectsof environmental quality.

.ensure that there is an adequate buffer
between industry and utilities, including the Main SewageTreatment Plant,
and any sensitiveusesin the area;

The study seesgreen infrastructure
as an essentialelement of urban infrastruc-

.include

consultation with emergency

responsedepartments on access,
hazardous material use and storage,
and availability of hospital and other

ture, as important as-some would say
more important than -streets and utilities.
"Green" is shorthand for natural and pedestrian spacesof many kinds, from plazasand

emergencyservices;
.increase the diversityand connectednessof parks and other open spaces;
.ensure that future recreation in, and
accessto, open spacesin the area

streetsto public gardens and urban wilderness.The arrangement and proportion of
paving, structures, and plantings vary, but
green infrastructure has certain common
characteristics:it provides a useable,diverse,

strikes a balance betweenthe needs
of people and those of wildlife;
.increase the diversity and quality of

open, accessible,connected, safe,and
attractive environment for people outdoors,
whether they are walking, running, playing,
sitting, lounging or using wheelchairs,
bicycles,or roller skates.
The reviewsof environmental conditions undertaken for the Transportation

terrestrial and aquatic habitats;
.maintain and enhance the diversity
and distinctivenessof places in the
Central Waterfront, and, through integration and reuse,keep as much as
possible of the area'sindustrial and
natural heritage; and

Corridor Studyand the Environmental
Audit of the EastBayfront/Port Industrial
Area provided an understanding of the

.protect

and enhancevistas.

requirements for green infrastructure and
environmental regeneration in this area.
For example, it became apparent that plans
and programs in the Central Waterfront
should:
.take

PLACE
AND CORRIDOR
The central theme of the Toronto
CentralWaterfrontTransportationCorridor
Studyis the balance betweenplace and

into account current and future

pollution levelsand noise from all

corridor within this regional and environmental framework.

sources;
.include measuresto improve the
quality of water, soils, and air;
.ensure that studiesare conducted to
assesslevels of toxic contaminants in
air; assessair quality in the vicinity of
the Gardiner/Lakeshore Corridor;
undertake further air modelling in the

As used in the study, "place" is shorthand for a habitable place, a memorable
place, one that can be occupied comfortably
by people on foot or seated,to linger and
appreciate, a place which can and should be
clean, green, useable,diverse,connected,
and beautiful. In short, a pleasantandaccessible place. It isa suitable and desireable

area; and assess
noise levels in the area;
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place in which to work, live, and play -a
place that can be developed economically.
The term "corridor" is used as shorthand for a passageway
for high-speedand
efficient movement, the primary purpose

The balance of place-makingand corridormaking design criteria will have to shift in
favour of the former if this central piece of
the waterfront is to become truly habitable,
an integral part of the downtown.

of which is the easyflow of powered vehicles
and where people on foot or bicycle or in a

PLACE-MAKING

wheelchair are unwelcome and unsafe.The
corridor may contain different modes of

For the pastseveraldecadesour
regional community has been playing out

transport: rail, road, transit, etc. If the transport is by automobile, the corridor usually
connotes an expressway,highways,regional
or arterial roads -through routes, as
opposed to main, local or neighbourhood

two urban development themes.The first
has been continued urban sprawl, designed
around the auto as the dominating factor,
augmented by single-usezoning, which was
originally intended to separateunhealthy

streetsthat rank lower in the road hierarchy.

industrial workplaces from residential

Many main or neighbourhood streets
areas.It is characterized by free-standing
in Toronto accommodate movement and,
houses,separatedworkplaces,and shopping
in a sensequite different from that meant in
centres linked by vastnetworks of roads.
the study,can be described ascorridors.
This form has been immenselypopular,
But a street'splacespace-consuming,
making -its socialand, it is now apparattributesare dominant.
The central themeof the study is
ent, very expensive in
If done well, the social
the balance betweenPlace and corridor.
land, money, environor place-makingelement gives main and

-()

mental health, and
travelling time.

neighbourhood streetsa civilized quality.
However,there is a limit to their capacity
to perform this function if theyare made to

The second theme is becoming
increasingly evident here, as in other parts
of the world: it features closer integration of

carry too much traffic.

workplacesand living places,more compact

Protecting Toronto's neighbourhoods
from corridor traffic has channelled vehicles
to fewer and fewer free-flowing corridors,
and these, having surpassedtheir social car-

mixed-use zoning interspersedwith larger
green spaces,a greater role for transit, and
lessreliance on cars.This composite model
for development has begun to take hold in

rying capacityasplaces,have now reached
their transportation carrying capacityas
corridors. The primary vehicular conduit
serving the downtown is the Gardiner/
Lakeshore couplet.
To varying degrees,it compromises
the habitability of all the places it goes
through, but it does so most severely
betweenthe downtown and Toronto Bay.

Toronto's Central Area, and is showingsigns
of acceptanceelsewhere.All the Commission's
studies,including the CentralWaterfrontTransportation CorridorStudy,reinforced the need
for a greater emphasison the second model.
A significant portion of the study dealt
with the ingredients of place-making,the
changesand planning approachesnecessary
for a more habitable central waterfront. It
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We are molded, we say, by the
conditions

and the surroundings

Given the Central Area's dominance as
the region's workplace, with its current sur-

in

which we live; but too often we forget
that environment

plus of office capacity,more emphasison
housing and community development will
help to redressthe balance and integrate

is largely what we

make it.

workplace and living place there.
In order to understand the full scope
as well as the impediments to place-making

Bliss,C. 1904. The kimhifrofnature. Toron.to: CoppClark.

there, and to explore the regional effects,
the tealll studied each of the places along
the Central Waterfront. They also analysed
the emerging land-usetrends, including land

pointed out that there is a unique opportunity to make the waterfront memorable, as
the result of the regional shift in heavy
industrial and related transportation uses
from the city core to the periphery. Making
the waterfront a better place will not only be
of benefit locally, but will help the city and

prices and related economic considerations.
It becallle clear that there is sufficient land capacity-some 300 hectares
(750 acres) -to accommodate most or all
of the expected increase in the Central Area

region asa whole. This offers a chance to
create an extensive green infrastructure, a
better quality of urban development, and

population, projected at between 100,000
and 270,000people. Furthermore, it is also

economic growth in the City's Central Area,
which is otherwise constrained for space.
The studyshowed that a quantity of

obvious thatjobs, housing, and related community facilities on the waterfront could
co-existin mixed-usedevelopments.
The analysisshowed that at normal
Central Area densities and at the rate
projected in Cityplan'91 (3,500 housing
units per annum), one year's production of

new housing is particularly important; it
will reduce pressuresfor more long-distance
commuting; create a livelier, more diverse,
and saferplace dayand night throughout
the week; and reduce the tendency to

housing would consume about 16 hectares
(40 acres) of Central Waterfront land
(rather than the 280 hectares (700 acres)
that suburban densitieswould consume).

destroy outlying countryside.
The presence of people who live on
or close to the waterfront in well-designed
communities is the bestway to ensure the
vitality of the Central Waterfront, assure
public security and safety,and encourage
the fullest use of waterfront amenities.
The studyenvisagesa range of neigh-

It also showed that increasing the ratio
of population to employment in the Central
Area, and creating a more compact urban
structure in the Greater Toronto region,
would reduce increaseddemand for travel
into the centre, by as much as50 per cent.
But the analysisshowed that if placemaking in the Central Waterfront is to be
done well, the barrier and environmental
effects of the Gardiner/Lakeshore and
the rail corridor would have to be elimi-

bourhoods (and supporting community
facilities), with a wide mix of different
housing typesand tenures, and a population
that is socio-economicallyreflective of the
region: all income groups, all ages,all family
types,including childless couples, singles,
and people who are able-bodied as well as
those who are handicapped.

nated or substantiallyreduced; the green
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infrastructure would haveto be installed;and
the City's normal "neighbourhood-friendly"
streetgrid would haveto be extendedwhereverpossible south of

make this central road network operate more
efficiently lead inevitablyto road designsthat
only increasetraffic flow, and that do so at
the expense of the

Front Streetto the
water,where it does not

It is also obvious that jobs, housing,

pedestrian environment and the sense

now exist.
This more inter-

and related community facilities
on the waterfront could co-exist in

of the streetas ~habitable public place.

connected, multi-use,
civilized street network

mixed-use developments.

A neighbourhood streetcan be

would have to be developed as the armature around which hous-

wonderful: the public
domain that servesasa means of addressto

ing, mixed-usedevelopment, and a green
infrastructure could be created.

the housesalong it, a spacein which neighbours meetand children play,where trees
grow, and from which servicesof all kinds

THE

are supplied. A main street can be equally
enjoyable:diverseand active, organizing elements that servethe local community, it

CARRYING

CAPACITY

OF CITY STREETS
As development in the region around

offers shopping, commerce, entertainment,
and the company of others.
Such main streetsframe public space.

Toronto spreads,it becomesincreasingly
obvious that the Central Area road network
is limited: untold acres of land in outer
municipalities have been dedicated to
road networks that, increasingly eachyear,
feed traffic that winds up on the Central
Area's fixed amount of roadway.Movesto

While they permit traffic movement, they
have a finite carrying capacitywhich, if
exceeded,changesthem from being attractive to becoming dreary stretchesthat serve
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necessarytransportation capacitywould be
made up byimproved public transitservice.

only vehicles going to and from somewhere
else. In the shorthand of the Central
WaterfrontTransportationCorridorStudy,they
become corridors dedicated to or domi-

THE

CENTRAL

WATERFRONT

nated by traffic, rather than public places.
The turning point or threshold at
which place-makingdominates corridor-

A

AS

CORRIDOR

The Central Waterfront is also a
strategic corridor for moving people and
goods to, from, and through the Central
Area. Road, rail, marine, and air transportation facilities are all part of the Central

making can be called the social, asopposed
to transportation, carrying capacityof the
street. While not usually expressedthat way,
the fact that liveable streetshave a carrying
capacityis well-known to residents of
Toronto's neighbourhoods. They have successfullyinsisted that traffic flow remain
below this threshold -a major reason that
Toronto's neighbourhoods work so well.
The team suggestedthat the streetsystem in the Central Waterfront be designedto

Waterfront's role ascorridor.
The major rail facility is the Lakeshore
Corridor, which stretchesacrossthe Central
Waterfront, and isjoined by lines from the
Don River corridor in the eastand the northwestcorridor in the west.GO Transit provides
rail commuter serviceson sevenradial lines
that converge along thesecorridors to arrive
at Union Station, while VIA provides rail

meet standardsthat limit -arid, if necessary,
reduce -the quantity of commuter traffic
to fit a street's social carrying capacity;

service to other cities and provinces.

A friendlystreet,MarkhamStreet,Toronto
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that the Central Waterfront is in transition,
not only asa place but asa corridor. In par-

A rail freight spur runs south from
the rail corridor to the EastBayfront/Port
Industrial Area, connecting there to a number of freight spurs. Most of the other rail

ticular, its corridor function is undergoing
modal change to a degree that has hitherto

exodus of industrial customers.

escapednotice, and the projections indicate
that changesare permanent and must be
taken into account if the waterfront's full

The other significant transportation
facility on the Central Waterfront is

potential is to be achieved.The following
is a description of the directions and the

the Gardiner Expressway/Lake Shore
B-oulevard,which also cut acrossthe water-

trends of the modal changes.

front asfar eastasWoodbine Avenue.
This part of the waterfront is also served
by arterial and local roads that form a

GOODS

freight lines that served industries in
the Central Waterfront have followed the

MOVEMENTS

Depending on the time of day,these
make up between10 and 15 per cent of the
road traffic in the corridor; over the past
15 years,the number of trucks on roads in
the corridor increased slightly (by three to

network that is sparsersouth of Front Street
than the more closelyspacedurban streets
north of it; that reflects the industrial
and institutional usesthat predominated
south of the rail corridor during most of

five per cent) but there wasa significant
decline (by more than 70 per cent from

the pastcentury.
The team studied the use of the
corridor over the past 15 years (and, in one

870 to 210 peak-hour trips) in the number
of heavytrucks (those having three or more
axles), which was offset by an increase of

case,the past 30 years) by analysingtraffic
volumes and movementsin a number of
categories (truck, automobile, transit, and
person), including origins and destinations.

70 to 85 per cent (from 880 to 1,630peakhour trips) in the number of more mobile

The analysiswasbased on data supplied
by Metropolitan Toronto, the City, the
Province, the TTC, and GO Transit. It

PERSON

light trucks.
TRAVEL

Accordingto the Transportation
TomorrowSurvey(1TS), in 1986in the
GreaterTorontoregion(extendedto include
Hamilton-Wentworth),
therewerealmost
two million trips during the morningpeak
period (trips startingbetween6:00a.m.and
8:49a.m.);some318,000,or 16percent,
weredestinedfor Toronto'sCentralArea.
Of the 318,000,approximately36,000were
from the CentralArea,218,000from the
remainderof Metro, and the rest from
regionsoutsideMetro.
The 1TS revealedthat about65 per
centof the totala.m.peakperiod travelin
the GreaterToronto regionwasbyprivate

included traffic counts for the peak morning
hour (7:45 a.m. to 8:45 a.m.), the peak
morning three-hour period (7:00 a.m. to
10:00 a.m.) and the 12-hour daily period
(6:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m.), as well as origin and
destination surveys.(The team was not able
to obtain comparable vehicular traffic data
for the full 24-hour period.) As alreadymentioned, the team developed travel demand
projections to the year 2021,based on population, employment, and land-usescenarios.
When combined with the land-use
analysis,the traffic analysisshowed clearly
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auto traffic on the Gardiner/Lakeshore
grewtwo per cent (from 10,580to
10,780vehicles)in the a.m.peakhour;
five per cent (from 27,500to 28,900)in the
a.m.peakthreehours,and 17per cent
(from 75,200to 87,600)in the 12-hourdaytime period.
In thosesameyears,however,auto
occupancyin the a.m.peakperiod declined
from 1.31personsper car to 1.22:in other
words,the samenumberof vehicleswere
carryingsevenper centfewerpeoplein
1990than theycarriedin 1975.
Persontrips into the waterfrontcorridor had a very different growthpattern,
growingsubstantially
in all threeperiods:
by 32 per centin the a.m.peakhour, 28per
cent in the a.m.peakperiod,and 22 per
centin the 12-hourdaytimeperiod.These
figuresalsoshowthat, in contrastto the surfacetransitand automobiletraffic trends,
the concentrationof total persontrips into
the CentralWaterfrontduring the morning
peakhour and the peakthree-hourperiod
actuallyincreased.
With the exceptionof the 12-hour
period, in whichauto persontrips grewdiscernibly,the growthin persontrips in the
15yearsunder studywasdue mainlyto
growthin the numberof personscarried by
GO Transitcommuterrail services,which
increased259per cent (from 10,000to
36,190)passengers
in the a.m.peakthreehour period.However,between1975and
1990,the numberof personsenteringthe
CentralWaterfrontby otherforms of public
transitdeclinedin all threeperiods.(This
occurreddespitean increasein the number
of personstravellingby transitinto the
entire CentralArea.)
The studyteamestimatedthat the
numberof personsenteringthe Central

car; 25 per cent by public transit; and the
remaining 10 per cent by foot, bicycle
or other means.However, of trips to the
Central Area, only 36 per cent were byautomobile whereas58 per cent were by public
transit, and the rest by other modes.
About 40 per cent of trips in the
Central Area itself were by other modes:
walking -36 per cent; cycling -two per
cent; and taxi/motorcycle -two per cent;
while 34 per cent wasby public transit and
26 per cent by automobile. The survey
showed that walking is the most common
mode for trips within the Central Area.
Using information from the Toronto
Transit Commission to supplement these
data, it waspossible to examine trends asfar
back as 1960;since that time, there has been
a tendency for the total person trips entering the Central Area in the a.m. peak period
to increase,while the number of persons
entering in automobiles has actually
declined slightly.
According to Metropolitan Toronto's
traffic counts, between 1975and 1990 the
number of vehicles travelling into the
Central Waterfront wasvirtually stable in
the a.m. peak hour; increased slightly in
the a.m. peak period (by six per cent); and
rose somewhatmore in the 12-hour daily
period (by 15 per cent). This suggeststhat
the road network in the waterfront corridor
has been operating at near-capacitysince.
1975, restricting increasesin vehicular
traffic during the peak periods. The more
significant growth in the 12-hourvehicle
traffic may reflect a spread in the a.m. and
p.m. peak periods in the waterfront
corridor.
There were similar traffic trends on
the Gardiner Expressway/LakeShore
Boulevard facility: between 1975and 1990,
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Thecentralwaterfrontviewedfromthe east

Waterfrontcould growfrom about46,900
in the peakhour in 1990to between
79,200and 111,000in 2021(an increase
of between69 and 137per cent).This is a
rangeof about32,000to 64,000additional
trips per hour, with the lowerend correspondingto scenarioswith relativelymore
housingin the CentralAreaand the higher
end correspondingto scenarioswith
relativelylesshousingthere.

total person trips made entirely within the
Central Area were pedestrian trips. This was
the most-usedmethod of travel for trips
within the Central Area, more than the
number of transit trips within the area, and
almost half again as high asthe number of
auto trips. There were only 870 peak-period
cycle trips, about two per cent of the total.
THE

DIMINISHING

OF THE
PEDESTRIAN

AND

CYCLE

ROLE

GARDINER

The Gardiner Expressway,designed
and built in phasesbetweenthe mid-1950s

TRAFFIC
Unfortunately, statisticson volumes of
pedestrian and cycle traffic in the Central

and the mid-' 60s in what was then a largely
industrial area, servesa dual function: it is
an efficient route for moving goods, in

Waterfront and adjacentareasare not
collected in as much detail asthose for

particular by heavytrucks going between
the Port area, industrial sectionsof southern

vehicular travel by road and transit. However, the 1986 Transportation Tomorrow
Studyrevealed that, during the a.m. peak
three hours, about 12,600 or 36 per cent of

Etobicoke, and other industrial parts of the
Central Area; and it offers a radial route for
truck and automobile traffic entering the
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CARS AND OUR QUALITY

OF LIFE

At about the time the first automobiles appeared,the horse-and-buggyindustry
confidently predicted that their number would be limited by the chauffeurs who could be
trained to drive them. How right they were: today hundreds of millions of drivers around
the world sit behind the wheels of 400 million cars, an eight-fold increase since 1950.
This tremendous growth reflects the obViousimprovements cars have made to the
quality of people's lives. They offer convenience, flexibility, comfort, privacy, speed,and
independence. They have altered our very perceptions of time and space:we speaknot
of the distance to another place, but of the time it takes to arrive there by car. We think of
placesbeing nearby that, a century ago,involved arduous overnight journeys. And for
many people today, there are no alternative modes of transportation.
Despite these positive benefits, however,cars contribute to the deteriorating health
of our planet and erode the quality of life in urban centres in manyways.They consume
roads, resources,and -increasingly -the enVironment.
Cars are the biggestsingle source of the greenhouse gasesthat threaten global
climatic patterns. Even "clean" cars produce nearly two and half kilograms of carbon
dioxide for each litre (20 pounds per gallon) of gasused. Other gasesreleased from the
end of a tailpipe include nitrogen oxides,volatile organic compounds, hydrocarbons,
carbon monoxide, and suspendedparticulates.
In addition to theiI: greenhouse effect, these emissionscontribute to acid rain,
reduce crop yields, and affect human health. For example, by inhibiting the photosyl)thesis process,accumulations of ground-level ozone, which are produced when nitrogen
oxides and hydrocarbons react in sunlight, reduce crop production. The Ontario Ministry
of the EnVironment estimatesthat meeting ozone standardscould increase crop production in Ontario by an averageof $39 million per year (in 1986-87dollars).
Our excessivedependence on the automobile has affected our quality of life by
encouraging the separationof work, recreation, home, and shopping. "The great emancipator" has given us long commutes and daily traffic chaos,and increased stresslevels. It
has affected the form and structure of our cities by eating up at leasta third of the land
for roads,parking lots, and other elements of car infrastructure.
There is a wide range of strategiesto reduce the cumulative effectsof indiVidual
car use. Technical improvements such as alternative automobile fuels, and cleaner and
more efficient vehicles,are among the first steps.However, to deal with suchproblems as
congestion, we must move beyond technical solutions towards innovative transportation
management policies in which cars complement other forms of transportation. Finally,
distances between daily destinations must be reduced so that biking, walking, and transit
are feasible and enjoyable alternatives to the car.
Sources: Carson,P. andJ. Moulden. 1991. Greenisgold: busin&!stalking to busin&!sabouttheenvironmental
revolution.Toronto: Harperco1Iins Publishers; Pearson,R. G. andJ. A. Donnan. 1989. "Impact of ozone exposure
on vegetation in Ontlrio".
Ontlrio.

In Proceedings
environmentalresearch:1989 technology
transferconference.
Toronto:

Ministry of the Environment; Renner, M. 1988. Rethinking theroleof theautomobile.Washington, D.C.:

Worldwatch Institute; Schaeffer, R 1990. "Car sick". Greenpeace
14.
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from about 10,500to 8,000 between1975
and 1990,the number carried by GO Transit

Central Area from westand east,aswell as
being a through connection to and from the
lower end of the Don ValleyParkway.Much
of the expresswayis elevated; in the central

increased from about 6,800 to about 21,600,
and in 1991increasedfurther to about26,000.
In relative terms, the proportion of
total person trips carried by the Gardiner
Expresswayto the Central Area declined
between1975and 1990: from 8A per cent
to 5A per cent of the total during the a.m.
peak hour; from lOA per cent to 6.9 per
cent during the a.m. peak three hours; and

and easternportions, Lake Shore Boulevard
runs underneath it at grade.
A 1986 survey of Gardiner Expressway
users,carried out by the City of Toronto,
showed that about 22 per cent of those
corning from the westbetween7:00 a.m.
and 9:00 a.m., and 39 per cent of a much
smaller volume from the east (about
1,100 to 1,200vehicles per hour in each
direction), were through traffic.
In terms of truck traffic, totals for both

from 13 per cent to 10 per cent of the total
during the 12 hours between6:30 a.m.
and 6:30 p.m.
In absoluteterms, reflecting the reduction in averagevehicle occupancy,the

light and heavytrucks on the Gardiner /

number of personscarried by auto on the
expresswayalso declined in the sameperiod:
by 24 per cent in the a.m. peak hour; by
21 per cent in the peak three hours; and
by four per cent in the 12 hours from

Lakeshore facility grew by eight to 12 per
cent in the 15 years from 1975 to 1990.
Specific heavy/light truck counts for the
Gardiner/Lakeshore were not available,
but the trends are probably consistentwith
those for the Central Waterfront mentioned
earlier: heavytruck traffic declined while

6:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m.
Approximately one-third of commuting
trips crossingthe Metro boundary are
destined for the Central Area, with the rest
going elsewherein Metropolitan Toronto.
In particular, there is strong pressure for

light truck traffic increased.
Basedon the downward trend in heavy
truck traffic in the Central Waterfront asa
whole, it can be argued that one of the original purposes of the Gardiner Expressway-

automobile commuting to the Central Area,
from Peeland Halton, with lesspressure
from Durham in the east;these trips rely
heavily on the Queen Elizabeth Way/
Gardiner Expresswayfrom the westand the

carrying heavytruck traffic in a largely
industrial area -has been significantly
decreasedbecauseof economic and landuse changesdescribed earlier.
The other major purpose of the
expressway-as a radial commuter route

Don Valley Parkwayfrom the eastand northeast.GO Transit servesthe same commuter
market and has captured an increasing
share of it as rail service improved while

for trips from outside Metro Toronto and
within Metro to the Central Area -has
continued, but is declining, relatively and
absolutely.Its role asa commuter route has
diminished compared to that of its major
competitor, GO Transit. While the number
of a.m. peak-hour person trips to the Central

roads became increasinglycongested.
In summary:while the Gardiner
Expressway
continues to be used asa through
route, its role asa heavytruck carrier and
a commuter route is declining in both relative and absolute terms, asthe result of a

Area, usingthe Gardiner Expressway,
declined
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Barriersto thewaterfront

variety of factors. Among the most basicare
economic forces and land-usechanges that

reflected in the relatively static number of
auto trips entering the Central Waterfront
in the a.m. peak period in the past 15 years,

encouraged heavyindustry to move to the
suburbs and the resultant decline in heavy
truck trips on the Gardiner. Furthermore,
car occupancy levelshave declined; increas-

while the number of transit passengers
(particularly of GO Transit) has increased.
Considering changesin the use made
of the expressway,and recognizing that it is
a barrier to the waterfront -particularly
in the central sectionbetweenJarvis and

ingly, peak-period operations are limited by
the expressway'scapacity;and GO Transit
patronage has expanded substantially.
While there has been growing pressure
to use the expresswayasa commuting route
and for light trucks servingthe Central Area,
commuter ~c
is being taken over increas-

Bathurst streets-this is the time to examine the continuing role and existence ~f
that section, in the context of greater intensification and specializationof land usesin
the area, parallel development of a network
of green open spacesand links, and the
need to improve the environment.

ingly by GO Transit and related TTC services.
In the sameperiod, the physical
and fiscal impracticality of expanding road
capacityinto and through the Central Area
has resulted in specific City of Toronto,

The ongoing importance of the

Metropolitan Toronto, and provincial policies to serve growth by expanding transit

expresswayfor moving personsand goods
must be recognized before any decision
can be made on whether the central section

rather than building more roads. This is

could be removed and, if so, under what
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circumstances.Even if discretionary use of

FINDING

autos in the area were to decline in line with

GARDINER

the reduced road capacity,and if congestion
levelsremained stable, removing the central
link in the limited-accesshighway systemin

LAKE

and through the Central Area would further
delay east-westvehicular trips -particularly
by commercial truck, essentialauto, and
emergencyvehicle -because speed limits
would be reduced from 80 kilo metres per
hour to 50 or 60 kilometres per hour. In

FOR THE

EXPRESSWAY

SHORE

AND

BOULEVARD

The team assembled,designed,and
mapped a number of ideas for modifying
the Gardiner Expresswayand Lake Shore
Boulevard. To do so, they compared each
idea with the existing road structure and system, using the implications of four elements
asbasic criteria:
.the environment,
.land-use and urban design;

addition, the greater volume of east-west
vehicular traffic on at-graderoads would
create more conflict with north-south movements of pedestrians,cyclists,and vehicles.
THE

A SOLUTION

.transportation;

and

.economy/finances.
Initially, there were nine different
concepts,three each of three "families"
(i.e., waysof retaining, removing or burying
the Gardiner) were evaluated. Of the nine,

TRANSPORTATION

CHALLENGE
Given the TorontoCentralWaterfront
TransportationCorridorStudy'sconclusion
that the role of the Gardiner Expresswayas

two "bestoptions" emerged: removing
the central section of the elevatedexpress-

a carrier of heavytrucks and asa commuter
route is declining in both relative and absolute terms, the question -whether to relocate and redesign the Gardiner and Lake
Shore Boulevard -is of much lessconsequence in transportation planning than was

wayand replacing it with surface roads,
or retaining the expresswaybut relocating
Lake Shore Boulevard and redesigning
surface roads.
The team concluded that the waterfront would be most substantiallyimproved
asa place if the central sectionwere removed

previouslyimagined. It is overshadowedby
a much greater concern: if the Gardiner's
role is diminishing, if the roadwayobstructs
opportunities, and if the road systemcannot
be expanded by very much, how will it be
possible to sustainthe movement and circulation necessaryto maintain the quality of

and replaced by normal urban, graderelated streets.However,members were
concerned that the reduced transportation
service that would result might create too
much stresson this important vehicular
corridor, unless it were balanced by changes
to land use and public transit.
The evaluation showedthe strengths
and weaknessesof eachconcept: for exam-

life and economic prosperity of the region?
To explore these questions,the team
carried out two major planning exercises:
first to explore, cost, and evaluatevarious

ple, those that favoured land use had
transportation drawbacks,while those that

conceptsfor mod~ng the Gardiner
Expressway
fLake Shore Boulevard facility
and, second, to explore various plans and

favoured road transportation would impede
land-useand environmental objectives.It

proposals for expanding the transit system.
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becameclear that to maintain an appropriate balance betweenplace and corridor,

systemwould be sufficiently flexible to
absorb it -and does occasionallywhen

one that would meet place-makingand envi-

maintenance closesthe road system.It would
have to absorb even fewer trips if additional

ronmental objectiveswhile sustainingthe
diminished but still important role of the

surface roads and connections were created.
Whether or not that happens, the most
important point is that retaining the
Gardiner at its cUrrent capacitywill not begin
to deal with the real transportation problem.

Gardiner/Lakeshore Corridor and a connected road system,a generic approach retaining the entire Gardiner, removing it
or burying it entirely -would not work.
The evaluation stimulated the team to
find a solution that would maximize benefits
for the environment, land use, and transportation in a balanced and economic way.
This led it to consider a mixed concept in

The fact is that travel to and through
the Central Waterfront will grow and the

which the Gardiner is treated differently

not have the resourcesto expand the road

along its different sections, according to
localized land usesand environment. For
example: the Gardiner could remain elevated in some parts, be relocated in others,

systemvery greatly. Therefore, the choice is
not betweenone road systemor another,
but whether to take stepsnow to improve
transit serviceso that people can continue
to have convenient accessto the city centre.

number of residentsthere will double in the
next two or three decades.These will have
to be accommodatedwhen governmentsdo

and be buried in still others.
This alternative would make it possible

Table 10.1 showswhy: choosing a
single point on an expresswayand in ideal
conditions for eachmode, one lane of automobiles on the expressway,with the current
averageoccupancy of 1.2 people each, can

to relocate and redesign the Gardiner
and Lakeshore appropriately, taking into
account the various places through which
they pass;it has another benefit: it would be
possible to make changes in phases,as part
of an integrated plan that would include
more housing in the Central Waterfront
and an expanded transit system.
TRANSIT

AS THE

OF COMMUTER

carry only sevenper cent of the passengers

Table10.1 Capacityof various
transportationmodes

WORKHORSE

Transportmade

TRAVEL

The transportation carrying capacity
of the Gardiner is a diminishing asset
which must be balanced againstthe increas-

Autoson onelone
of the expressway
1.2 occupants
per auto
4 occupants
per auto
Streetcaror buson own
right of way
Commuter
rail (GORail)
Subwayrail

ingly valuable assetof the waterfront asa a
more habitable and economically productive place.
Given that the Gardiner carries only
about sevenper cent of the Central Area's
inbound morning peak-period trips, if it
were removed the rest of the transportation

Source:181Group.
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Persons
carried Efficiency
pasta point in relation
in onehour
to subway

7%

2,400
8,000

23%

15,000
25,000
35,000

43%
71%
100%

that can be accommodated on the Toronto

of housing and workplaceswithin walking

subway.When the ratio of travellers to roads
favoured travellers, at most this wasa statis-

distancesof each other and of transit stops.
It is clear that our economic growth
will depend substantiallyon our ability to

tic of academicinterest; in current circumstances,as more and more roads become
chronically congested,it takes on greater
and greater practical importance: a minor
increase in transit capacitycan numerically
balance a major reduction in road capacity.

developa transportation systemthat takes
into account the link betweenchangesto
the economic baseof the waterfront/Central
Area, and the constrictions imposed by the
Gardiner's diminishing capability to serve
those parts of the city. Projected travel

It is a matter of great good fortune
that Toronto's rail corridors parallel the
expresswaysfor so much of their length,

demand needed to ensure an economically
healthy region leavesno choice about drasti-

making it practical to convert commuters
from road to rail. That has been evident
over the yearsas GO Transit passenger
volumes have continued to grow, and was
most noticeable in September1991, when
GO Transit volumes increased during a
TTC strike. Commuter travel is the most
easilyconverted to transit; moreover, the

cally increasing the extent and amenity of
the transit system:it must be done if the
standard of liveability of the Central
Waterfront, and of the city core and region as
a whole, are to be maintained and improved.
The choice is not whether to act, but whether
to take stepsnow or simply react to problems
that, inevitably, will have to be faced. Obvi-

majority of those using the Gardiner for
peak-period travel are long-distancecommuters, the market GO Transit is specifically
designed to serve.
Of course, efficiency is not the only

ously the former is by far the better choice.
Becausewe will have to rely increasingly on transit in the future, we should plan
now to provide sufficient capacityto absorb
the traffic that results from stabilizing or

criterion for choosing a mode of access:people maychooseon grounds of convenience,
flexibility, privacy,and time, including waiting
time. The ability to carry goods, and, more
recently, the opportunity to conduct busi-

reducing road capacitywhen redesigning
the Central Waterfront road network.
A PLAN
FOR TRANSIT
The last truly bold transportation
initiatives in Toronto go back a generation

nessby phone also make car travel attractive.
By contrast, a rail systemis scheduled,
and can neither pick up nor deliver from
communities alreadydesigned to facilitate
car travel; moreover,trains are often crowded.
But a more extensiveand better integrated
transit systemcan minimize these disadvantagesor at least offer asgood or better con-

or more, when the subways,commuter
rail, and expresswaysystemswere created.
While the subwaysystemand expanded
commuter rail servicehave been fine-tuned
in recent years,it is clear that the latter
should continue to be expanded rapidly and
that other bold initiatives are necessaryto
meet traffic needs in the core.
Therefore, the study team developed
a conceptual plan for an expanded transit
systemto serve the Central Waterfront,

venience ascongestedhighways.Flexibility
can be improved if settlementsare designed
to encourage walking and transit -which
can be done by placing sufficient quantities
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Map 10.7 Possibletransitconcepts

Proposed
lRT

Possible
Subway

Existing
Subway

CentralArea,and greaterregionfor generationsto follow,just asthe bold investments
madebypreviousgenerationsnowserve
us.The plan proposesthe followingmajor

.extension of the Spadina subwayto
Union Station and the University
Avenue subwayto the waterfront; and
.other transit serviceimprovements,
suchashigh-occupancyvehicles

improvements:

(HOV) / expressbus lanes, and more
.an

expanded GO servicecentred on

efficient, higher-capacityservice
on the King and Queen streetcar

Union Station, with two new shoulder
stations: one in Garrison Common

routes, etc.

(StrachanAvenue) and the other in
the Lower Don Lands (Cherry Street);
.an expanded Waterfront LRT,

The team concluded that:
Increasingly, transit is the key for
economic development in large urban

extended to Park Lawn in the west
and Greenwood in the east,combined
with the GO service alreadysuggested;
.introduction

regions. It is, of course, essentialthat
local and regional road accesscontinue
to be available for both automobile and

of a high-quality LRT

Waterfront loop systemalong Queen

truck traffic serving local land uses,but,

Street, Cherry Street, Queen's Quay,
and StrachanAvenue;

increasingly,the key indication of accessibility is the availability of surface and
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rapid transit services,particularly in
Central Areas.
There are many examples of this
reliance on transit: in New York City, the
World Financial Center development
at Battery Park in Lower WestSide

the Scarborough City Centre following
the extension of rapid transit lines to
each of them, linking them to the
downtown and the rest of the Greater
Toronto region.
The Commissionbelieves that the

Manhattan wasinitiated a few years after
the WestSide Highwaycollapsed,despite

Central Waterfront must be recognized
and treated asa valuable place, both for its

the fact that the road wasneverreplaced
with a limited-accessfacility, becausethe
developer knew that high-{;apacityrapid
transit serviceswere available.Similarly,
the Canary Wharf development in
the London Docklands is in an area
not served by limited-accessroads; the
developer realized that high-quality
rapid transit links are essentialand,

own sakeand for the benefit of the city
and region. Already, more pedestriansand
cyclistsuse the waterfront in the central
core, becauseof the SkyDomeand the residential community along Queen's Quay.
East-westmovement is also increasing, especially along the waterfront, asthe result of
recreational and cultural attractions that
have been developed at Harbourfront. That
trend will continue -pedestrian traffic, in

therefore, indicated a willingness to
consider providing significant front-end
funding for suchfacilities. Closer
to home, rapid office/commercial
development has occurred in the North

particular, will keep increasing-and the
need will grow for improved sidewalks,more
streetsthat are pedestrian-friendly,and
lanewaystransectinglarge blocks to facilitate pedestrian and cycle movement.

York City Centre and more recently in
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In a city like Toronto,
big part in cutting

transit plays a

Subways and streetcars produce
to 99% less hydrocarbons
monoxide

.enhanced

down air pollution.

opportunities for economic

competitivenessand renewal; and
.infrastructure capital and operating
coststhat are feasible becauseof the

up

and carbon

than cars per passenger

economic activity they create.

mile, buses up to 90% less. Plus, a
transit rider saves over 900 litres of

An important part of that vision

gasoline per year. In fact, a coIllIlluter

is a redesigned and relocated Gardiner

driving

Expressway
fLake Shore Boulevard that
strengthenslinks betweenthe city and its
renewed Central Waterfront and improves
the area's quality asa place; at the same

uses the same amount of energy

in four years as a coIllIlluter

riding

transit consumes over their entire
working lifetime
remember,

of 40 years. So

the more you ride transit,

Rider Plan, and the more you help

time, it will maintain and evenimprove its
essentialfunction asa corridor serving transit, rail and air passengers,auto travellers,

the environment.

truck, rail, and marine freight movements,

Toronto Transit Commission. 11991]. on track: theyearin

pedestrians,and cyclists.

the more you save with our Frequent

review.Toronto: Toronto TransitCommission.

STAGE!
The team proposed StageI of this proA PROGRAM

TO INTEGRATE

ENVIRONMENT,
AND CORRIDOR

gram designed to achieve the improved
links; in its words:

PLACE,

The study set out a range of

The teamof consultantsconcluded
that the CenttalWaterfrontwould be
improvedasa placebya programincluding:
.a

transportation options, identified the
environmental, land-use,urban design,
and economic opportunities and
conceptsthey help make P9ssible,
and assessed
the required financial

green infrastructure systemof open

resourcesand related risks involved; it
proposed a StageI program aimed at

spaces,parks, and links;
.improvements to the quality of the
natural environment;
.a balancedand diversemix of residen-

achievingthose opportunities in a costeffective manner. The combined landuse transit system,road network, and

tial, employment, and recreational uses;
.pedestrian-friendly built form and

environmental concept which could

streetscapedesigns that are more
liveable, workable, and accessible,and
that have legible public and private

subsequentlyevolvewould be compatible
with various treatmentsof the Gardiner/
Lakeshore facility,and the anticipated
consequencesof thesewere described.
The StageI program is designedto
leaveopen the more promising options
for the central section of the Gardiner /

spaces;
.greatly improved public transit at both
the regional and local scales;
.an interconnected and balanced road

Lakeshore facility.

network;
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Map 10.8 Emerging
greeninfrastructurein the CentralWaterfront

Implementation of the StageI program will provide a considerablyfirmer
basisthan now existsfor deciding on
the most appropriate option, while moving purposefully to create a better place
and corridor in the Central Waterfront
StageI programs and priorities are:

2. Central Waterfront Housing and
Economic Development
Another priority is a program for the
delivery of asmany as 3,000-4,000housing units per year in the Central Area
for the next 30 years,starting with
appropriate designation of the lands.
Substantiallyincreased Central
Waterfront housing is essentialto
improve the quality of the Central
Waterfront asa place, to moderate the
growth of long commuter trips from
suburban areasto the Central Area, and
to help achievean improved structure
and quality of development throughout
the region. At the sametime, continuing

1. Green Infrastructure
The basic "green infrastructure" of
parks, open spaces,and green links
among them, plus stepsto improve air,
water, and soil quality and other environmental conditions, should be built
as early aspossible to begin the process
of re-creating the Central Waterfront
asa better place that, while part of the
city, is connected to the water and to
natural areas.These environmental programs should be implemented before
or concurrently with the housing

development of employment and recreational usesis vitally important to maintain economic impetus. This includes
developing the international trade centre and other economic development

developments, in order to help attract
residents to the area while ensuring that
the open spacesystemis completely
achievedand protected.

and tourism initiatives proposed in the
Garrison Common study, establishing
employment activities in the Railway
Lands, and the mixed-use development
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GOTransit
playsan essential
rolein linkingthecentreandregion

in other partsof the CentralWaterfront
describedearlier.

and employment developmentsand
circulation in the Central Waterfront;
initially this can be bus serviceson the
improved arterial road network with
HOV lanes asappropriate. This would
lead, over the medium term, to imple-

3. GO TransitExpansion
Expansion of GO Transit service in the
Lakeshore and Milton corridors and
increasesin Union Station's capacity,
along with the Garrison Common
shoulder station and related rail

menting other transit improvements
such asa downtown LRT loop system
linking to the Garrison Common

relocation, are essentialto improve the

(StrachanAvenue) GO Transit station
and later to a Cherry StreetGO Transit

relationship betweenthe region and
the centre and to serve the substantial

station.

increase in commuting and other trips
to the centre that is anticipated, even if

5. BetterRoadConnections
The Front Streetextensionis required
both for localland access
and to allow
directregionalaccessfrom the westto
the CentralArea north of the rail corridor without havingto passthrough
the south/centralsectionof the Central
Waterfront,and shouldbe in placeto

Central Area housing targetsare met
(and they will be much greater if the
targetsare not met).

4. ImprovedTfC Services
Significantlyimprovedlocal transitis
alsoessentialto servethe residential
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help carry traffic during the extensive
construction work that will be required

lanesasappropriate; and a more continuous arterial road network for land

in the Central Waterfront.

accessby trucks, autos, surface transit,
pedestrians,and cyclists.
This StageI program would
be the first giant leap in rejoining the
Central Waterfront to both the city and
the lake, making it a much better place
to be rather than just to travel through,
while still enabling it to fulfil its important function asa corridor. Additional
facilities, suchas the LRT loop systemor
its equivalent,would be in final design

Redesignand reconstruction of
the Humber crossingbridgesare required
becauseof the deteriorating quality of
the existing structures and related safety
and operational imperatives.
The two continuous east-west
arterial roads in the Central Waterfront,
along with improved north-south streets
and continuous, pedestrian-friendly
sidewalks,walkways,cycle paths, and
mid-block connectors, are essentialto
proVide local access,create a legible
framework, and re-establishVisualand
physical links between the city and its
waterfront. This could include partial
relocation of Lake Shore Boulevard
from under the expressway,as well as

or possiblyunder construction.
It should be noted that the
infrastructure elementslisted above
either have been included in municipal
and/or provincial budgets, are currently being considered, or are part of
the normal development process.The

related ramp changesto reduce further
the barrier effects to the Gardiner/
Lakeshore facility while leaVingopen

important point about this program
is that it is based on an integrated concept of the Central Waterfront asa

the question of subsequentlymodifying
the central section of that facility.

Timing andFunding

better place and corridor and moves
purposefully to achieve that concept,
building largely on projects and investments alreadyproposed by individual

The goals of the StageI implementation program would be to deliver

governmentsand agencies,selectedand
modified in light of the overall concept.

the initial components of the green
infrastructure and other program
elements in ~veyears.This includes: a
continuous Greenwayacrossthe Central

Finding

Waterfront, Roundhouse Park, etc.;
12,000-20,000housing units in the
Central Waterfront; a 50-per-cent
expansion of GO Transit peak-period
capacityon the key east-westlines, as
well as augmented full-day service;the

urban places is essential; indeed it is

die key to sustainable,

probable
failure

that the ultimate

healdly

success or

of society as a whole to achieve

sustainability

will be detennined

by

our cities.
Alberta.UrbanEnvironmentSubCommittee.
1988.

beginnings of improved feeder/ distributor transit in the Central Waterfront,

Environmentfrydesign:.theuTbanp/acein Alberta.

N. p.: EnvironmentalCouncilof Alberta.

initially by means of busesusing HOV
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STAGE

massof productiveinvestmentneededto
helpstimulatethe region'seconomic

II

While implementation of StageI is
under way,planners should prepare the sec-

recovery.

ond stageof the program. Elements of the
second stagecould include:

RECOMMENDATIONS

.continuing implementation of the
green infrastructure system;
.further residential, mixed-use,

65. The Royal Commissionrecommends
that the Province, Metropolitan
Toronto, the City of Toronto, the
City of Etobicoke, the Government
of Canada,appropriate specialpur-

commercial, industrial, and
recreational development;
.further expansion of GO Transit

pose bodies, and the private sector
negotiate a Waterfront Partnership
Agreement or agreementsto implement StageI of the program to

serVIces;
.construction of the LRT waterfront
loop and the Cherry Street GO
station; and
.redesign and relocation of the
Gardiner Expresswayand Lake Shore
Boulevard consistentwith plans

integrate environment, land use,
and transportation in the Central
Waterfront.
66. The Commission further recom-

integrating environment, land-use,
and transportation on the waterfront

mends that, to expedite the implementation of StageI, processesbe
designed to integrate approvals,

Major public policy issuesare at stake
and decisions made (or not made) in the
next few yearswill greatly affect the quality
of Toronto's Central Waterfront and

consolidate capital budgets, and
achieve concurrent decision-making
by all levelsand agenciesof

adjacent areasfor two generations at least.
It is clear that a new processis needed for

government.

planning and reaching necessarydecisions
and agreements,and for creating programs
that will help achieve the bold plan within

67.

Concurrent with implementation of
StageI, the parties should prepare a
plan for StageII of the program.

our grasp.
Within the context of integrating

68. The City of Etobicoke, City of Toronto,

environmental, land-use,transportation,
and economic issuesacrossthe Central

Metropolitan Toronto, and the
Metropolitan Toronto and Region
ConservationAuthority should participate in preparing the proposed shoreline regeneration plan, including the

Waterfront as a whole, it is useful to consider the various places that comprise the
Central Waterfront, starting with its western
gateway,Humber Bay.Projects, in addition
to those alreadydescribed in the StageI

waterfront greenwayand trail, and
ensure that any other plans for waterfront areasare reviewed and/or

program, are identified for each part of
the water-front, to contribute to the critical

developed in this context.
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The mouth of the Humber had been
a gatewayat the beginning or end of ancient

HUMBER

BAY

The viewsacrossHumber Bay,particularly the vistaof Toronto's skyline,are among
the most striking in the region. The senseof
place around the bay itself depends strongly
on natural and visual attributes: the river
and its banks, the curve and slope of the

trails for aboriginal peoples long before
the first European, Etienne Brule, arrived
there in 1615.He had travelled south from
Georgian Bayvia the famous "passagede
Toronto", along the banks of the Humber
River.He and thosewho followed him saw
the mouth of the Humber, and its accessto
Lake Ontario, asa crucial element in the

shoreline, the lake and distant perspectives.
Collectively,these conveya senseof arrival
and departure, an impression of natural
beauty,and a vision of human settlement at
the water's edge. Since the beginning, these
three forces -nature, transportation, and

European quest for riches from trade,
savingsouls,and strengthening (French
and, later, English) notions of Empire.
More than 325 years after Brule and after a mind-boggling sea-changein
technology, culture, and settlement -that

settlement-have determined the use,
development, and physical form of historic
Humber Bay.
Its future will be determined, to a substantial degree, by these sameforces, as they
bear on the basic issuesthat currently char-

The

mouth of the Humber

the shoreline
long occupied

a crucial position

history of the development

acterize the area;theseinclude the following:

As a place in the wildemess,

.Humber

River and

to either side of it have
in the

of Toronto.
on the

edge of the City or within the metro-

Bayhas a natural heritage in

polis, the growth and physical form

urgent need of remediation. (This
issueis dealt with in more detail in the
Environmental Conditions section of

Westem Beaches Corridor

has been

this chapter and in chapters 3 and 9

predominantly

by the

of the Humber

Valley/High
influenced

tension which has resulted

of this report.)
.Humber Bay'shistoric role asa place

concurrent

perception

to travel to -whether

of human settlement for industry,
recreation, and pleasure has been
diminished and fragmented and must

Park/

from

as both a place
campground,

trading station, pleasure ground
park -and

its

or

a place to travel through

be revitalized.
.Humber Bayis a significant regional
transportation corridor currently in

-whether

by canoe, foot, horseback,

need of change.
.Humber Bay has a trademark role as

Garwood;Jonesand VanNostrand Architects Jnc., Gerrard
.
andM~karsLandscape Archi~ctslnc.,an~ ~A .

stagecoach, train, streetcar,

automobile

or bicycle.

COnsulting Group Ltd..1991. The HumberRiver/High
Park/We..s1ern
P!!ji!-ches
i:illicdesignstudy.Toronto: Toronto

gatewayto the central city, with a
magnificent vista of the bay that must

(Ont..r.TaskForceon the Gardirier/Lake Shore Corridor.

be appreciated and protected.
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Humber Boy, looking east from the Etobicoke waterfront to downtown Toronto

samesenseof gatewayand vistawascaptured
by the remarkable planning and design of
the Queen Elizabeth Highway.

architectsas well as engineers;bridges
were embellished, viewswere preserved and
enhanced. What it meant to the generations
who used it has been eloquently recollected

The Queen Elizabeth WaywasNorth
America's first divided highway, begun in
1931 asa make-work project in a rapidly

by Robert Stamp (1987), who wasa boy at
the time, in his book TheQueenElizabeth

deepening Depression. In 1934, Tom
McQuesten, the new provincial Minister
of Public Works, his deputy, and the chief

Way:Canada'sFirst Superhighway:
We rolled over those magnificent
bridges at Bronte Creek, Sixteen Mile

engineer, both named Smith, werejoined
in their determination to make the new road

Creek, and the Credit River. We passed
su-aightthrough the Highway10 intersection at Port Credit, thanks to that mar-

a thing of beauty,as well asan engineering
masterpiece.A lawyer,McQuestenwas
known as the "artist-builder": he left his
imprint on the Niagara Parkssystem,the

velous 1930scontribution to highway
technology-the cloverleafinterchange.
Dusk might begin to fall aswe
neared the end of our journey. Car
lights and roadside lights were turned
on. The divided highwayseemedevery
bit assafe in the dark as it did in broad

Royal Botanical Gardens,the Peaceand
Rainbowbridges, and the Niagara Parkway.
He and the Smiths conceived the QEW as
a scenic parkwayand public motorway
with a wide planted median, limited access,

daylight. Mom and Dad still referred to

cloverleaf interchanges, lighting, and land-

Highway 27 asBrown's Line. That
intersection marked the beginning of

scaping. They hired sculptors and landscape
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asthe Commissionwasreminded, time and
time again, the importance of vistashas not
been lost on people personallyand emotionally as they go about their daily lives.
Humber Bayoffers some of the most
spectacularvistason Toronto's waterfrontvistasthat, in somecases,have been marred
by thoughtless construction of infrastructure, buildings, and billboards. In other
suburban Toronto with its small factories and industrial buildings hugging
the sides of the road. Brightly-lit signs
proclaimed Toronto's contribution to
my childhood world: Lipton Tea,
G. H. Wood: Sanitation for the Nation.
All good things came from Toronto.
Then the Lion Monument loomed

cases,as Robert Stamp says,someviewshave
been made possibleand evenenhanced by
road and rail travel.
Humber Bay has alwaysbeen a transportation corridor. Eric Arthur (1986), in his
landmark book, Toronto,No MeanCity (as
updated by Stephen Otto) reminds us that,
"aswe travel at speed over the Gardiner
Expresswayand the Don Valley,we are likely

up in the median ahead of us. Hello
Lucky Lion! Let the marble columns
of Union Station welcome others; the
QEW's stone lion was my favourite
introduction to the city.
Finally,we swoopedover the
Humber Bridge, marked the PalacePier
on our right and caughta glimpse of our
first red and yellow

to forget that we are riding on the ancient
"road systemof the Indian, the coureur de
bois and the traders."
In 1750,the first "Lakeshore Road"
was cut out from the "beatentrails" to connect Fort Rouille (near the present site of
the CNE Bandshell) to Fort Toronto on the
eastbank at the mouth of the Humber;
between 1798and

streetcar on the left.
Ahead lay the bright
lights of Sunnyside,

Vistas! Compared with other major
city regions,Toronto has done very

1804, it wasimproved
and becamea public
road with a ferry

the Exhibition, and

liUle to protect its vistas.

acrossthe Humber in

downtown Toronto
itself. It wasall made

c~""

co

';if,,'

possible by the Queen ElizabethWay.

1802and a brid ge in
1809.A stagecoach

from York to Niagara wasestablishedin 1825.

Vistas! Compared with other major city
regions, Toronto has done very little to protect its vistas.Perhapswe've simply taken
them for granted or, becauseofjurisdictional

In 1850, at the dawn of the great railwayboom, LakeshoreRoad, along with
other regional roads in the Toronto district,
wassold to private interestsasa toll road.

narrownessand fragmentation, perhaps
their importance has not been articulated in
a way that enablespublic discussionand
opinion to inform public poli(:y. Certainly,

During the next 40 years,asthe railroads
transformed the new industrial city,roads
fell into disrepair asthe result of,neglect,
scandal,and recurring corruption. In 1890,
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Lakeshore Road wasturned over to the York

In 1921,the public systemwasreorganized

County Council, but remained in relative
disrepair until 1914-1916when the new,

asthe Toronto Transportation Commission;
in .1953,with the appearanceof the new

provincially establishedToronto-Hamilton
Highway Commission virtually rebuilt the
old road and paved it asOntario's first
motor traffic highway. It was56 kilometres
(35 miles) long and 5.5 metres (18 feet)
wide. The road became the basisfor a new

Metropolitan Government, the TTC became
the Toronto Transit Commission, with
exclusive power to provide public passenger
transportation in the metropolitan area,
"other than steamrailwaysand taxis".
Throughout the 19th century and
the early part of the 20th, on both sides
of the river, Humber Bay filled up with
people in new settlements,villages, towns,
and in specialplacesfor recreation: parks,

industry and new development asmotels
and automobile-oriented restaurantssprung
up along its route (particularly in the area
close to the westbank of the Humber River),
and the number of cars increased from
25 to 500 per day. In 1927,the road was

pleasures,and public amenities.
Fort Toronto and Fort Rouille had not
survived the fall of New France in 1759.Following the Toronto Purchaseof aboriginal
lands in 1787,Indian communities began to
shrink and withdraw in the face of British

widened to 26 metres (86 feet).
Meanwhile, the new magical world
of electricity had spawnedthe electric streetcar, which waspreviewed at the Toronto
Exhibition in 1883. In November 1890,the
Toronto and Mimico Electric Railwayand

expansion of the Town of York in 1793. By
1797,the new town had alreadyexpanded
west along the waterfront to Bathurst Street
In 1787,JeanBaptiste Rousseauhad

Light Co. wasformed to build and operate
a street railway on Lakeshore Road and to
sell electric power to people along its route.

establisheda small farm and orchard on
the eastside of the Humber in present-day

ByJuly 1893,the Toronto RailwayCompany
had taken over operations and extended the
line from the Humber River to Mimico Creek
and, the following year,asfar asLong Branch

Swansea.Colonel SamuelBois Smith came
to Etobicoke in 1795and led the way for
new immigrants from the Napoleonic
Warsand for Late Loyalists,who began to
clear the land, construct the mills, and

and, later, Port Credit. The Long Branch
serviceto Brown's Line continues to this day.
By 1894, the last horse-drawnstreetcar
had disappearedas new electric "radial"
lines "radiated" out from the burgeoning
City of Toronto. In 1891,the very ambitious
Belt Line RailwayCompanyline was established and opened to passengertraffic; it
consisted of two loops, one for the Humber

establishthe farms of Etobicoke. In 1837,
John Gardhome and his remarkable family
came to homestead. They would be farmers,
livestockbreeders,politicians, teachers,and
public servantsfor more than a century: in
fact, in 1953the first employee of the newly
establishedMetropolitan Government was
its Clerk, Wilbert Gardhome.
In 1847-1848,the "birth of municipal

Valley and the other for the Don Valley,
tied together by a line along the waterfront.
.In time, the company died, but parts of
the Belt Line remained a part of the trans-

government in Etobicoke" took place at
Montgomery's Tavern on Dundas Street
West John Howard built Colborne Lodge

portation systemfor more than 30 years.
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pleasuresand needs of visitors.john Duck
maintained a "menagerie", where he kept

at High Park in 1837and, almost 40 years
later, gavehis 66 hectares (165 acres)to
the City asa public park. He persuadedhis

bears,deer, wildcats, mink, and other
animals which, increasingly,were removed

friend, John Ellis, to buy the adjoining land,
including Grenadier Pond, and build his
house overlooking both the pond and the

from human experience.The lower Humber
River also becamerenowned for its market

renamed as "Islington".
By 1870, with the flow of the Etobicoke
River diminishing so much that it could no
longer power the mill wheels, steamhad
become the power source of choice. More-

gardens;people crossedthe river regularly
to buy fresh produce.
In the latter part of the century, the
City of Toronto expanded rapidly to the
west; from about the 1850s,the area west of
Dufferin and the Garrison Reserveto High
Park and north of the lake, wasa prestigious
rural retreat. By the 1880s,Parkdale had
become a "pre-eminent village of the

over, at a time when there were few indus-

Dominion ". It became an independent

tries in Etobicoke, Humber Bayboasted

municipality in 1879 and a decade-long
debate began on whether it should remain
separateor join the expanding City. The

lake. In 1858, with a population of about
3,000 people, the area wasgiven a post
office, called "Mimico", leaving the original
"Mimico" settlement on Dundas to be

three brickyards -Butwell, Price, and
Maloney -which were located in a triangle
south from Queen Streetto Lakeshore, east
of SalisburyAvenue (which later became

fight was betweenthose who supported
"home rule for Parkdale" and those who

Park Lawn).
In the 1870s,the little settlement at
Humber Bay,just west of the Humber River

marched under the banner "Economy,
Union, and Progress"and supported annexation. Major john Carlaw,a strong advocate

near the lakeshore,became a "lovely resort
for holiday-makersfrom Toronto" -and it
remained that way until World War I. As
Esther Hayes (1974) wrote in her book

of keeping Parkdale out of Toronto's grasp,
warned that annexation would mean that
"our waterfront, the glory of our town,
would be polluted, the water supply made
inferior, and the level of taxeswould go up".
He was not heeded and in 1889 the little
Town of Parkdale, with its 225 hectares

Etobicoke from Furrow to Borough:

They came in crowds to dine and dance,
to participate in gamesand sports, to
picnic and to swimand fish or just
paddle a canoe on the river. Starting

(557 acres)and 5,651 citizens,joined
Toronto as the new St. Alban's Ward.
The Sunnysidestrip wasacquired in

from May 24, Queen Victoria's Birthday,
an excursion steamermade scheduled
trips daily from Toronto to the old

1893and by 1909the City had moved its
boundaries to the Humber Valleyand
the Village of Swansea.The SwanseaBolt

wharf at the mouth of the Humber.
In winter, hockey, skating, and ice-

Works, establishedin 1882 (which ultimately
becamethe Steel Company of Canada),
gaveSwanseaits start asa modern settle-

boating became popular pastimes.Three
hotels -the RoyalOak; the Nurse's Hotel,
run by Charles Nurse; and Wimbleton
House, run byJohn Duck -catered to the

ment. It built row housing for its workers,
at the foot of Windermere Avenue, and
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donated the site for St. Olave's Church in
1886.The name of the "Windermere" Post
Office waschanged to "Swansea" in 1889.

century, it becameclear that competing
demands of emerging transportation technologies and the need for new placesto live,

William Rennie, who built his own
house on John Ellis's land, founded the

work, and play, in the face of jurisdictional
confusion and inertia, made it imperative

Presbyterian church on Morningside
Avenue and built row housing for working
people in different parts of the emerging vil-

to reorder things along the waterfront.
In July 1912,the newly established
Board of Toronto Harbour Commissioners

lage. Mter the severerecessionat the beginning of the century, Swanseabegan to grow

wasauthorized to create plans for the waterfront and wasgiven substantialpowers to

again and, by 1907, the old golf links that
had marked severalearlier landscapes

implement them. Much of the THC's work,
of course,focused on rebuilding the central

began to sprout new houses.Swansea

and eastern harbour area, which involved

remained part of York
Township until 1926,
when it wasestablished
asa "self-governing"vil-

The 1912 waterfront plan was
imaginative in scope,bold in design,and

substantialland reclamation, construction
of wharves,and deepening of the harbour

lage. It would not be
until many yearslater,
in 1967, that Swansea,
too, became part of the

breathtaking in imPlementation. It gave
coherenceand balance to the claims of
both corridor and Place and understood
the growing needfor waterfront recreation.

to accommodatevesselsthat would use
the proposed new
WeIland Canal.

City of Toronto.
In the mid-1850s,
the Toronto-Humber RailwayLine had been

().

Home Smith, a
land developer and a
member of the Commission from its incep-

established,causinga real estate "flutter"
that led to plans by the Christian Socialist

tion (and its chair in the early 1920s)is generally credited with the 1912waterfront plans.

Movement to build a "Model Workingmen's

He certainly wasno stranger to Humber

Village" of solid, modest homes. Becauseof

Bay. In his time, he would develop some

prevailing economic conditions, the project
was not completed. However,the plans were
dusted off again in 1906, when the Grand
Trunk Railwaybuilt a major freight yard in
EastEtobicoke and, thereby, changed the
area forever. Developersand builders were
called in to create new homes and services;

1214hectares(3,000 acres) of land along the
banks of the Humber, including Riverside
Drive, the Kingsway,BabyPoint, and the
(Old Mill Tea Room. In 1928,to complement
the CPR'snew Royal York Hotel, he built
St. George's Golf Course on the banks of
the Humber. The THC began work in the

streetsthat had "gone to pasture" were

Humber Bayarea in 1917and, within a

re-establishedand new homes built on
them. In less than a decade,Mimico and

decade,the whole area wastransformed.
The plan wasimaginative in scope,

New Toronto emerged from being a rural to

bold in design, and breathtaking in imple-

becoming an essentiallyurban community.
In all of the jostle and push of expan-

mentation. It gavecoherence and balance
to the claims of both corridor and place and

sion, particularly in the early part of the new

understood the growing need for waterfront
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recreation. It called for recreational facilities and parkland along the entire waterfront strip, from just westof Bathurst Street
to the Humber River,with a six-kilometre

Lake Shore Boulevard and Lakeshore Road,
were laid out along the newly filled waterfront expansethat had beencreatedby pumping 3,058,200cubic metres (4,000,000cubic
yards) of sandymuck from the lake bottom
and distributing it along a six-kilometre
(four-mile) stretch of Humber Bay'swaterfront shoreline. In time, the THC would

(four-mile) long breakwall to control
erosion and protect new uses.
As Mike Filey (1982) notes in his book,
I Remember
Sunnyside,
by 1922 the Bathing
Pavilion and Amusement Park had opened
and almost 75 per cent of the Humber Bay
section of the 1912 Waterfront Plan had
been completed. Ultimately, the Harbour
Commissionersdeveloped 134hectares
(330 acres) -46 hectares (U3acres) of

build a new ballpark, Maple Leaf Stadium
(1926) at the foot of Bathurst Street, and an
airport on the Toronto Islands (1939).
Sailing, rowing, and canoeingfacilities
were developed asold clubs, displaced by
the THC from Toronto Baybecauseof the
harbour improvements, relocated west.

protected waterwaysbehind 5,482 metres
(17,985 feet) of breakwall, 47 hectares

The Argonaut Rowing Club, the longest

(115 acres) of park, 35 hectares (86 acres)
for sale or lease,and 6 hectares (16 acres) of
dedicated streets.Two major thoroughfares,

continuously operating rowing club in
Canada,establishedin 1872 at the foot of
George Street, and later moved to the York

Sunnyside,EasterSunday,1949
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SUNNYSIDE:

A PLAYGROUND

BY THE LAKE

A thundering and thrilling roller-£oaster; a luxurious merry-go-round; tantalizing
Honey Dew, hot dogs,and Downyfiake doughnuts; bands, dances,and boat rentals at the
PalaisRoyale -these were just some of the attractions at Toronto's SunnysideBathing
Pavilion and Amusement Park, situated along Lake Ontario betweenthe Humber River
and Exhibition Place.
Not long after its inception in 1922,Sunnysidebecame known as a "playground by
the lake". Children with bathing suitsand towels in hand jumped on street cars and were
transported, free of charge, to Sunnyside,where they enjoyed the 91-metre (300-foot)
long swimming pool, the rides, and gamesof skill. Excited crowds flocked to the park
grounds, participated in contests,entertained themselvesand each other with concerts,
strolled along the boardwalk or cheered entertainers and their outrageous acts,which
included, for example, afemale impersonators' competition and dancing bears.

Enjoying
thelake andsandybeach,Sunnyside,
1926

Fond memories of the amusementpark still linger in the minds of many
Torontonians. Sam Sniderman (Samthe Record Man) recalls Sunnyside as"the focal
point. , .for our courting and social activities, ..our only chance for a holiday resort",
Radio and television personality Elwood Glover spoke of being taken to the amusement
park ", .,where the lights and crowds and noise recreated". all the excitement ofa
county fair", He also recalled ". ..a bandshell with its back to the lake,where every
Sunday night a People's Credit Jewellers broadcastwould take place" (Filey 1982).
Seventyyears later, it is still possible to walk through Sunnyside Park, The Palais
Royale and the Bathing Pavilion are still intact and in operation, However, the glorious
and exciting days that marked time spent at the park can no longer be captured, Most
of historic Sunnysidewasdestroyed after World War II to make way for the Gardiner
Expressway,A unique era, and a unique part of the City, are gone.
Source: Filey M. 1982. I remember
Sunnyside:theriseandfall ofa magicalera.Toronto: McClelland
and Stewart.
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Streetpier, wasrelocated to the foot of
JamesonAvenue (which was then still connected to the waterfront). The Toronto

smells,the happy noise -the sheer
energy of it all. A world of rides, Honey
Dew,music and chips with vinegar
and salt.

Sailand Canoe Club, establishedin 1880,was
relocatedto the foot of DowlingAvenue,
where it joined the BoulevardClub, which had
been established in 1905 as the Parkdale
Canoe Club. The PalaisRoyalewaserected
in 1920 and an entire generation "swung
and swayed"and 'jumped and jived" to Bert
Niosi and Ellis McLintock and many other
Big Bands.The SunnysideAmusementPark,
officially opened on 28June 1922,wasthe
"poor man's Riviera" and still exerts a pow-

By the late' 4Os,it had all begun to
change. In 1948,a subcommittee of City
Council tabled a report calling for a 19 kilometres (12-mile) long super highway from
the Humber River to Woodbine Avenue. In
1953,the newlyestablishedCouncil of
Metropolitan Toronto approved 13 kilometres (eight miles) of it; by 1955,the
Frederick G. Gardiner Expressway,Canada's
first full-scaleurban freeway,was under construction and, by 1957, it wasin operation.

erful hold on the memories of the millions
who went there. Mike Filey (1982) recalls the
memories of a boy growing up in Swansea:
Sunnysidewasa world just outside
our neighbourhood. From our house
on Ellis Avenue; you walked to the bottom of the street, passingCatfishPond

The new expresswaywasa matter of
great civic pride and understood to be the
harbinger of economic and cultural progress.
It wasa part of the great program of growth
of the 1950s,in which the newwas clearly
perceived to be of greater value than the
old. Building the new transportation corridor

and the Camels'Hump hills on the right
and GrenadierPond
and High Park on
the left. Just as you
came out from
under the railway
bridge, by the old
Lake Simcoe ice-

-

-()

~

sealedthe fate of an
-already-deteriorating

The Gardiner Expresswaywas a part of
the great program of growth of the 1950s,
in which the new was clearly perceived
to be of greater value than the old.

Sunnysideand
began to significantly
alter the vision of
Humber Bay that
,'CO"
had informed the
'"'cc"
1912 Waterfront
Plan. Coherence and balance beganto slip

~-()

house, you could
feel the chargeasthe village met the lake.
Acrossthe short field and a
narrow Lakeshore Road we would run

away;the senseof the area asa place or
seriesof placesconnected to the waterfront,
to which neighbourhoods were attached
and significant numbers of people would
come for pleasure and recreation, gradually
diminished as,more and more, Humber Bay
become a corridor through which people
passedon their way to somewhereelse.
As a result of a central transportation
corridor that comprisesthe Queensway,the

to get to our first goal- the boardwalk!
The boardwalk wasthe great pathwayto
imagined pleasures-a kind of yellowbrick road that stretched asfar as the
eye could seeand where you could feel
the excitement as the boards warmed
your feet in the summer sun.
And there it was! The water, the
breakwall, the colours, the people, the

railways,the Gardiner Expressway,and Lake
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Today,

from the regional perspective

dealt with in the previous chapter; it is
their effect on Humber Bay that concerns

the westem edge of the [Central waterfront]

region is a sleeper -an

ripe for development,
inappropriate
an exciting

area

development.
opportunity

There is

and challenge

for those concemed

with the best use

of this irreplaceable

resource:

limited

us here. The various proposalsand studies
include perspectiveson priorities for
environmental remediation, shoreline

or possibly

managementplans, protecting vistasand
regional viewcorridors, waterfront protection techniques, building heights, open
spaceopportunities, transportation facilities, urban design, and detailed built
form requirements. When placed in
the context of the ecosystemapproach

the

shoreline.

Toronto Waterfront Charrette. [1989]. TorontoWaterfront
Charrette:blueprintfor thefuture: a reportto thea~cies, pr0pertyownersand residentsof MetropolitanToronto.Toronto:
Toronto Waterfront Charrette. Charrette Steering

accepted by the Province of Ontario, they
should give considerable momentum to
the efforts to rehabilitate and regenerate
Humber Bay.

Committee.

Shore Boulevard, such historic public places

Recently,the City of Toronto (1991)
established TheHumberRiver/High Park/
Western
Beaches
CivicDesignStudyto:
examine the means of improving the
westernend of the Gardiner-lakeshore
Corridor extending from Roncesvalles
Avenue to the Humber River. ..to see
how this section of the waterfront can
be improved to once again serve asa
meeting place of distinction along the

as the Humber Valleyand High Park, and
such long-establishedurban Toronto neighbourhoods asParkdale and Swansea,have
been further isolated from each other and
from the waterfront.
In the past few years-pushed as
alwaysby the forces of new land development, changesin transportation, and concern for environmental health -there has
been considerable activity in the Humber
Bayarea and a number of studies that will
profoundly affect its future.
In Etobicoke, the City Planning Staffs
work on the official planning processhas

Greater Toronto Waterfront.
Its objectivesinclude:
.creating a major gatewayto the City at
the Humber River;

been supplemented by a Lakeshore
Overview
Studyundertaken by the Butler Group
(1991), and by two site-specificstudies of
the motel strip, one done by A.]. Diamond,
Donald Schmitt and Company (1991)
and the other by the Kirkland Partnership
(1991). The Province of Ontario has
declared the motel strip to be an area of
Provincial Interest under the Planning Act.
The studies,and the negotiations and
official processesinvolving them, were

.improving the open spaceconnections
betweenthe Humber River, the
WesternBeaches,and High Park;
.investigating the realignment of Lake
Shore Boulevard betweenRoncesvalles
Avenue and Ellis Avenue, and of
the Queenswaybetween the South
Kingswayand Ellis Avenue; and
.proposing improvements to pedestrian
environments, landscapes,and streetscapesin the transportation corridor.
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It recommends the following civic
design strategies,which are intended to
improve vehicular, bicycle, and pedestrian
accessto, and movement through, the
Gardiner/Lakeshore Corridor:
.two new waterfront trails along the
waterfront: a new pedestrian boardwalk and a new,separatedbicycle path
linking the City of Toronto with the
City of Etobicoke;
.new pedestrian promenades along
the north and/or south sides of
both Lake Shore Boulevard and the
.a

Queensway;
direct new link betweenthe Humber

Valley trail and the new waterfront
trails under the proposed new
Humber bridges;
.the proposed extension of the

.a

Transportation
corridor,1990

Harbourfront LRT westwardsto

.providing

the Humber River along the

Swansea,High Park, and Parkdale
portions of the corridor;
.providing a new urban design
structure for the potential redevelopment of the Stelco site;
.improving the civic and physical
design of the proposed new Humber
bridges and their environs, in order to
establisha new gatewayto Toronto

Queensway;
new pedestrian and bicycle
bridge from High Park, crossing
the Queensway,the railwaytracks, the
Gardiner Expressway,and Lake Shore
Boulevard, in order to provide direct

accessto the waterfront;
.improvements to the quality and
amenity of at-gradevehicular, bicycle,

new urban parks in the

and Etobicoke; and

and pedestrian accessto the waterfront at Windermere Avenue, Ellis
Avenue, Colborne Lodge Drive, and
ParksideDrive; and
.a new pedestrian deck and bridge at

.providing

a seriesof newwaterside

plazas,piers, and monuments that will
reinforce significant visual axeswithin
the corridor.

RoncesvallesAvenue that will link it
directly to the waterfront.

Transportation strategiesproposed in
support of the civic designstrategiesinclude:

Civic designstrategiesto improve the
quality and amenity of public placeswithin
the corridor include:

.realigning Lake Shore Boulevard
north, in order to provide unimpeded
pedestrian waterfront accesson an
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additional 6.9 hectares (17 acres) of

waterfront, theseauthorities must begin to
work with members of the public. Humber
Bayis far too important to be severedand

currently inaccessibleparkland;
.providing improved at-grade parking
facilities that will have direct accessto
and from Lake Shore Boulevard, for

impaired by artificial planning jurisdictions.

drivers visiting the WesternBeachesin

RECOMMENDATION

general, and SunnysidePavilion and
the PalaisRoyale, in particular;
.providing improved pedestrianand
vehicular accessto the waterfront and/
or Lake ShoreBoulevardat Roncesvalles
Avenue,ParksideDrive, Colborne
Lodge Drive, Ellis Avenue,Windermere
Avenue,and the SouthKingsway;and
.providing improved public transit
accessto the corridor, along both Lake
Shore Boulevard and the Queensway.
The cities of Toronto and Etobicoke
havejoint stewardshipwith Metropolitan
Toronto and the Province of Ontario in deter-

69. The RoyalCommission
recommends
that existingand future plansand
studiesfor HumberBaybe integrated,
within the contextof the program
for integratingenvironment,land
use,and transportationin the
CentralWaterfrontdescribedin
the previoussection.

mining the future of Humber Bay. If we are
to seizethe opportunities that now present

GARRISON
COMMON
The portion of Toronto's waterfront
we call Garrison Common is a loose cluster
of places that evoke strong collective memo-

themselveson this historic part of Toronto's

ries. It washere that the French built Fort

Aerialviewof Garrison
[ammon
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Rouille in .1750to support the fur trade.

famous Toronto reserveregiments. There
are the activefacilities of HMCS York facing
onto the lake and, just west of them, lovely
Coronation Park, its majestic trees planted
to honour the Canadian units that served
in World War I.

Forty-three yearslater, under the command
of Governor John GravesSimcoe, the
Queen's Rangersbuilt Fort York to defend
the new Town of York. At the time, the fort
commanded the entrance to the harbour
and was ideally situated to repel invaders.
The name Garrison Common wasused, at
least until 1850, for the grassyarea outside
Fort York on which the soldiers grazed
their cattle. It now refers to the area running
north from the lake to Queen Street, west
from Bathurst Streetasfar as Dufferin (and
somewhatfurther westat its southerly end
to take in all of Exhibition Place).
Other links to Canada'smilitary

In many ways,the area'sindustrial
heritage is as rich as its military heritage.
Canada'smost successfulclothing retailers
had their workrooms in the area; nearby
stood the warehousesof a large grocery
chain. There wasa brewery,and mills and
factories, as well as the vastbuilding in
which Canada'sfIrst multinational com-

history remain: the old Military Cemetery

pany built farm equipment to be shipped
worldwide.
The westernend of the Garrison

close to Fort York; the Fort York Armouries
on Fleet Street, where soldiers trained in
World War I, and which still housesseveral

Common area is dominated by Exhibition
Park, home to the Canadian National
Exhibition, which has played a cherished
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role in Torontonians' memories since 1878.

Despite the shabbinessof some of its
parts, the area'sstrategic location, rich his-

The remarkable Crystal Palacewas built
then as exhibition spaceto lure the annual

tory, and the extent of public ownership
in it, provide enormous opportunities for

Agricultural Association fair to the City.
Although the building is long gone, its
Victorian whimsy is echoed in the Music
Building, the Bandshell, and the Horticultural Building.
The use of the area for exhibitions has
continued for 113 years, luring generations
of residents to its star attractions: two major

regeneration. The Garrison Common area
is 308 hectares (760 acres) in size, an area

annual exhibitions -one marking the
end of summer, the other the beginning
of winter.
South of the exhibition lands stands

Commissionfirst began to examine Garrison
Common, it soon became apparent that
there wasno co-ordination of activities: each
major player had plans and projects that,
for the most part, were being pursued inisolation from eachother. Nor wasthis a new

perched on the water's edge, clearly in
transition, and in need of renewal.
All four levels of government are
involved in the Garrison Common area,
asis the private sector.When the Royal

Ontario Place, the Province's answerto
Expo '67. Built on stilts and strung out
acrossthree artificial
--:c
islands, its architecture
wasdescribed by
Despite the shabbinessof someof
William Dendy and
its parts, the area's strategic location,
William Kilbourn
rich history, and the extentof public
(1986), writing in
ownership in it, provide enormous
TorontoObserved,
as
opportunities for regeneration.
being "designed to
,-()
amuse rather than

problem: for decades,
attempts at establishing a new plan for

the area have failed,
becauseof three factors:jurisdictional
gridlock, lack of a
clear economic development strategy,and
lack ora co-ordinated physical plan -in
short, lack of a sharedvision.
The Commissionreviewedproblems

impress". For 21 years,Ontario Placehas
attracted visitors to tour its exhibits, marvel
at its large-screencinema, and enjoy music,
ballet, and pop concertsin a lakesidesetting.

and opportunities in the Garrison Common
area and, in its Watershed
(1990) report,
called for development of an integrated
J:Jlaster
plan. In December 1991, Ruth Grier,
minister responsiblefor the GreaterToronto
Area, formally askedthe Royal Commission
to do just that.
A masterplan would provide co-

But the glories of yesterday'sGarrison
Common have faded: many industries have
departed, and much of the land left behind
lies empty. The most-usedpublic venuesExhibition Placeand Ontario Place -are
dominated for most of the year by hectares
of empty parking lots. Major traffic corridors
bisect the area and cut off links to the lake.
Fort York is isolated, hidden behind the
concrete span of the Gardiner, and the
area's park systemis not a systemat all, just

ordinated direction for all the political, investment, and designdecisionsneeded to regenerate GarrisonCommon. In the Commission's
view,a co-ordinated, ecosystem-based

a disconnected seriesof green spaces.

approach wasneeded in order to overcome
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OntarioPlace

the fundamental challenges Garrison
Common faces.There were six challenges:

of usershas declined over the last
ten years.

1. To create a rich natural and human

Much of the rest of the area -industrial and railwaylands -is vacant. The

environment
Garrison Common occupies a major
section of the Central Toronto Waterfront,
but has a limited range of aquatic, terrestrial,
and human environments. More than a

Niagaraand Parkdaleneighbourhoods,which
border the area,are cut off from Garrison
Commonand Lake Ontario by the transportation corridor. The MasterPlan would facilitate connections between Garrison Common
and the urban fabric around it, and would

third of the area'ssurface is covered by
parking lots, roads or vacantindustrial sites;
70 per cent of the land/water boundary is

enhance its character as a unique place.

hard-edged.The Master Plan would ensure
development and managementof a complex
and healthy ecosystem.

3. To guidemajorpublic infrastructure
decisionsandencourageinvestment
in privatedevelopment
Majorpublic investments
arebeing
consideredfor GarrisonCommon,including: extendingthe HarbourfrontLRT
from FrontStreet;consolidatingGO corridors;and makingchangesto the Gardiner/
LakeshoreCorridor.A majornewinternational TradeCentreis beingplannedfor

2. To makeGarrisonCommona vital part
of the surroundingurbanarea
The publiclyownedsectionsof the
GarrisonCommonarea-Exhibition
Place,Ontario Place,and FortYorkareunder-utilizedand, in fact,the number
353

Exhibition Place, substantialchangesto the
operation of Ontario Place are under way,

involved in the area. There is now a clear
willingness to move towardsa c{}{}rdinated

and improvements are proposed for Fort
York. The area would be dramatically transformed by collaborative planning among

(and ultimately consolidated) management
and development structure; the Master Plan
would be the basisfor doing so.

agencies,and by private-sectorinitiatives
that would result from a strong vision for
the area.

PROCESS
The GarrisonCommon:Preliminary
MasterPlan (Berridge Lewinberg Greenberg
et al. 1991)wasdeveloped under the direction of a Steering Committee composed of
representativesfrom all four levels of govern-

4. To promote the economic development
of the region
Garrison Common has traditionally
played a unique role in trade and tourism in
the regional, provincial, and national economy. However, if Toronto and Ontario are
to remain internationally competitive in
these sectors,that role must be significantly
reworked and expanded: trade and tourism
drawsare losing ground to comparable facil-

ment and their respectiveboards and agencies.The work wascarried out by a multidisciplinary group of consultantswith
expertise in urban planning, environmental
design, transportation planning, and economic analysis.They met regularly with the
S~eeringCommittee, and held individual

ities in other jurisdictions. The MasterPlan
would focus on establishinga program of
reindustrialization and strategicdevelopment
of key sectorsin the regional economy.

meetings with representativesof the area's
landowners and residents.
An ecosystemapproach wascentral to
the development of the Garrison Common
MasterPlan. This meant that the consulting
team had to look beyond immediate problems to broader issuesaffecting the area,
and had to examine the interrelationship
of the biophysicaland human environments. Development of the MasterPlan
wasbased on the belief that incorporating
natural systemsinto the planning process

5. To enhancethe attractivenessof
Garrison Common
Garrison Commonis unique: beautifully
situated, with marvellous views of the lake,
easyaccessto the water, and many magnificent buildings and landscapedareas;but
much of its richness is neglected and undis-

is essentialto shapinga healthy human
habitat.
In applying the ecosystemapproach,
a number of possible planning options

covered.The Master Plan would ensure
that a consistently high standard of building
design, composition, and landscapingis
achieved,and that environmental quality
becomesa goal in itself.

were generated for Garrison Common. The
net impact on and benefits for the whole
system-natural, social, and economic -

6. To co-ordinatelong-termmanagement
of GarrisonCommon
The opportunityinherentin so much
publiclyownedland hasnot beenrealized
becauseof the multiplicity of governments

were evaluatedfor eachone.
What the consultantshave created is
not "the final word" on Garrison Common,
but a concept and a vision -a starting
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place from which to build for the area's

2. Expanding trade, particularly at the

future. Certainly, the preliminary response
to the release of the report bodes well for a
co-operativeand constructive processinvolving the four levels of government and their
agencies.There is considerable support, not
only for the general thrust and vision of the

regional and international levels
The trade functions at Exhibition Place
should be repositioned from the essentially
local and regional, to become an internationally important venue. In part,.this can
be done by developing an internationally
competitive trade and exhibition centre,
which the city now lacks.The logical site is

Preliminary MasterPlan, but for developing
partnerships amongstthe parties that will
allow the plan to be finalized and action to

Exhibition Place.
A partnership of public- and privatesector interestsare currently studying the

begin.

DEFINING
FOR

A NEW

GARRISON

issueintensely.The current proposal by
Metropolitan Toronto involves renovating
existing exhibition buildings and adding

ROLE

COMMON

One of the first taskswasto analysethe

new, temporary exhibition halls for a total
of approxima;tely139,350squaremetres

current role of Garrison Common and to
develop an economic development strategy
for the area. The resultant strategyis based

(1.5 million square feet) of space.Detailed
planning will end in spring 1992 with the

on a recognition of the area'sinternational,
regional, and local potential; it has four

majorcomponents:

presentation of a businessand design plan
to Metro Toronto.

I. Developing tourism for both domestic
and international markets

3. Reindustrializing old industrial areas,
focusing on dynamic sectors of the new

Toronto's position asone of the top 10
tourist destinations in North America should

economy
Among the enterprises in Garrison

be protected by a strong tourism strategythat
would include developmentof newattractions
for the enjoyment of visitors. Other than the

Common that are now gone are MasseyFerguson,Inglis, and Molson's. The loss, in
just the last 10 years,
()
of almost 2,000jobs

SkyDome,there has
been no significant new
facility, event or amenity

.Toronto 'sposition as one of the
top 10 tourist destinations in North
America should beprotected by a strong

developedsincethe early
'80s.The potential
existsat Garrison

tourism strategy that would include
development of new attractions
for the enjoyment of visitors.

Common to establish

.'

()

in the area -almost
15 per cent of total
employmentleaveslarge and welllocated tracts of land
that provide a strong
opportunity for

new cultural, sports,
and entertainment facilities and new
regional attractions (such as an aquarium),

Toronto's reindustrialization. They should be used asa resource
on which new and leading-edgeindustry can

and to host festivals (such asCaribana,
Mariposa, and a Winter Festival).

be developed, encompassingthe manufacturing, design, trading, and service sectors.
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Arts, (rafts and Hobbies Building, Exhibition Place

4. Developing communities by expanding
existing, and creating new, residential

ENVIRONMENT
The condition of the aquatic environ-

neighbourhoods

ment along the waterfront is poor, and as
indicated previously,a Remedial Action Plan
is being developed in order to restore water

There are significant opportunities
in Garrison Common to create new residential communities, and to preserve and

quality. In Garrison Common, aselsewhere
along the Central Waterfront, water quality
and aquatic habitat are degraded: the lake
water and bottom sedimentsare contaminated with nutrients, heavymetals, and
organic chemicals.The area lacksfish habitat

expand existing residential neighbourhoods. The Bathurst-Spadinaneighbourhood section of the RailwayLands will
reach asfar westas Bathurst Streetand
offers the potential of expanding them

open spacepattern of the Niagara
neighbourhood can also be extended west
towards StrachanAvenue, using available

areasfor spawningand feeding, although
there is the potential for improving habitat
within the breakwallsand in the Ontario
Placelagoons. Poor connections between
terrestrial habitatsand the limited diversityof

public or vacantindustrial land.

plant communities have resulted in sterile

westwardinto the Fleet Streetlands. North
of the track corridor, the basic streetand
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landscapeswith limited ability to support wildlife and birds, and lacking in micro-climate

the lake. The trail would follow a series
of existing and proposed parks and open
spaces:a symbolic reference to Garrison
Creekwould be created, in the area where

protection and visual interest for people.
The transportation corridors, areas
created by lakefill, and former industrial

the creek and raVineonce existed, through
a seriesof stormwater managementponds,

lands may have contaminated soils. Large
areasof surface parking create problems
with blowing dust, and traffic in the transportation corridor is a significant source
of the area's air pollution.
Proposalsfor regenerating the natural
environment in Garrison Common include
strategiesfor improving water quality and

regrading, and revegetatingwith native
woodland and meadowspecies.
The possible relocation of the
GeorgetownGO line further westwould
proVide an opportunity to establisha green
connection to Black Creek on the existing
right-{)f-way.
Fort York would be better connected

open space.Reconfiguring the breakwaters
and shoreline in and adjacent to the area

north to Trinity BellwoodsPark, eastto
the SkyDomeand CN Tower, westto
Exhibition Place,and south to the lake.
Landscapingto recreate the original shoreline of Lake Ontario would be undertaken
and could include symbolic shingle beach
and water elements,a boardwalk link to
Little Norway Park and the WesternGap,
and relocation of the original Queen's Quay

would create a seriesof aquatic habitats,
including wetlands and beaches.That would
improve people's accessand the quality of
their experience along the Waterfront Trail.
The wetlandswould enhance fish habitat,
and improve water quality by trapping
sedimentsand excessnutrients. Building
stormwater detention ponds would upgrade
water quality in the nearshore areasof

lighthouse to the site from its current home
in Gore Park.

the lake.
There are many proposals to improve
the quality and variety of open space,as well
as the connections between open spaces-

The existing seaof asphalt at
Exhibition Placewould be reduced and
landscaped.At the westend of Exhibition
Place,the integrity of the beaux-artslandscapewould be maintained and enhanced
by creating more paVilions-in-the-parkand

to create a "green network" that links the
various open spacesin the area. The
Waterfront Trail would provide east/west
links and improve accessto the shoreline of

appropriate landscaping.

Lake Ontario. One possibleroute for the
trail is along the perimeter of the islands at

LAND

USE

Ontario Place. A waterfront "canoe trail"
would connect the Humber River to the
Western Gap with potential links to the
Toronto Islands and the Don River.
It is proposed that a Garrison Common
trail be built, north from Coronation Park
to Trinity BellwoodsPark, in order to estab-

The plan proposesto continue and
enhance the park and recreational character of Ontario Place, Exhibition Place,
Coronation Park, and Fort York. The eastern
end of Exhibition Placewould be substan-

lish a strong north-south connection with

designed to complement the surrounding

tially redeveloped, with the creation of
an upgraded Trade Centre, which would be
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Garrison Common itself, and have a

park. Infill buildings on the other major
public lands would be developed on a scale

negative impact on its facilities.
The preferred transportation solutions

and character consistentwith those already

being offered for Garrison Common are

established.
With an active Trade Centre to the

based on the assumption that at least four

north, there would be major opportunities
to expand the scope of activities at Ontario

major proposals now under active considera-

Place. A year-round "Waterfront Village"
with restaurants,shops,hotel, and a new
Maritime Museumwould diversifythe

reconfiguring the Gardiner /Lakeshore;

facilities.
The Fleet Streetlands would be the

constructing a new combined station; and

tion would affect the area. These include:
extending Front Street west; possibly
realigning the two major GO lines and
extending the Harbourfront

The preferred solution for the

site of medium-scalemixed commercial
and residential development asa transition

Gardiner is to keep it in its current align-

betweenthe higherscale development proposed for the Railway
Lands and the park-like
environment of Fort
York, Ontario Place,
and Exhibition Place.
The Northern

LRT.

~--

One of the paradoxes of Garrison
Commonis that it has exceptional
transportation facilities, but limited
accessibility. Major road and rail corridors
bisect the district, but it is hard to gain
accesson foot, by bicycle or even by car.

ment, but to relocate
and redesign it,
at least between
Strachan Avenue and
Bathurst. That is the
area in which it constitutes a serious
visual, physical, and
experiential blight on

Reindustrialization
--()--Area would be revitalized west of StrachanAvenue, mainly with

Street extension should run west from

Fort York. The Front

trade-mart related industries suc;hasprint-

Strachan Avenue to connect to Lake Shore

ing, graphics, film and communications.

Boulevard west of Exhibition Place. The

Eastof Strachan, a commercial/residential
mix similar to that of Fleet Streetis envisaged. Heights and densitieswould decline
north and eastwardto conform to the exist-

Front Street extension would improve access
to the northern reindustrialization

area

and would make it possible to downgrade
Lake Shore Boulevard from six to four
lanes, modified to create a scenic water-

ing Niagara and Parkdale ~eighbourhoods.

front drive. Traffic speeds should be low-

TRANSPORTATION

ered and traffic lights should facilitate

One of the paradoxes of Garrison
Common is that it has exceptional transportation facilities, but limited accessibility.
Major road and rail corridors bisect the

pedestrian crossings.
Proposed realignment

district, but it is hard to gain accesson

Garrison CommonPreliminary Master Plan pro-

foot, by bicycle or even by car. The routes
that passthrough the area to serve downtown are seriousbarriers to movement in

poses a single, integrated GO Transit

Georgetown GOline.to

of the

the west would

greatly benefit Garrison Common. The

station, servicing both the Lakeshore and
Georgetown rail corridors, which would
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be built just north of the easternend of the
Exhibition grounds, and would allow passengersto connect directly with the Trade
Centre. Connecting the Georgetownline to
Lester B. PearsonInternational Airport
would be a powerful
component of transit
infrastructure for
Garrison Common and
for Toronto.
Extending the
along
Harbourfront
the waterfront
LRT

To facilitate year-round use of Ontario
Place, there will have to be improvements
to the circulation system,to accommodate
pedestrian, bicycle, and automobile traffic.
The entry bridges, which are currently

-

-""--_c".
Connecting the Georgetown line to
~
Lester B. Pearson International Airport
would be a powerful component
I

of transit infrastructure for
1
Garrison
Commonand for Toronto.

pedestrian bottlenecks will have to be
redes;gnedto make
for easiertraffic flows.
Most of the large
surface parking lots
that are so prevalent
in Garrison Common

will mean better access
to the recreational opportunities in

would eventuallybe
displaced.Instead transit would be enhanced
and people would be encouraged to use it.

Garrison Common. Becausethe revitalized
exhibition and trade facilities will generate
the presence of large numbers of people,
a "people mover" systemmay ultimately

Some surface parking lots -small,

appro-

priately landscaped-would remain in
Exhibition Placeand Ontario Placeand there
might be opportunities to create a reservoir
of off-peakparking north of the railwaytracks.

be needed to link Ontario Place and
Exhibition Place.

Currentland use, GarrisonCommon
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BecauseGarrison Common now lacks
a systemof local streets,it has been proposed
that the city grid pattern of streetsfrom the
north and eastbe extended into the area.
Fleet Street itself would disappear,and The
Esplanadewould continue to the Princes'
Gates.Lake ShoreBoulevardwould be slightly
realigned to create a Princes' Gate Squarein
front of the easternentranceto the Exhibition.
Inside the gates,Princes' Boulevardwould
continue westward,providing a strong
organizing element for the structures and
activities to be establishedthere.
HISTORICAL

ELEMENTS

In additidn to the already-described
proposals for enhancing and recreating
historical elements of Garrison Common,
an open spaceconnection with Trinity
Bellwoods Park and northwest along the
GO line would symbolicallyrecreate
Garrison Creek and link to Black Creek.
The gesture of bringing water elementsinto
Exhibition Place,Princes' Gate Square,and

FortYork

Placeare sadlyunder-usedand deservepermanent tenants. Potential usesinclude: a
centre for the visual arts or educational, and
environmental institutes; an aquarium; or
permanent homes for major cultural institutions suchasthe Ontario College of Art.
The Maritime Museum needs a new
location: it is too far from the waterfront and
the current exhibition spaceis limited. This

Fort York will recall historical connections
to the original Lake Ontario shoreline.
Fort York could be given the
prominence and setting it deservesby tying
it into Garrison Common's green spacenetwork, relocating the Gardiner, improving
access,providing symbolic links to the lake
it once guarded, and creating better visual
corridors. The Fort York Armoury could be
used asthe primary entrance to the Fort York

would free up StanleyBarracks for other
functions, perhaps a unique meeting and
reception centre, which would be enhanced
by the re<reation of the original water'sedge.
Other buildings that may have potential for new usesinclude HMCS York, as well

park, and could become a more comprehensive military museum for Toronto.
There are many historical buildings in

as some of the area's remaining industrial

the area that should be preservedand reused.

buildings.

At Exhibition Place,the Horse Palaceand

IMPLEMENTING

the Coliseum could be successfullyincorporated into the new Trade Centre. The fine

THE PLAN

The Royal Commission'swork, in collaboration with representativesof four levels

buildings at the westernend of Exhibition
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While

urban networks

exist in space

and time, urban partnerships
the potential

for relationships

can animate these networks.
include

the govenlnlental

govenlnlental;
and voluntary

or temporary
through

During the course of the Garrison
Common study,the Province and Metro-

that
They

politan Toronto considered submitting a
bid for Expo '98, a ClassB World Fair. More

and the non-

professional, technical,
associations; the busi-

recently, the possibility has arisen of hosting
a 1996exposition; the prospect of present-

and infOmIal sectors.

ing Garrison Common to an international
audience reinforces the need for the highest
standard of environmental planning, building, and landscapingdesign. It also emphasizesthe need to move beyond the complex

ness, corporate
Partnerships

contain

can exist on a pemIanent
basis, they can be fomIed

statute or through an ad-hoc

desire to achieve common goals.
They can exist at a local level as well

approval processesunder which the site is
now re~lated, to rethink the independent
and often contradictory responsibilities
of government agencies,and to move
towardscomprehensiveplanning and

as intemationally.
Jacobs, P.1991. SustainableurbandevelQjimtmt,Montreal:
Third Summit of the World's MaiorCities..
:J

implementation.
of government and their respectiveboards
RECOMMENDATION

and agencies,has generated a Preliminary
Master Plan to guide decision-making
and planning in Garrison Common. How-

71.

The Royal Commissionrecommends

ever,the greatestchallenges still lie ahead.

that the results of the hearings be

Implementing an integrated Master Plan
for Garrison Common will require a processthat resolvescurrent jurisdictional

referred to the federal and provincial
governments, Metropolitan Toronto,
the City of Toronto, and interested
private-sectorparties, for their consideration with respectto the five-year

fragmentation, and that avoids the uncertainties, slowness,and lack of co-ordination
characteristic of conventional approval

capital construction program for
regenerating Garrison Common.
Such a program should include:

processes.
The first stepis to subjectthe plan to
full public and governmental review.

.projects designed to improve
water quality and the diversity of

RECOMMENDATION

open spacein the area;
70.

The Royal Commissionrecommends

.improvements to the existing
waterfront trail system,and

that integrated public hearings be

connections north to Trinity
BellwoodsPark (the Garrison

held to reviewthe GamsonCommon
PreliminaryMasterPlan.The hearings
should be jointly sponsored by the
.a

participating governmentsand

Trail) ;
new GO station to service both
the Lakeshore and new

agencies.
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Georgetownlines, link with
LesterB. PearsonInternational
Airport, and provide a connection to the Trade Centre at

TORONTO
BAY
Toron.o Bayhas an extraordinary setting: its 400-hectare (l,OOO-acre)inner harbour is framed by a 250-hectare (625-acre)
island park, a picturesque regional airport,
a working port and the historic entrance to
the City's downtown, extending up to the

Exhibition Place;
.a Trade Centre at the eastern
end of Exhibition Place,and an
emphasis on diverse, permanent
usesfor currently under-used
buildings;
.improved connections at
Ontario Place for pedestrians
and bicyclists,development of a
Waterfront Village and Maritime
Museum, and a large-screencinema complex; and
.programs

old shoreline at Front Street.
The Bay has been called Toronto's
"waterfront piazza".This appellation
reminds us again of the importance of
vistasin the art of place-making.Around
and acrossToronto Bayare some of the
most magnificent vistas that this region
has to offer; looking outwards from the
City to the Lake, as well as looking at the

designed to increase

year-roundaccessibility
and use of
all amenitiesin GarrisonCommon.

Toronto's
"waterfrontpiazza"
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City from the Islands, the Spit or the
Lake itself.

A HISTORICAL

Discussionon the future of the Railway
Lands is hardly a recent phenomenon:
the idea of removing 80 hectares (200 acres)
of tracks separating City and lake has chal-

Toronto Bay'sindividual placesdiverse in character and function -have
been changing fundamentally during the
past 25 yearsand the area is being transformed. Their history, current forces of

lenged planners, architects, developers,
citizens, and politicians almost continuously for the past30 years,and is hardly
unique to Toronto. But a knowledge of
the history of theselands is crucial to understanding the current situation and future
opportunities.
The first major report on the lands
in recent times was TheCoreof theCentral

transition, and possible future roles are
discussedin the following order:
.Railway Lands, which are now beginning to evolveinto distinct neighbourhoods: City Place; Southtown; the
Union Station/ Central Bayfront area;
and emerging
Central Park;

OVERVIEW

Waterfront,
prepared
in 1962 for the City

,.-

.Harb'ourfront
The idea of removing 80 hectares
lands, no longer
(200 acres)of tracks separating City and
an isolated enclave,
lake has challengedPlanners, architects,
but beginning to
developers, citizens, and politicians almost
be integrated with
continuouslyfor the past 30 years.
surrounding areas;
.Toronto Island
Airport; and
.Toronto Islands park and community.

of Toronto Planning
Board; it suggested
decking the rail
corridor and creating
an expanded termi-

nal. This idea was
embodied in the
1963Plan for Downtown Toronto,ultimately
adopted by City Council in 1965.At the
time, both CN and CP railwayswere
building major new freight yards in the
suburbs and, in 1968, theyjointly produced
a study, MetroCentre,for the redevelopment

RAILWAY
LANDS
In its Watershed
(1990) report, the
Royal Commissionexamined the troubled
30-yearhistory of the proposed RailwayLands

lands. It recommended relocating the
rail corridor, demolishing Union Station,
and building a new intermodal transporta-

redevelopment, discussedthe basicfeatures
of the 1985 Part II RailwayLands Plan,
adopted by City Council and the railways,and
concluded that -in light of changesin the
area,in the FinancialDistrict,and in surrounding areas-the plan should bereviewed.
In May 1990Toronto City Council
asked its Commissioner of Planning and

tion terminal with considerable commercial
and residential development. Thus began
the three-decadedebate that persiststo
this day.
Current arguments, howeverenergetic,
are only the most recent manifestations of
a much older controversy:Toronto began
on the lake and waterfront development has

Development to conduct sucha review,in
keeping with Planning Act requirements,
and consistent with a provision in the
Part II Plan itself.

alwaysbeen an important and controversial
factor in the City's evolution.
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Virtually all the Central Waterfront,
starting at Front Street, wascreated by
extensive lakefilling that began in the City's
early days;in the 1830s,public concern
about the use of, and accessto, the waterfront made the city council of the day apply
for the patent of the waterlots, south of the

Bay,and Yongestreets.In 1892,a bridge
wasbuilt over the tracks at York Street, to

former shoreline, to create a public, 30-metre

wranglesbetween the municipality and
various private interests. However,lessthan
two years after The Esplanadeopened in
1854,the City granted its southern 12 metres

and 1924, argumentscontinued among
the CPand Grand Trunk railways,the City,
the Toronto Harbour Commissioners,
and the federal government on the design
and location of a new station and whether
there should be a raised or lowered rail
corridor.
The Grand Trunk Railwaysupported

(40 feet) to the Grand Trunk Railway

the concept of raising the tracks on a

(now CN).
In 1855, a new railway station was built
at Front and Baystreets.Lakefilling for the

viaduct allowing York, Bay,and Yonge
streetsto run under the tracks,a plan CP

permit pedestrian and vehicular access
to the waterfront and minimize the effect
of the rail barrier.
In 1904,the train station burned down
in the Great Toronto Fire. Between 1905

(100-foot) wide, tree-lined promenade.
Construction of this road, The Esplanade,
did not begin for another 20years, after

opposed. Its responsewasto build (and
later vacate) its own station at Summerhill

railways,shipping, and industry continued
sporadically for the next half century. The
many east-westrailwaytracks crossingthe
bottom of the busy city created dangerous
and inconvenient level crossingsat York,

and Yonge.
In 1924,an independent commission
recommended that the viaduct plan be
implemented and the railway corridor was

Summer
crowdscrossing
trocksat BayStreet,1912
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raised approximately six metres (20 feet). '

In November 1974, CN shelvedthe

In 1927, Union Station aswe know it today

development company'sproject, CP having
left the partnership earlier.
In January 1976,the City adopted a

wasopened, and more than 40 hectares
(100 acres) of new land south of the station
were created for rail yards.The freight line

new Central Area Plan, which called for
specialstudies of the RailwayLands. At
the Ontario Municipal Board, the railways
argued that the City's plan wasunacceptable

by-passalong the southern boundary, also
on a raised viaduct, wasconstructed and
then filled in to create a berm six metres

and, byJanuary 1978,Toronto City Council
had proposed amendmentsto deal with the

(20 feet) high.
In the 1930s,and for the next 30 years,
the THC continued its massiveprogram
of lakefilling south of the RailwayLands,
for port and industrial uses. (It is ironic

railways' objections. It submitted two new
studies, TheRailwayLands: Basisfor Planning
and TheRailwayLands:Proposed
Goalsand

that, just as the railwayswere making plans
to relocate their yards to the suburbs,

OlJjedives,
which were adopted by City Council
after four months of public discussion.

Metropolitan Toronto, assumingthe status
quo, wasbuilding another waterfront barrier,
the Gardiner Expressway.)Lake Shore

THE

19805

AND

19905

With the Central Area Plan approved

Boulevard wasconstructed and, in 1963,
the Gardiner Expresswayopened. All the

by the OMB in June 1978,a RailwayLands
Steering Group wascreated, chaired by the
Honourable John Clement, then a member
of the provincial Cabinet, and comprising

barriers to the waterfront we know so
well todaywere firmly in place: the railway
corridor and rail yardswere functioning
on lakefill six metres (20 feet) above
the water,and the Gardiner/ Lakeshore

representativesof all governments, as well as
of the railways,to conduct detailed studies
and co-ordinate the efforts of the many

Corridor wasoperational.
THE t 9705

interested parties. By May 1982,the City's
Department of Planning and Development
had submitted a progressreport, which

Beginning in the late sixties, CN and
CP railwaysjointly created Metro Centre, a

effectivelylaunched the formal preparation
of the new RailwayLands Part II Plan.

development company which presented
a plan to the City for land owned by CN,

The final report for the RailwayLands
Official Plan and Zoning By-lawwassubmitted to City Council in July 1985,followed
in August by a report on the Memorandum

CP,THC, the City, Metro, and the federal
government. Not surprisingly, the issue
of land ownership and control continually

oEConditions, which dealt with implementation aspectsof the plan (land exchanges,

plagued plans.
The Metro Centre proposal wasnegotiated with the City,Metro, and the provin-

infrastructure, cost-sharing,etc.).
The plan set out Council's policy for
the RailwayLands:

cial government for four yearsand, by 1972,
the Ontario Municipal Board had approved

They are to be developed asan
integral part of the Central Area, in
order to minimize the barrier effects of

the plan for theselands. That year, construction started on the CN Tower.
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the road and rail corridor and the central city reunited with the waterfront.

In January 1985, Premier Davis
announced that a new covered baseball
stadiumwould be located on the Railway

They should satisfya broad range
of commercial, residential, institutional,

Lands. Council had alreadyadopted the
Part II Plan, Zoning By-laws,and Memorandum of Conditions, and in March 1986, it
approved the by-lawsand agreementsfor
the stadium. All theseby-lawswere debated
at the Ontario Municipal Board in the
summer of 1986and were approved in
December of that year.
In 1988, CN and Marathon Realty,the
real estate subsidiaryof CP,submitted

cultural, recreational, and open space
needs,while ensuring effective and efficient transportation services,including
those by inter-<:ityrail and commuter rail.
The plan divided up the 81 hectares
(200 acres) of RailwayLands into 14precincts, and allowed for high densities,particularly at the easternend, where it envisaged
the financial district would extend into the
area, with buildings as high asthose in

separateapplications to develop certain
portions of the land and requested that the
H designation be removed entirely from the

the financial district.
One crucial aspectof the planning
approval processwas that Council created

RailwayLands. Early the next year,unable
to get the City to respond, the applicants
appealed to the OMB for a hearing, which
the Board set for September1990. But in
April, City Council asked its Commissioner
of Planning and Development for a report
on processingapplications for the Railway
Lands. On 25 May 1990,he submitted a

holding by-laws("H" designations), under
which environment and transportation
issueswould have to be studied before
the subjectlands were developed. Council
viewed this as "fundamental to the proper
planning and incremental development.
of the RailwayLands".

Vacant
landsoffernewdevelopment
possibilities
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report recommending that the Official Plan
Part II for the RailwayLands be reviewed,
in order to consider the implications of

.conversion of commercial to residential usewhere appropriate, in order
to support a better balance between

many changes that had occurred since it
wasadopted.
The City's reviewdid not intend to
deal with the RailwayLands from scratch,
but to assessthe possibilities for improving

place of residenceand place of work
in the City and the region;
.an enlarged Central Park adjacent
to the SkyDomeand including the
Roundhouse;
.improved siting for the community
park at the westernend of the lands
and designation of school sites

the 1985 plan in the context of five major
objectives:
.to

improve the quality of the physical

alongside it;
.improved urban design around Union
Station; and

environment;
.to convert commercial usesto residential where appropriate;
.to identify locations for community

.improved

vation, energyefficiency, stormwater
and groundwater management,waste

services(schoolsand a community

centre);
.to

strategiesfor water conser-

management,and district heating
and cooling.

reflect advancesmade since 1985 in

knowledge and understanding of environmental needs and processes;and
.to determine the development potential and feasible location for building

Overall, the revisionshave reduced
the amount of development spaceby about
30 per cent, 371,600squaremetres commer-

over the rail corridor, as well as to take
advantageof the opportunity of giving
the south face of Union Station a civic

cialand 278,700squaremetres residential
(four million square feet commercial and
three million square feet residential). They

portal, thereby making it a gatewayto
and from the Central Waterfront.

also offer a better relationship between
the RailwayLands and the waterfront, with
improved pedestrian access,and better
green and open spaceconnections to and

Modifications to the plan adopted by
City Council include:

through the Harbourfront lands to the
water'sedge. As a statement of policy, the

.measures to enhancethe public domain,
such asincreased emphasison northsouth streets, greater setbacks,and
more tree planting, to create

changesalso accommodatethe possible
relocation and/or redesign of the elevated
section of the Gardiner Expressway.
One of the owners, Marathon Realty,
has also made provision for such a change,

pedestrian-friendly infrastructure and
capture better sunlight conditions;
.reductions in the densityand height
of permitted development, as a

by proposing to begin development north of
Bremner Boulevard. This phasing, together
with setbackprovisions that Marathon is also

consequenceof the measures
described ab<?ve;

willing to make,will allow both time and space
to resolvethe Gardiner issuein that area.
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As the plans mature, it is evident that
the RailwayLands can be subdivided almost

It would lie athwart the RailwayLands,
asdescribed earlier, and cross Bremner

naturally into three, possiblyfour, distinct

Boulevard,the Gardiner/LakeshoreCorridor,

neighbourhoods or areas.These are:

Queen's QuayWest,and Harbourfront to
the water's edge.

.CityPlace, CN Real Estate'slands west
of John Street to Bathurst Street, an
area that may become more residential
and lesscommercial in character if
the City's revisionsare accepted by the

The northern 1.05hectares (2.6 acres)
of the park would consistof a landscaped
deck over the rail corridor. The park would
provide an attractivesettingfor the CN Tower,
SkyDome,the renovated Roundhouse and
the Convention Centre, an additional

Ontario Municipal Board;
.Central Park, an area of public amenities and attractions stretching from

7.3 hectares(18 acres); in the Harbourfront
area, a further 2 hectares (5 acres)would
be a green link to the water, either in the

John to Simcoe streets,and including
the CN Tower, SkyDome,the Metro

vicinity of York QuayCentre and Queen's

Toronto Convention Centre (MTCC),
the planned park, and Roundhouse

QuayTerminal, or near Maple Leaf Quay.
An expansion of the Metro Toronto
Convention Centre (MTCC), proposed
by the provincial Crown corporation that
runs the amenity, could be part of the park.

Museum;
.Southtown, Marathon Realty'slands,
running from Simcoe to Bay streets,
which will function principally asa

Originally built with funds provided by the

southerly e-xtensionof the Financial
District; and
.The Union Station Precinct, the central
intermodal terminus and interchange
for the region, as well asa primary

federal, provincial, and metropolitan governments during the 1980s,the convention
centre has produced an operational profit
everyyear since it wasopened in 1985.The
centre's board claims that the initial investment wasrecouped in two and-a-halfyears.

pedestrian and transit connection
between the downtown and the

There is a wide array of conventions
and meetings at the centre, which is an

waterfront.

important source of businessfor Toronto's

The public interestsandwluesinherent
in twoof theseplaces,CentralParkandthe
Union StationPrecinct,areworthcomment
CENTRAL

hospitality industry, attracting some two million visitors a year. But the MTCC has found
that evenwith its 100,000squaremetres
(1.1 million square feet) of space,it cannot
accommodateconventions, which keep
growing in size,and losesbusiness,including

PARK

As a consequenceof all the plans,
modifications, and negotiations, the City of
Toronto, as well as the other levels of government and the public agenciesinvolved,

repeat business,that has outgrown MTCC's
existing capacity.
The centre has therefore proposed to
double in size by extending existing facilities

now has a magnificent opportunity to create
a Central Park worthy of the name, which

southwards,under the Central Park. Plan-

could stretch from Front Street to the lake.

ning feasibility studieshave already shown
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ProposedConventionCentreexponsion

that this can be done attractivelyand
both support and complement the City's

the barriers to public accessand enjoyment
of the waterfront. The realities of industrial,

objectives for the Central Park.

commercial, and port use of much of the
land along the water's edge had brought

Furthermore, MTCC has indicated
that, on the strength of its businessrecord,
it should be able to raise the bulk of the

gritty industries, wharves,and warehouses
as well asthe sprawling railwayyards.More

capital financing required for the project
on its own account. It estimatesthat it would
require lessthan one-third its construction
costsin capital support from governments.

recently, the Gardiner Expresswayand the
imposing new structures of the Central
Bayfront area threatened to form a concrete
curtain along the waterfront, effectively

UNION

blocking off the water even as they made
accessto the waterfront more difficult.

STATION

PRECINCT

In Watershed,
the Commissionexpressed

At a time when the federal government wasconcerned about the health of

support for the Province's ongoing negotiations with Toronto Terminal Railways(TTR)
to purchase Union Station and the adjacent
rail corridor, and convert them for use as
the central intermodal transportation facil-

cities, and particularly about getting directly
involved in maintaining and restoring their
well-being, it decided during the election
campaign of 1972 to acquire 40 hectares

ity for the Greater Toronto region, recognizing their strategic function and location.

(100 acres) of land in the Toronto West
Bayfront area asan urban park for the people of Toronto. The announcement drew

Although the negotiations have made progress,they were not complete as this was

comparisonsbetween the potential of the
site and the attractivenessof Vancouver's

being written in December 1991.The
Commissionbelievesthat it is critically important for the Provinceto own theseassets.

StanleyPark, Quebec'sPlains of Abraham,
and London's Hyde Park -all parks in
the traditional sense.

HARBOURFRONT
CORPORATION

The lands acquired, subsequently
known asthe Harbourfront lands,
were bounded by Lake Shore Boulevard
to the north, York Street to the east,the

The east-westrailwaytracks crossing
the bottom of the busy City were only one of
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harbour to the south, and Stadium Road to
the west.

proud of being able to offer quality
programming at affordable prices.

The federal action, taken without

Moreover, the early real estate
developmentswere seenas being of high
quality and very much in line with people's

consultation, was adverselyviewed by the
Province and by local governments, thus
setting the stagefor conflict and requiring
public consultations that delayed creation of
a mutually agreed-onplan for severalyears.

expectations.Renovationsto the Queen's
QuayTerminal and construction of the
Admiral Hotel, Metro's marine police facility, and the King's Landing condominiums
were perceivedasgood examples of urban
designand renewal.

However,the importance of the site eventually brought the interested parties to the
table and, in 1978,the federal government
created Harbourfront Corporation to manage the task of developing the urban park.
It wasclear that, if public accesswas
to be restored, physical revitalization of the
area would be necessaryand that people
would be drawn to the site only if activities
attracted them. Harbourfront faced a twofold challenge: to redevelop the lands and

The need to satisfyincreasingfinancial
requirements for programming, as well as
Harbourfront's wish to continue pursuing
its goal of financial self-sufficiency,led it to
a growing interest in the land development
side of the business,ultimately manifested
in high-rise buildings on the site.
But, asmore buildings were devel-

to create programs and activities that would
draw people to them. The dual mandates of
real estate development
and programming were
~
initially viewed as complementary and even
mutually dependent:
development would pay
for programming; programming would justify

oped, public concern grew,which, in 1987,
led the City to impose a freeze on develop-

..
0 Pposltlon to the high-rises at
Harbourfront was exacerbated by
high-rise developmentson neighbouring
waterfront sites. Whether or not on
r'-Harbourfront lands, high-rises added to
the growing sensethat the public was

ments. Soon thereafter the federal
government began
a policy review of
Harbourfront's
role and mandate.
Opposition to
the high-rises at

being cut offfrom the lake.
Harbourfront was
development.
In its earlyyears,
exacerbatedby highHarbourfront wasa
rise developmentson
great success:increasing numbers of people
neighbouring waterfront sitesbetween York
were pulled to the site by imaginative and
and Yonge streets.Whether or not theywere
creative programs aimed at all age groups.
actually on Harbourfront lands, high-rises
Art shows,dance groups, craft demonstraadded to the growing sensethat the public
tions, poetry readings, and theatrical presentationsvied for public attention. Costs
were subsidized by the federal government,

was being cut off from the lake ":lndthat the
shoreline, rather than being used asa park
for people, wasbecoming a housing tract.
A public reviewshowed that peopl~

by real estatedevelopment, corporate sponsorships,and ticket sales.Harbourfront

thought it wasno longer appropriate for
funding for Harbourfront's programming

Corporation and its staff were justifiably
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to come from the proceeds of real estate
development. A number of deputants spoke
to the issue at the public hearings in early
1989.InjournalistJune Callwood'swords,

(f) endowing the Foundation sufficiently to sustainthe continuation
of Harbourfront's programming
activities.

making "programming. ..dependent upon
putting up more ugly buildings seemsto
me to be a reprehensible way for it to have

2. The Harbourfront lands and properties should be planned with the City
in accordancewith the following

been planned".
With the Central Bayfront area eastof

principles:
(a) A minimum of 16 hectares

Harbourfront becoming rapidly built up
and major projects being planned for the

(40 acres) of land be made

RailwayLands, Harbourfront wasno longer
considered an isolated urban island. In
its first interim report, the Commissioncon-

available immediately for parkland and be conveyedto the City,
including a continuous waterfront promenade along the
water'sedge.
(b) Provision of a community school
site (acceptableto the appropriate school board) to serve the

cluded that the Government of Canada,
having essentiallyaccomplished what it set
out to do in 1972,should implement the
following three recommendations:
Harbourfront Corporation should be
converted immediatelyto a new entity,
Harbourfront Foundation, whose
mandatewill be to continue the provision of Harbourfront's wide variety of

Harbourfront community
and the surrounding area, for
conveyanceto the school board.
(c) Provision of community facilities,
including, but not ne~essarily
limited to a community centre,

outstandingcultural, recreational,and
educational programs, generally by:

medical clinic, library facilities,.

(a) programming its own activities;
(b) providing facilities and support
to other organizations who wish

day-<:are
and play spacefor children, and a place to worship.
(d) The completion of Harbourfront

to use its amenities and expertise;

Corporation's commitments with
respectto assistedhousing.
(e) The allocation of sufficient lands

(c) funding other organizations'
programs which, in the opinion
of the Board of Directors, are
in the public interest and are

and properties to support the
HarbourfrontFoundation's programming mandate, as defined
in recommendation 1 above,and

compatible with a waterfront
environment;
(d) placing a stronger emphasis
on marine and water-related

including additional program
facilities, such as:
(i) a nautical centre, with

programs and activities;
(e) reflecting, maintaining, and
preserving Toronto's waterfront
and marine heritage; and

sufficient spaceto provide

permanentaccommodation
for the sailing clubs and
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CentralBayfrant

(h) An urban design plan be

schools currently operating
out of makeshift facilities at
Harbourfront; and
(ii) preservation of the Canada

establishedas an integral part
of Harbourfront's Official Plan

amendments.

Malting silos,andconsideration of their conversionto

3. The federal government should
work with the City, the Harbourfront

a civic museum.
(I) The further planning and development of the Harbourfront

Foundation,and other appropriate
bodies to give effect to the changes
arising from theserecommendations.
The lands, properties, and residual
interests now managed by Harbourfront Corporation, and those still

lands including links to adjacent areas suchas Coronation
Park, Molson's, Dylex, Loblaws,
SkyDome,the RailwayLands,
the financial district, and the
Central and EastBayfront be
included in the City's review of

in the inventory of Public Works
Canadashould be held and administered by PWC on a temporary basis
until appropriate agreementswith
the City are implemented.

the Central Area Plan.
(g) No further building south of

The federal, provincial, and city
governmentsmoved quickly to respond to
the recommendations. In November 1989
the Province declared a Provincial Interest

Queen's Quay Westwith the
exception of low-risebuildings
considered by the City to be in
the public interest.
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dissolution of Harbourfront Corporation,
which would be replaced by the federal
government with a new entity that had the
sole task of providing public programs to
be funded by an endowment; disposal of all
federal assetsin Harbourfront; and maintenance of the provincial zoning order until
the public benefitswere realized.
The City of Toronto signalled its broad
support for the overall direction being taken
and Harbourfront's board of directors
voted unanimously to concentrate solely
on programming. The federal government
appointed Mr. W. Darcy McKeough to
make recommendations on how the
federal government should respond to
the Province'sviews.
In November 1990Mr. McKeough
proposed a reorganization of Harbourfront
that would split the Corporation's functions
amongstthree new entities: Harbourfront
'90, a not-for-profit charitable company,

Learning fa sail, Maple Leaf Quay

in the Toronto waterfront, citing excessive
development and the need to preserve parkland for the public. In December 1989

which would carryon Harbourfront's cultural, recreational,and educationalprograms;
a foundation that would manage the funds

the provincial Minister of Municipal Affairs
advisedToronto's mayor not to implement
an agreement the City and Harbourfront

generated by disposing of Harbourfront
Corporation or Crown non-program real
estate assetsstill remaining and make
annual paymentsof income to support the

Corporation had made earlier that year to
transfer parklands and buildings to the City.
The minister then imposed a ministerial

programming activities of Harbourfront '90;
and the Harbourfront Disposition Company,

zoning order, prohibiting new construction
on the Harbourfront site and askedthe

which would dispose of Harbourfront
Corporation or the Crown non-program
real estate assetsstill remaining and turn
the proceeds over to the foundation.
Mr. McKeough also recommended that

Premier's SpecialAdvisor on the Waterfront,
Duncan Allan, to reviewthe agreement
and bring forward a plan for Harbourfront
that would serve the public interest, as
recommended by the Royal Commission.
The report submitted by Mr. Allan
in March 1990 to the Minister of Municipal
Affairs recommended: creation of more

parkland and funds for parkland improvementsbe given to the City of Toronto in the
amountsand locations recommended by
Mr. Allan's provincial review.

parkland; unconditional funding of $28 million to the City for parkland improvements;

The McKeough recommendations
were accepted by the federal government
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SCHOOL BY THE WATER
Imagine yourself in grade four: you are on a boat, surrounded by your classmates,
pulling up a vial of water from the bottom of Toronto Harbour so that you can assessthe
quality of its water. That type of learning experience is offered by School by the Water,
a Harbourfront non-profit learning centre in York Quay Centre.
School by the Water has classesin urban studies and visual arts for studentsfrom
kindergarten to college level. The urban studies program offers a hands-on opportunity
to learn about the waterfront and the city's impact on it; through field trips and presentations, studentsare introduced to the history of the waterfront area and to its environmental, planning, and development issues.The material covered in a half- or full-day classat
the school can form the basisfor further regular classroomlearning.
School by the Water has been active on the waterfront for 16 yearsand during that
time, has offered many children a chance to explore Harbourfront, a vibrant part of
Toronto where the city meetsthe lake. A small park area with trees and grassat the edge
of York Quay has alwaysbeen a favourite place to learn and play. Recently, however,the
school wasdismayed to discover that the trees were cut down for the expansion of the
adjacent Molson stage.Fortunately, new trees will be planted and with time, will again
provide a shady spot to relax and watch the lake.
In recent years,School by the Water has incorporated environmental issuesinto its
curriculum. The visual arts program includes a sculpture-making workshop that utilizes
"discarded" materials such as foam, plastics,and cardboard to help children in grades one
to four absorb the value of recycling.
Lakewise,a program at School by the Water, wasdeveloped last year with the
Harbourfront Marine Department; it focuseson Toronto's relationship with and dependence on Lake Ontario. Studentsvisit the Toronto Islands and the Toronto Harbour,
spending a day on the water where they can sample and observethe aquatic ecology
of both. Aboard the passengership Rosemary,
studentsinvestigate water quality, erosion,
lakefilling, bird populations, and the effect of humans on them. The program was
designed to foster appreciation of the natural environment and to help young people
develop positive attitudes towards conserving natural resources.
School by the Water offers many city children a rare opportunity to experience
the outdoors and learn about nature. By having contact with nature, and learning about
the impact of the city on water quality, children learn about their role in maintaining a
healthy environment. Moreover, children today mayinfluence their parents,and later, when
they are society'sdecision-makers,will perhaps bring with them a clearer understanding of
how much is at stake.

and were being implemented by early 1991.

government, including negotiating with
the City on lands that were no longer

Mr. McKeough agreed to manage disposition activities on behalf of the federal

required by Harbourfront Corporation
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Skatingat Harbourfront

and were to be turned over to it; negotiat-

Before the OMB can approve the

ing with developers on shifting proposed

application, Harbourfront Corporation
and the developers must agree on relocating

developments from the south side of
Queen's Quay Westto other locations;
and disposing of remaining Harbourfront
or Crown non-program real estate assets
to raise funds for Harbourfront '90's

proposed developmentsfrom lands south
of Queen's QuayWest,and the City and
Harbourfront Corporation must concur on
the transfer of lands.and money. If the OMB

endowment.
The Royal Commission'srecommendation on planning and design issueswas

approves,and the Province lifts the zoning
freeze, the Zoning By-Lawand Official Plan

intended to reflect the fact that, no longer

fun. implementation of the Royal Commission's 1989recommendations on the matter.
The second Royal Commissionrecommendation is also being addressed.The

Amendment will come into effect, facilitating

isolated, the Harbourfront lands should
also be planned on an integrated basiswith
adjoining lands. Excellent design on the
waterfront wasalso important. There wasa
need to deal with social issuesin the area;
and support for the City's parkland goals
wasworthwhile.
In 1991, having reached agreement
with Mr. McKeough, the City of Toronto
made formal application to the Ontario

Official Plan and Zoning By-Lawincludes,
for example: provision to designatemore
than 16 hectares (40 acres) of Harbour front
land aspublic park; permits a school on the
eastportion of Bathurst Quay, permanent

Municipal Board (OMB) for approval of
a Zoning By-Lawand Official Plan Amend-

community and day-(;arefacilities on Bathurst
Quay,the nautical centre to continue its
activities on the Maple Leaf Quayand to
relocate in part to John Street Quay; and

ment for the Harbourfront lands. Hearings
began in November and were adjourned to

replacesresidential building site designations south of Queen's QuayWest. In addi-

February 1992.

tion, the City has approved urban design
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criteria for building parcels in the Official
Plan and Zoning By-Lawand in specific

as managementof the airport and subject
lands. Ideas about the TIA's future ranged
from phasing it out as quickly aspossibleto

Urban Design Guidelines.
The third and final Royal Commission

expanding it as much aspossible.A detailed
examination of theseissueswasneeded
before any recommendations could be

recommendation on Harbourfront Corporation addressedimplementation of the
recommendations and transitional arrangements for management of the residual real
estateinterests.The approving of the
Official Plan and Zoning By-LawAmendmentsand the lifting {)f the provincial zoning
order on Harbourfront lands will allow

made on the TIA's future.
In Publication No.7, TheFutureof
theTorontoIslandAiryort: TheIssues,
Royal
Commissionstaff described the airport's origins and history, reviewedsubmissionsto its
January and February 1989public hearings,
and described some of the approaches it

disposition of the remaining Harbourfront
and Crown non-program real property assets.
As well as using proceeds from those salesto

considered when reaching conclusions
about the TIA. This wasintended as the
basisfor further thought and discussionat
the scheduledJune 1989public hearings;
final recommendations were incorporated
in the Commission's1989 interim report.

endow future programming, Harbourfront
'90 will be free to seekout funding from
such sourcesas the Canada Councilor the
private sector; pending establishmentof
Harbourfront '90's endowment, the federal
government has agreed to make availableto
Harbourfront Corporation $8.8 million in
each of three years, beginning in 1991.

A HISTORICAL

OVERVIEW

The Toronto waterfront has been a
factor in Canadian aviation since 1909,
when the fIrst amphibious aircraft landed
at the Toronto harbour. By the 1920s,the

Harbourfront '90 will be challenged
to match future programming plans to
availableincome; one way might be by

Toronto waterfront was seriouslybeing
considered asa site for commercial aviation
but it was 1937before the City of Toronto

seeking co-operation from other entities
on the waterfront in joint endeavoursthat
take advantageof Harbourfront '90's

approved construction of two municipal airports and, with the federal Department of

programming skills and experience.

Transport, agreed to locate a municipal airport on the Toronto Islands; the facility near
the relatively distant village of Malton was
merely a back-up in caseof fog. (With its
first terminal housed in a quonset hut,

TORONTO
ISLAND
AIRPORT
The federal mandate given the Royal
Commission specificallyasked it to examine
the future of the Toronto Island Airport
(nA) and related transportation services.

Malton expanded rapidly and, in 1983,was
renamed LesterB. PearsonInternational

Subsequentpublic hearings, held in
early 1989, identified a number of issues
including: accessfrom the mainland, introduction of jet aircraft, noise, expansion of
facilities and services,balancing general
aviation and scheduled carrier use, as well

Airport.) The City wasresponsible for half
the construction costsof both projects
and askedthe Board of Toronto Harbour
Commissioners (THC) to overseeconstruction and to operate the two airports.
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In 1939,the City of Toronto leased its

Mter examining a wide range of possible usesfor the airport site, the ISFanalysed
three in detail: it could be used for general

Malton operations to the federal Department
of Transport but, at the Toronto Islands, the
THC continued to act on itS behalf as

aviation only, general aviation and Dash 7
STOL service, or recreational use with or

administrator and operator. During World
War II, TIA becamea Norwegian air base
and, in the yearsfollowing, as Malton grew,
wasused principally asa facility for training

findings, the federal, provincial, and Metro

operators of light, private, and commercial
aircraft.
In 1957,the City transferred owner-

governmentsfavoured the general aviation/
STOL option while the City wanted general
aviation only. Further discussionsdid not

ship of Malton to the federal Department of
Transport, in return for which the department promised to make major improvments
to TIA's airport facilities; in 1961,the TIA

resolvethe disagreement.
Between February 1980 and
March 1981,the Canadian Transport
Commission(CTC), an independent body

site wasextended eastand west by lakefill
and the promised facilities were built. The
City agreed that the THC would act asprincipals in operating the Island Airport and,
in July 1962,leasedlands at TIA to the

establishedto give the federal Minister of

without housing.
In March 1977,when the ISF tabled its

Transport advice on licensing commercial
air services,held hearings on an application
by CanaviaTransit Inc., one of five carriers
applying to operate STOL servicesbetween
the Toronto Island, Montreal, and Ottawa.

THC for 21 years.
TIA operations were generally

The City of Toronto intervened, on the

unprofitable and, in 1974, the federal
government agreed to the THC's request
for a subsidy,subjectto intergovernmental

grounds that changing Toronto Island
Airport into the City's second commercial
airport would run counter to municipal
efforts to promote recreation and housing
on the waterfront. Moreover, the City said,
the costsof a STOL servicewould exceed

agreement on the airport's future. In March
of that year the Joint Committee-TIA was
convened, with representativesfrom the
federal, provincial, Metro, and City governments, and from local community

any benefits it could provide.
The CTC concluded that the adequacy
of air servicesin the Toronto/Montreal/

organizations.
The TIA Intergovernmental Staff
Forum (ISF) wasestablishedin 1975 to

Ottawa triangle should not prevent licenses
for new carriers that would provide more

provide technical assistanceto the Joint
Committee and to evaluatealternative uses
for the airport; in turn, the ISFwasdirected
by a Policy Steering Group, consisting of
the federal and provincial ministers of trans-

convenient servicesto the travelling public
and further justified the decision on the
grounds of present and future public
convenienceand necessity.

portation, the federal Minister of State for
Urban Affairs, the Chairman of Metro

Although the CTC wassatisfied that a
need existed for the service, it did not award
a licence, both becauseof the City's opposi-

Toronto, the Mayor of the City of Toronto,
and the Chairman of the THC.

tion to the STOL and to construction of the
necessarySTOL infrastructure, and because
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Transport Canadahad not committed itself
to upgrading the TIA or providing such
infrastructure.

total movementsat Pearsonranged from
approximately 200,000to 350,000,while
they ranged from approximately 150,000to
200,000at TIA. More than half those at TIA

The airport's future remained uncertain until February 1981, when Toronto's
City Council recommended that it accept
advice given by the mayor: reach an agreement with the federal government and the

were local, while the majority at Pearson
were itinerant (i.e., travelling from one city
to another).
The TIA is a regional facility: one,

THC to develop the airport for general aviation and limited commercial STOL service,

according to Transport Canada'sdefinition,
that supports aCTC class1 single-plane
serviceto a national or international airport, as well as direct non-stop scheduled
or charter servicesto at leastthree other

provided the City's waterfrontobjectives can
be protected.
In June 1981,a Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU) wassigned by the
federal Department of Transport, the City

airports.

of Toronto, and the THC, setting out
conditions under which limited STOL passengerservice could be established at the
TIA. Two years later a 50-yearTripartite

operating at TIA are turboprops. Because
of closer proximity to downtown Toronto's

The majority of scheduled aircraft

businessdistrict, turboprops there can compete over longer distanceswith the generally
faster turbojets operating from Pearson.
Becauseof the WesternChannel, surface accessto the airport has alwaysbeen

Agreement, which supersededthe MOU,
wassigned by the City, the THC, and the
Department of Transport, providing for
continued use of City land at TIA for a public airport for general aviation and limited

by passengerand vehicle ferries; improving
surface accessto Toronto Island Airport is

commercial STOL service. Under the

a time-honoured subject of formal and
informal studies.However,none of the

agreement,jet-powered flights are permitted only for medical evacuations,emergencies,and during the Canadian National
Exhibition Air Show.The agreementwas
amended in July 1985 to permit operation
of the de Havilland Dash8 aircraft at TIA.
The Toronto airport systemcomprises
PearsonInternational, Toronto Island,

many recommendations has ever actually
been implemented, becausethe unanimity
required by all parties is lacking.
The 1983Tripartite Agreement forbids a fixed-link accessin the form of a vehicular tunnel, bridge or causeway.It should
also be noted that the Province, in keeping

Buttonville, and DownSview
airports. (Existing
airports in Hamilton, Oshawa,and Barrie
were not included in the Royal Commis-

with its policy of providing surface accessto
airports, defraysthe operating lossesof the
airport ferry. Commercial parking spacefor
approximately 125vehicles is provided on
the mainland by the THC.

sion's analysis.)Of the two Toronto facilities
serving a significant number of passengers
-Pearson and Toronto Island -the latter
representsabout three per cent of total
Toronto traffic and about five per cent of
total domestic traffic. From 1977to 1988,

OWNERSHIP

AND

CONTROL

Ownership of the 87-hectare(215-acre)
TIA site and its facilities is quite complex.
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Toronto Is/and Airport

The jurisdiction in the original Crown

agreed that the THC would operate the TIA
asprincipals and, in July 1962,leased all

grants and conditions changed over time,
as the result of site expansion by lakefill in

lands located at the airport to the THC for
21 years. On expiry of this lease,the

1938 and 1962,changes that occurred when
Metro came into existence,and the granting
of leases.

Tripartite Agreement came into effect.
In 1974,the THC realized that airport
revenuesdid not cover the combined oper-

The THC owns the largest portion of
TIA lands: 65 hectares (162 acres) of land

ating costsof the airport and the airport
ferry and askedthe federal and provincial

and 68 hectares (168 acres) of water. The
City of Toronto owns a total of 19 hectares

governments for subsidiesas an alternative
to closing the airport. Ottawa agreed to

(48 acres)of land and 6.5 hectares(16 acres)
of water. The federal government owns

assumethe TIA's operating lossesuntil its
future could be decided and the Province
agreed to defray the operational costsof
the ferry.

two small land parcels with a total area
of two hectares (five acres). Parkland and
waterlots south and eastof the airport are
owned by Metropolitan Toronto while

Under the 1983Tripartite Agreement,
the federal government is to consider

unfilled lots west of the area are owned by
the City and THC and are controlled by

requeststo offset any deficits incurred by
the THC in operating the airport during
the term of the lease.If the City or the THC,
becauseof a lack of funds, advisesthe
minister it no longer wishesto be financially

the Province.
In 1957, the City relinquished Malton
Airport to the federal government in
exchange for major improvements to TIA; it
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responsible for operating the airport, Ottawa
has 90 daysto indicate whether Transport

asa guide for land-useplanners. There is
no statutory requirement for compliance
with these standards,and no airport is

Canadawill take over operations. If the
minister declines, the airport must be

legally required to operate in the manner
assumedfor purposes of preparing the
noise forecasts.The significant NEF value
for the TIA is 28, asstated in the Tripartite

closed and lands currently owned by the
federal government revert to the City; the
Ci,tyalso retains the option to purchase the
THC lands.
THE

Agreement, which defines the maximum
level of noise-relatedactivity permitted as

IsSUES

being tolerable to residents. According to
the official 1990NEF contour map, there
are no residentsliving within the 28 NEF
Contour. (Seealso the section on the Lower
Don Lands.)

Since the 1970s,environmental issues
have figured prominently in intergovernmental discussionson the airport, including
many meetings about noise, urban design,
and the City's concern that the airport

During its public hearings, the Royal
Commissionlistened to different views on
the TlA's dual role as the location for general aviation and limited STOL service:
whether it should be maintained asis or

might have an adverseeffect on other waterfront uses,such as recreation and housing.
Noise is still the primary public concern, while there is little public comment
about such consequencesof the airport's
presenceas soil and
water contamination
from aircraft fuel, cars,
and buses;lakefill;

give priority to one type of use over any

The Royal Commissionfound no
':.overwhelming public demandfor any

other; whether the
ferry is a bottleneck
or a safetyvalve -

which seemsto
chemical pollutants;
changein the airport's current role
depend on whether
and run-Qff.
~
people think the airSeveralmatheport should remain at
matical models have been developed to
its present size or be expanded -whether
express,in a single index, the combined
there should be a fixed link, for vehicles,
effect of the variables that influence human
pedestrians,or both; and whether TlA
responseto noise. One model, the Noise

needs to be managed by a body other than
the Toronto Harbour Commissioners.

Exposure Forecast (NEF), has been adopted
in Canada for controlling land use in the

The Royal Commissionfound no over-

vicinity of airports. NEF valuesdo not indicate actual noise levels but are a measure of
the probable psychologicalresponseof an
affected community to the actual noise generated by aircraft movementsat a given location near an airport.

whelming public demand for any change in
the airport's current role and made the following recommendations in its 1989 interim
report:
.The

Official NEF contours are prepared

Toronto Island Airport should

continue its dual role serving general
aviation and air commuter operations

by Transport Canadaand published by the
CanadaMortgage and Housing Corporation

within the Tripartite Agreement.
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.The

City of Toronto, in consultation

In responseto the recommendations,
both the City of Toronto and a provincial-

with Transport Canada,should
consider whether to keep or replace
the Toronto HarbOur Commissioners

municipal committee commissioned studies
to examine these and other related airport

as its agent in the managementand

issues.Resultsare now being reviewed.

operations of the Airport.
.Irrespective of the responseto the

TORONTO ISLANDS

previous recommendation, the
City and Transport Canadashould

The Toronto Island Airport sits on
the westernmostportion of Hanlan's Point,
itself the westernmostof the Toronto Islands.

require improvements in the management of the Airport, including a new
improved public and user consultation

Only two kilometres (1.2 miles) from the
hustle and bustle of the city's financial core,
the 14 islands, with their sheltered lagoons,

processes.
new plan should be prepared to

ever-<:hangingsand dunes, and stands of cottonwoods remain a unique sanctuaryfor city

reflect the role of the Airport as

dwellers -in the words ofM.J. Lennon
(1980), author of Memorieso/TorontoIsland:
"10 minutes and 1,000miles away".

financial and accounting baseand

.A

contemplated by the RoyalCommission, ensuring that it remains at its
existing scalewithin the waterfront

When Governor Simcoe arrived in
1793to carve the City of York out of the
dense forest that lined Lake Ontario's shore,

environment, is cleaner and quieter,
and is sensitiveto the needs of its users.

The Toronto skyline still in sight, the islands offer a refreshing change of pace and scene
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the islandswere part of a 5.5-kilometre
(3.5-mile) long peninsula that curved from
the mouth of the Don River south and

for diversion -in the summer there was
swimming, canoeing, rowing, fishing, and
sailing, and in the winter, sledding, skating,

westwardinto the lake, where it formed
a sheltered harbour. The peninsula was

and ice-boating.
The summer population of the islands
expanded in the early 1890swhen a tent

known to the nativesas having curative
powers;to Elizabeth Simcoe, thesewere
her "favourite sands",to which shewould

community waserected at Ward's Island; by
1931,the City had allowed the tents to be
supplanted by permanent dwellings. Thereafter, the number of year-round residents
gradually grew, especiallyduring the housing crisis following World War II, when addi-

retreat for healthy recreation -picnicking,
painting or horsebackriding.
Since the Simcoes' time the islands
have continued to playa vital role in the
recreational life of Torontonians. In the

tional dwellings were built on Algonquin
Island.
In the 1950s,the islandshad a "main

early 1800s,adventurous hunters and fishers
used the peninsula to fish, trap muskrats,
and shoot waterfowl. By 1833, Michael
O'Connor had opened the first hotelthe Retreat; one of the hotel's selling points
was its accessby the first ferry -the horse-

street" on Centre Island, where there were
hotels, a dairy, a barber shop, a hardware
store, and a movie house. The three communities -Hanlan's, Centre, and Ward'shad community centres, sportsteams,newspapers,and social functions. People lived
on the islandsyear-round, sending their

powered SirJohn of thePeninsula-which
eliminated the need for the arduous trek
acrossthe untamed mouth of the Don River.
By the 1840s,fishermen's huts were scattered over the peninsula, and shortly thereafter, the first hardy homesteadersset up

children to the Island School, commuting
to the city by ferry in summer, tugboat in
winter. There were people who lived on the
islands, the man who delivered ice among

permanent camp.
Some ten years after the peninsula
wasseveredfrom the mainland by a violent
storm in 1858 to become "the Island", the

them, who proudly claimed they hadn't
been to the city more than a half-dozen
times in their lives.

City began to promote development there.
The first summer house was built in 1872 by

Just as the Toronto Islands have always
been buffeted by the natural forces of wind

a prominent barrister, and thereafter many
of Toronto's most distinguished citizens

and water that both shapeand threaten
them, they have been buffeted by human
forces. For 150yearsplans have beendeveloped for the islands by successivecity councils, harbour commissioners,and others. In
the 20th century, most suchplans envisaged
dramatic changesin land use: apartment

erected elaborate summer homes on
Hanlan's Point and Centre Island.
Near the cottagesat Hanlan's there
wasan amusementpark; in the summer tens
of thousandsflocked daily to ride its rollercoaster,seethe famous diving horse, watch
baseballor lacrossein the stadium or stroll

buildings linked to the city by tunnel and
surrounded by parking lots, expressways

along the boardwalk. The islands and the
harbour provided endlessopportunities

running the length of the islands, or docks
and warehousesfor port activities.
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In 1953, the newly created Metro
Council deve~opedthe idea of turning the

proved to be unworkable becauseit did not
resolve such fundamental questionsas own-

islands into a park and recreation area.
Despite the vociferous arguments of island

ership of the houses.In the fall of 1991,the
.Province gavenotice that it would bring in

dwellers, by 1965 Metro had completed eviction procedures,com-,
pensatedresidents,and

new legislation for the islands,and that the
legislation would cre()
ate a Land Trust to

bulldozed 500 homes.
The residentsof the

.c

Today 's Toronto Islands are a rich, .act
regional resource with lovely dunes and

as landlord,and
would permit as

remaining 260 houseson
beaches,regionally rare plant forms,
many as 110 new
Ward's and Algonquin
and varied fish communities.
homes on the
islands decided to dig in
()I
islands. Such legislaand started a long and
tion could help
bitter fight to stay.Arguing that residential
resolvethe situation and provide muchand recreational useswere not incomneeded security for the existing community.
patible, the islanders fought eviction in the
Today'sToronto Islands are a rich,
courts of law and public opinion.
In order to resolve the dispute, on

if somewhatunder-used,regional resource.
Their environmental resourcesinclude

9 December 1981 the Province of Ontario
introduced Bill 191, which wasdesigned
to allow the island community to remain
until 2005. Ultimately, however,the Bill

lovely dunes and beaches,regionally rare
plant forms, and varied fish communities.
The visitor can find clipped grassfor picnicking and ball-playing, quiet lagoons in

Houses on Word Island
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which to watch turtles baskingand night
herons fishing, as well as opportunities for

ecologicalunit: they comprised the lower
reachesof the meandering Don River, the

walking and bird-watching. There are active
recreational facilities at Centreville, at the
Long Pond rowing courseon regattadays,and

estuary at its mouth, and the peninsula to
the south. The banks of the Lower Don
were lined with water-lovingtrees and shrubs
and surrounded by a forest of mixed deciduous and coniferous trees.The forest helped
recharging of groundwater, controlled the
rate of flow into the Don, prevented erosion
of the banks, kept feeder streamscool, and
helped to maintain a diverse fish community.

at the public marina and three yachtclubs.
Sevenhundred people live in a
vibrant, close-knit, car-free community on
Ward's and Algonquin, and provide "eyeson
the park". A water filtration plant services
the city in the summer when water use is
greatest.The live-in Island Natural Science

The river wasthe source of drinking
water for mammals in the area, as well as
providing spawningand feeding habitats

School offers opportunities for Toronto
studentsto spend an intensive week in natural sciencestudy.The Gibraltar Point lighthouse, built in 1808 on earlier orders from

for fish and other forms of aquatic life.
The estuary at the mouth of the Don,
known for many yearsasAshbridge's Bay
Marsh, wasan ever-£hanginglandscape of

Governor Simcoe,standsasa historical
link to the founding of the city, a reminder
of the dayswhen ship travel provided vital
links betweenToronto and the outside world.

marshyvegetation, islands,and open water;
it provided habitats for mammals,birds,
fish, amphibians, and reptiles. The waters
of the marshwere protected from those of

The lighthouse looks out over the island
park to which Metro is trying to attract

the open lake by the peninsula, a natural
sand bar that wasbreached during a fierce
storm in 1858to create today's Eastern Gap
and the Toronto Islands. With the advent of
European settlement, the organic unity of

more visitors, a residential community
poised for growth, and towardsthe evolving
and changing waterfront of the City beyond.

LOWER

DON

the Lower Don Lands was gradually eroded;
today, having lost sight of the whole, we
tend to think of the lands in terms of their

LANDS

transportation, the Lower Don Lands have

separatepieces,asdefined by roads, rail
lines, and concrete dock walls.
There are six main components: the
Lower Don, Ataratiri, the EastBayfront, the
Port Industrial Area, the semi-natural areas
of the Leslie Street Spit and the Outer

another side -a swathof green hugging
the north shore of the Outer Harbour along
Cherry Beach, to link up with the urban

Harbour's north shore, and the parklands
of Ashbridge's Bay.While the future of the
Lower Don Lands is unclear, there is no

wilderness of the Leslie StreetSpit.
Two hundred yearsago, the Lower
Don Lands could have been considered an

doubt that the area is on the verge of dramatic change. This section presentsone

The Lower Don Lands are another
sizeablepart of Toronto's Central
Waterfront that is clearly in transition.
While usually thought of first in relation to
shipping, heavyindustry, bulk storage,and

vision of what that change could encompass.
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Map 10.10 lower Donlands

The boundary of the Lower Don River
Valley is generally considered to be just
north of the Bloor Viaduct. A great deal of
the valley is used for utilitarian .purposes-

asis wildlife habitat. Accessto the shoresis
limited and uninviting, and only a few hardy
souls walk or cycle along it.

an expressway,two railways,an arterial road,

bounded, roughly, by EasternAvenue
on the north, the Don River on the east,

Ataratiri is the name given to lands

utility right-{)f-ways,snowdumps, a few
remaining heavyindustries, transformer stations, and storageyards. Chain-link fences
line the shores of the river, and log booms
at its mouth contain the flotsam that surges

the CN railwaylines on the south, and

down the river during rainstorms. Water
and sediment quality in the river is poor,

houses,factories, and scrapyards. In July
1988,the City of Toronto entered into an

Parliament Street on the west. At present,
the area is occupied by a number of indu~
trial users including railwayyards, ware-
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agreement with the Province of Ontario
to develop 7,000 units of housing in the

The Port Industrial Area lies south of
the Gardiner/Lakeshore Corridor between

area, the City acting as planner and developer, and the Province as guarantor of
funds necessaryto acquire and develop
the site.
The City now owns the entire

Cherry and Leslie streets;it was built on
lakefill placed in the former Ashbridge's Bay
Marsh at the foot ofthe Don River, in accordance with the Toronto Harbour Commissioners' 191.2plan. The areawasintended
asToronto's industrial heart -its link by

32.5-hectare (80-acre)site, having expropriated more than 40 private properties and

ship, rail, and road to the outside world. That
expectationwasneverfulfilled, however,
when World War I and then the Depression

having purchased the remaining third of
the site from CP Rail and Canadian National
Realty. Over the pastthree and-a-halfyears,
the City has concentrated on the necessary

intervened. Instead of being a manufac-

planning needed to develop the land and
design the future community. A great deal
of time and money has been spent on assessing environmental conditions in the area
and proposing solutions for the significant
problems encountered there.
The EastBayfront is the area between
the harbour and the Gardiner/Lakeshore
Corridor betweenYonge Street and Cherry
Street. It is bestcharacterized asa transportation corridor -a
route to somewhere
-~
else,and currently not
truly a "place". The
EastBayfront is dominated by the Gardiner

turing centre, the area came to be used
mainly for bulk storage of coal, cement,
and petroleum products. In recent years,
many of the noisier, dirtier industries have
left the area and it is ripe for change.
At the southern edge of the Port
Industrial Area lies a thin strip of green,
the semi-naturalareasof the harbour's
north shore; the westernend is anchored
by Cherry Beach,one of Toronto's cleanest
beaches,which attractsbathers and board-

Left largely alone, the sPit has
~
evolvedfrom a barren expanseof fill to
becomea rich and unique seriesof

sailers.Farther east,
rowing and boating
clubs hug the north
shore and north of
them is a vegetated

semi-natural habitats.

strip of land through

Expresswayand Lake
Shore Boulevard, which

--which

the Martin

visuallyand practically cut off the areasto
the north from the harbour.

Goodman Trail
weaves.This area provides good-quality
and varied habitat for wildlife, and attracts

Although the EastBayfront has been
home to important port-related industry
since it wascreated by lakefill in the 1950s,
it has been declining for the last 30 years.
Most marine terminals and wharfs are gone

naturalists, cyclists,joggers, and walkers.
Further eastis the Leslie Spit, which was
created by lakefilling. Left largely alone, the
spit has evolved from a barren expanse of
fill to become a rich and unique seriesof

and the only remaining industrial usesare

semi-naturalhabitats. A marina built by the
THC to provide facilities for recreational

Redpath Sugar,and Lake Ontario Cement,
together with the LCBO's storageand

boating protrudes into the Outer Harbour
from the spit.

distribution facilities.
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VICTORY

SOYA MILLS

In 1943, industrialist E. p.. Taylor waslooking for a site on which to build a new soybean processing plant to alleviate the wartime shortage of fats and oils causedby food and
petroleum rationing. He had been named president of Victory Mills Ltd., a new company
created from the SunsoyProducts branch of Canadian BreweriesLtd. Victory Mills soon
leaseda site at the southeastcorner of Fleet and Parliament streets,ideally placed to
receive and send shipments by rail, truck or boat. The plant built there wasdesigned
to extract and process soybean,linseed, and other vegetableoils to create products for
human and animal consumption, as well as other products that would be processed
further by other industries to make suchgoods as glue, paint, printing ink, and soap.
Despite wartime and post-warshortagesof materials, construction of the new
plant began almost immediately on the land, owned by the Board of Toronto Harbour
Commissioners.Concrete silos were built first so that stockpiled soybeanscould be
available for processing as soon as the screw-pressand solvent-extractionprocesseswere
ready to go into production. These silos have presided over the easternedge of Toronto's
harbour ever since.
The plant officially opened on 27 March 1946,and in 1947,Victory Mills purchased
the site, as well as an adjoining parcel, from the THC. Over the years,the plant changed
ownership twice: in 1954,Victory Mills wassold to Procter and Gamble Co. and renamed
Victory SoyaMills, and in 1980 the company wasresold to Central SoyaInc. of Fort
Wayne, Indiana.
The importance of this processing plant should not be underestimated: the fact that
it had been built, combined with a concerted campaign to encourage farmers to grow soybeans,precipitated immediate growth in the soybeanmarket. In 1940, Canadaproduced
6,000 tonnes (220,000bushels)of soybeans;by 1953,that figure had risen to 120,000tonnes
(4.4 million bushels). Demand for soyproducts changed little during the 1950sand '60s,
then surged again during the 1970s,when people became aware that the consumption of
vegetable fats washealthier than that of animal fats. In 1990,25,000soybeangrowers in
Ontario produced 1.3 million tonnes (47 million bushels) of soybeans.
At the time it wasclosed in March 1991,Victory SoyaMills Ltd. washandling
400,000 to 540,000 tonnes (15 to 20 million bushels) of soybeansannually. The largestof
three crushers in Canada,it processedsoybeansinto oil for margarine, cooking oil, and
protein supplements for livestockfeed.
Central SoyaInc. ceasedplant operations,citing poor profits becauseof the CanadaUnited Statesfree-trade agreement, government subsidiesto a competing product (canola
seed),and high municipal taxes.
Other conditions had also changed sinceE. P. Taylor carefully chose the plant's
location: proximity to railroad and waterborne facilities is no longer advantageousin an
era when road transportation dominates the movement of goods. Moreover, the Toronto
waterfront was so developed that the plant wasplagued with traffic problems.
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To date, the site has not been sold. It is not hard to imagine what will happen
when it is: now on the edge of the city core, the site will be redeveloped. The question is
whether a way can be found to build for the future without razing our industrial past.
Sources:Stinson,]. and M. Moir. 1991. Built heritage of the East Bayfront Environmental audit of the
East Bayfront/ Port Industrial Area phase II, technical paper no. 7. Toronto: Royal Commission on the Future of
the Toronto Waterfront Draft

VidorySoyoMills

Eastof Leslie Streetis the Main

the Beachfarther eastby a boardwalk and

SewageTreatment Plant, a major employer
in the area, and currently the subject of

greenspace.

the lakefill parklands known asWoodbine
Park and Ashbridge's Bay Park -are

Most of the Lower Don Lands are in
limbo, with many former activities gone or
in decline, and many recent studiesand
plans, in varying stagesof completion,
directed towardsrevitalizing this strategically

separatedfrom the rest by Coatsworth Cut
and the sewagetreatment plant and are

placed area of the City.
In September1991, in keeping with its

also disconnected from the residential

plans to develop housing in Ataratiri, the

neighbourhoods to the north. However,
theseparks, which include a marina as well
asattractive landscapedareasin which
to play, relax or picnic, are well linked to

City releasedits assessmentof the environmental conditions in the area, along with a
Part II Official Plan Proposal.The City has
also addressedthe Lower Don Lands in its

upgrading and expansionplans. The
remainder of the Lower Don Lands -
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Cityplan '91 processand in the Gardiner

conducted by the Province, Metro, the City
of Toronto, and the THC.

ExpresswayEast/Don ValleySweepCivic
Design Study (1990). The City of Toronto's
TaskForce to Bring Back the Don released
its vision for the Lower Don Valley in

The roles of the THC and the Port of
Toronto have also been studied extensively
by the RoyalCommission. Early in its

August 1991.

mandate, the Commissionrealized it was
time to formulate a new vision of the East

Metro has made severalstudies of
transportation in the Lower Don Lands
(among them the Waterfront Transit Light
Rail Extensions Feasibility Study (1990),

Bayfront/Port Industrial Area. Becauseof
concerns about pollution in the area, in its
first interim report, the Commissionrecom-

and the Long RangeRapid Transit Network

mended that an environmental audit be
carried out on the lands. To protect the
integrity of the Commission'sstudy, on
17 October 1989the Government of Ontario

Study,which is a background study for
Metro's new Official Plan); in addition,
there is the RevisedR£jJortonMetropolitan
Interestsin thePort Area,development of
a new Metropolitan Waterfront Plan,

designatedthe area as one of Provincial
Interest under the Planning Act. The processused to undertake the environmental
audit wasthe Commission's first attempt to

proposals to convert the Commissioners
Street incinerator to an expanded recycling and transfer station, and Metro's

put the ecosystemapproach into practice;
the result wasa persuasiveexample of how

environmental assessmentfor the Main
SewageTreatment Plant, in conjunction
with a comprehensive report on the

effectivelythis approach can be applied
to research,analysis,and interpretation

of information.

metropolitan sewagesystem.
The private sectoris also active in
planning for parts of the Lower Don Lands.
For example, studiesand proposalshave
been made for the Gooderham and Worts

THE
AUDIT

ENVIRONMENTAL
PROCESS

The environmental audit of the
EastBayfront/Port Industrial Area was

site, adjacent to Ataratiri; LeslieGate at the
northeast corner of Lake Shore Boulevard
and Leslie Street; expansion of the Lever

conducted from November 1989to
December 1991. Its purpose was to develop the bestpossible description and under-

Brothers property at the foot of the Don
ValleyParkway;and severallarge sections
of the Port Industrial Area, including
St. Lawrence Park in its northwest corner,
and Castlepoint at PolsonQuay.

standing of the environmental conditions
in the EastBayfront/Port Industrial Area
(within the inevitable limits of time and
budget). It should be emphasizedthat this

The THC prepared its Port Industrial
Area Concept Plan in 1988 to foster ecopublic access,and ensure the Port's future.
A joint study of the economic impact of the

environmental audit wasdone before any
decisionswere made about future land uses
-itself a radical departure from the norm.
Most land-useplanning startswith a
piece of land. In time, a developer comes

Port of Toront? on the City of Toronto

along with an idea for a project -a

and surrounding jurisdictions was recently

minium,an office tower, a mall-

nomic development of this area, improve
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condoto put on

that piece of land and if the environment is

the team had to developcriteria, appropriate for the area, and for which information
wasavailable.Criteria and indicators used
elsewherewere reviewed, including those in
the Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement,
the healthy cities concept, the Ecosystem
Charter developed by the RawsonAcademy,

considered, it is through an environmental
assessmentof the project. The proponent
considers what impact the project will have
on the environment, and how that impact
can be reduced or mitigated. One of the
drawbacksof that way of planning is that it
can lead to inappropriate usesof land.
By contrast, the
environmental audit's
first priority wasto collect information on
environmental conditions so that better

the Metro Toronto

The ecosystemapproach allowed
the Commission to move beyond the

-Remedial Action
Plan goals,and the
principles set out
in Watershed.
Becausehumans

compartmentalizing of traditional
environmental management: instead oJ"
examining the state of the environment, the are recognized as
audit examined the state of the
ecosystem.
---an
integral part of
,.
the
ecosystem,some
()

decisionscould be
made later. In fact, the
environmental audit team was not involved

criteria selected
by the team were human-centred (anthro-

in decision-making about the future of the
EastBayfront/Port Industrial Area: with the

pocentric) as well asbiocentric. The criteria
used included:

environmental information before them,
however,others would be able to make fully
informed decisions about land use.
A second fundamental difference in
the Commission's environmental audit

.habitat diversity, quantity, connectedness,and quality for wildlife;
.diversity and abundance of wildlife

was its use of the "ecosystemapproach"
asa framework for research,analysis,and

speCIes;
.complexity of the food web;
.the presence of introduced species;

interpretation of information. As discussed
earlier, the ecosystemapproach focuseson

.adequate reserve of nutrients;
.levels of toxic chemicals in the

relationships and examines how an area
influences, and is influenced by, areasoutside it. It also examines the effect of human

ecosystem;
.effects of toxic chemicals on humans
and wildlife;
.levels of dust, odours, and noise;

actions on the ecosystemand, conversely,
the possible effects of ecological conditions
on human health. The ecosystemapproach
allowed the Commissionto move beyond the

.variety, quality, and accessibilityof
opportunities for human activities;
.safety from environmental hazards;

compartmentalizing of traditional environmental management:instead of examining
the state of the environment, the audit

.connectedness with the past; and
.aesthetics (urban form, perception of
environment, natural features).

examined the state of the ecosystem.
In order to measure ecosystemhealth
in the East Bayfront/Port Industrial Area,

The way the audit wasconducted wasa
third departure from the norm: in PhaseI,
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Ecosystempathways

five work groups of expertscollected existing

four levels of government and agencies;
18 citizens from non-governmental

information (and produced technical
papers) on the atmospheric environment,
water, soils and groundwater, natural
heritage, and built heritage. puring Phase
II, working under the overall direction of a

organizations; sevenfrom universities;
three representing industry and labour; and
12 consultantsfrom different fields. The
work groups included staff from the federal

steering committee, sevenwork groups
undertook further researchto fill many previouslyidentified gaps in data; they produced
technical papers on the atmospheric environment, built heritage, hazardousmaterials,
natural heritage, soils and groundwater,
water and sediments,and ecosystemhealth.
In carrying out the audit, the Royal

Toronto, and the City of Toronto. Also
represented were the Toronto Harbour
Commissioners,the Toronto Historical
Board, the South EastToronto Industrial
AwarenessOrganization (SETIAO),
the Metropolitan Toronto and Region

Commissionwasable to draw upon a wealth
of talent and expertise. 93 people were

munity and environmental organizations,
and ambulance, fire, and police services.

involved in the steering committee and

Significant effort went into attempts to
integrate the results of the various working

and provincial governments, Metropolitan

ConservationAuthority, a number of com-

working groups: 53 public servantsfrom
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groups. Periodic meetings allowed members
from different disciplines to interact and

ago nativesfished with spearsby lantern
light in the Ashbridge's Marsh. European

share information. Linking up these work

settlers caught fish, muskratsand turtles
there, and market gunners shot fowl for
the citizens of York. Simple frame cottages

groups were two "integrators", to ensure
that work group members from eachdiscipline recognized how its findings related
to the concerns of others. For example,
the integrators might askmembers of the
air group how air quality is affected by soil,

hugged the Lake Ontario shore.
The industrialization of the Lower
Don Lands began in 1831,whenJames
Worts came from England and establisheda
grist mill at the easternend of the harbour;
the following year, Worts's brother-in-law
William Gooderham arrived in York. The
two went into businesstogether and, in

industry, and transportation, or how it
affectssoil, water,wildlife or humans.
The integrators later synthesizedand interpreted all the information collected by the
various disciplines, and the resultswere
published in two reports, Environmentin
Transition(1990), which covered PhaseI
of the audit, and the audit's final report,

1837,converted their flour mill to a distillery.
As Gooderham and Worts, it operated until
1990,and left behind a cluster of industrial
buildings of great historical and architectural value -one of the most important
historic sites in Toronto.

Pathways(1991).
CHALLENGES
AND
OPPORTUNITIES
IN THE
LOWER
DON LANDS

By the 1880s,Ashbridge's Marsh was
polluted from untreated human, animal,
and industrial wastes,and its condition was

Manyof the characteristics
connecting
different partsof the LowerDonLandsto
eachother canbe consideredboth challengesand opportunities.The areas:

becoming a civic concern. In responseto
the problems in the marsh and ongoing
navigational problems in the harbour, the
newlyformed Toronto Harbour Commissioners (THC) drew up a plan to reclaim
the northeast corner of the harbour and the

.share an interesting history;
.are generally underused;
.lie predominantly in the floodplain
of the Don;

marsh. The plan, unveiled in 1912,featured
state-{)f-the-artdocks, broad tree-lined
avenues,and modern factories linked to
the outside world by ship, rail, and road.
The Port Industrial Area wasto be Toronto's

.have similar environmental problems;
.have poor links to the rest of the City;

and
.for

industrial centre, on land created from
sand dredged from the bottom of the lake
by the Cyclone,
a massivedredge in what was

the most part, are owned publicly.

Over the last two centuries, human
activities have dramatically shaped the physical environment of the Lower Don Lands.
Where one now finds recycling plants or
cranes,there wasonce a fertile marsh at the
mouth of the Don River.Two hundred years

considered one of the great engineering
feats of its time.
The meandering Lower Don River
wasstraightened and confined to a concrete
channel, with a new mouth, an abrupt rightangle turn into the Keating Channel and
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ASHBRIDGE'S

BAY

Ahbridge's Bay, once one of North America's most important wetlands, was
named after a family who came from Pennsylvaniato the Town of York in 1793 and settled
on the eastbank of the Don River near the outflow into the bay. Today all that remains of
the once-vibrant marshlands are the memories set down by hunters and naturalistswho
used the 520-hectare {1,285-acre)marsh.
When the Ashbridge family received its grant of land, the bay wasa patchwork of
large and small ponds with weedy lagoons,bogs and islands of bulrushes, water4ilies,
arrowhead, marsh marigolds, cane grass,and duck weed. The Don River meandered
through the delta marsh it had helped create. Shallowwarm water, nutrients from the
Don, and lush vegetation created ideal habitat for hundreds of speciesof wildlife. Early
settlers "sawducks so thick that when rising from the marsh they made a noise like
thunder" (Barnett 1971).
The bounty of the marsh provided the small settlement of York with wild game. Less
than a century later, with the invention of the breach-loading shotgun, hunters were able
to slaughterwildfowl by the hundreds. Frank Smith, a member of the Toronto Ornithological
Club from 1942 until his death in 1965,recalled how Bill Loam, a market shooter who
made his living hunting and fishing in the marsh,would "come into his boathouse at night
with the boat so full [of ducks] that there wasn't room for one more" (Fairfield 1991).
Frank Smith himself hunted in the marsh and said:
I have seenthousands of Muskrat housesbuilt in it at one time and am safeto say
that as many as ten to twelve thousand ratswould be taken in one spring. ...It wasa
problem catching Mud Turtles. The best waywasundressing and taking a sack,walk
in the water up to your armpits and when you stepped on a turtle you would duck
under, get him and put him in the sack [sic]. I have taken as many as seventy-five
to a hundred in one day in this wayand sold them in the market for turtle soup
(Fairfield 1991).
In the 1850s,storms broke through the sandypeninsula that separatedthe marsh
from the lake, creating the Toronto Islands. Subsequenterosion problems induced
the City in 1890 to build a breakwater on the westernedge of the marsh, closing water
circulation between marsh and harbour.
Sealedoff from the lake, and the recipient of large quantities of industrial, human,
and animal wastes,particularly from Gooderham and Worts's cattle byres,the bay became
stagnantand polluted. Coatsworth Cut wasopened at the eastend of the marsh to improve
circulation but a ~ore permanent solution wasproposed: fill the marsh to create
lakefrontindustrialland.
In 1912,the City acceptedplans by the Toronto Harbour Commissioners,and by
1930 garbage,building rubble, and sediment dredged from the harbour covered most
of the marsh. The remainder wasfilled in the 1950sto make way for the Main Sewage
Treatment Plant. Ashbridge's Bay, once home to a complex and rich wildlife community,
has been replaced by salt and coal storage,oil tanks, industrial buildings, and vacantlots.
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Inner Harbour. The river delta wasreplaced
by new industrial lands, with docks, a ship
channel, and a turning basin, as well asroad
and rail connections to the rest of the City.

still being made to the Leslie StreetSpit, the
four-kilometre (2.5-mile) long peninsula
created from lakefill and begun in the early
1960sas a protective breakwaterfor an
Outer Harbour. It soon becameclear that

Creation of the EastBayfront started
much later, in the 1950s,after complicated

Toronto had no need of a second harbour,
and the spit has developed through natural
successioninto a rich wildernessarea. The
most recent land creation project in the
Lower Don Lands is the Outer Harbour
Marina, begun in 1986,to provide mooring
slips for recreational boats, and a marina

negotiations among the Harbour Commissioners,the City, and the railways.The
new land wasused for docks,wharfs,
and shipping-related industries, suchas
Redpath Sugar.
The physicalrestructuring of the Lower
Don Lands continues today.Additions are

centre at the baseof the breakwater.

Ashbridge's
Baywith Toronto
in the background
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Though the splendour of the THC
1912plan has faded, a rich industrial heritage remains: the plan's "armature" -the
docks,basculebridges,Ship Channel,bridges,
railways,and roads -still forms a strong
pattern on the land. Large structures such
as silos, cranes, chimney stacks,and fuel

rowing, and boardsailing clubs cluster along
the north shore of the Outer Harbour, larger
boatsare moored at the Outer Harbour
Marina and Ashbridge's BayPark, and
Cherry Beachremains one of the Central
Waterfront's cleanestfor swimming. Naturalistshaunt the area,while joggers, hikers,
and cyclistsuse the Martin Goodman Trail,
and someventure up the Lower Don Valley.

storage tanks are dominant landmarks evoking pastand some presentindustrial activities.
The Gooderham and Worts buildings, the
Palace Street School at the corner of Front
and Cherry streets,and the former Bank of
Montreal on Cherry Streetare unique and
worth preserving for their architectural
merit. The industrial heritage manifested in
the area'sinfrastructure and built formin the grand scale of CommissionersStreet,
the pattern made by
docks and seawalls,the
cranesand tanks should be treated with
respectand, where
possible,be used as
the basisfor future
development.
The location of
the Lower Don Lands
is still strategic -min-

Nonetheless,many of theserecreational
amenities are underused, in part because
accessis difficult and unattractive.
Virtually all the Lower Don Lands lie
in the floodplain of the Don. If there were
another regional storm of the magnitude
of 1954'sHurricane Hazel, large parts of
the area would be flooded to a depth of as
much asone metre

(three feet) of water,
.,-.
L-with
some places
The industrial heritage manifested
In thearea's
infrastructure and built form -in
being affected even
the grand scale of CommissionersStreet.
more s~riously.
the pattern made by docks and seawalls,
Modelling underthe cranesand tanks -should be treated
taken for the Ataratiri
with respect,and used as the basis
---Environmental
for future development.
~

,

Evaluation Study
showed that almost

3,800 dwelling units,
and more than 900 businessesemploying
more than 23,000people, are vulnerable to

utes from downtown Toronto -but the area
is underused,shabby,and neglected. Expropriations in Ataratiri have left blocks of

flooding in the Lower Don floodplain.
Under the Flood Plain Planning Policy
Statementissuedby the ministries of Natural

empty buildings. Many industries, once
long-term tenants in the EastBayfront/Port
Industrial Area, have also departed, leaving
behind empty structures or barren lots. On

Resourcesand Municipal Mfairs, new development that is susceptibleto flood damage
is not normally permitted. However,munici-

average,Toronto's industrially designated
lands provide jobs for 79 people per hectare

palities may apply for special policy areastatus that allows controlled development in
areaswhere new development cannot be

(32 people per acre); by contrast, density in
the Port Industrial Area is only 11.6 employees per hectare (4.7 employeesper acre).

restricted. The City of Toronto has applied
for a specialpolicy area in the Lower

The Lower Don Lands also provide a
wide range of recreational activities: sailing,

Don floodplain to permit development
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Map10.11

of Ataratiri, and a variety of measuresare

The environmental audit of the East

being considered to reduce the flood
risk there.

Bayfront/Port

Industrial Area found some

contamination

of soils and/or groundwater

The Lower Don Lands share other
environmental problems: in many places,
soils are contaminated with heavymetals

at 27 of the 28 sites studied by the Royal
Commission and by others (out of a total of
123 sites in the area). Although it is difficult

and organic chemicals, in part becauseof
the way lakefilling wasdone. For example,

to generalize -types

the Port Industrial Area wascreated from

individual sites -these

construction debris, sewagesludge, incinerator ash,and municipal garbage,as well
as from sand. Construction of the Leslie

are heavily contaminated. The MaE's clean-

and levels of contami-

nants vary greatly from site to site and across
studies show that

the soils and groundwater at some places
up guidelines are exceeded for a number of

Street Spit utilized earth fill from downtown
Toronto (some of which was undoubtedly

heavy metals: while there are no provincial
guidelines for specific organic compounds,

contaminated), and also rubble, incinerator
and fly ash,and crushed battery casings.In

studies show that benzene, ethylbenzene,

the rail corridors, the Ataratiri lands, and
the Port area, problems were compounded

At some sites, groundwater is contaminated

by spills, leaks,storage,and disposal of
hazardousmaterials. When soil is contaminated, it is likely that the groundwater
beneath it is contaminated aswell.

as well as with free-phase floating petroleum

toluene, xylene, PAHs, and PCBs are present.
with heavy metals and organic compounds

products.
According to the Ataratiri Draft
Environmental Evaluation StudyReport
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(Clarkin 1991), soil samplesfrom more
than 250 places in Ataratiri showed that

be r~duced to acceptablelevels through
building designand other measures.The
major sourcesof noise are the traffic in the

about half the area does not currently
meet guidelines for housing, commercial
or industrial uses.Pollutants include metals,

transportation corridors and, in the Port
area, take-offsand landings from the
Toronto Island Airport.
The levels of dust, odours, and noise

organic compounds such aspolychlorinated
biphenyls (PCBs),and coal tar. The highest
levels of contamination occur in the western
part of the area, where a coal gasification
plant operated until the 1950s.
As in any industrial area, severalthou-

along the north shore of the Outer Harbour
are lower than in the industrial areasbecause

sand hazardousmaterials are used, stored
or transported in the Lower Don Lands.
Although there is insufficient information
available to assessrisks posed by these
hazardousmaterials, the environmental
audit showed that, in the past two years
alone, 73 spills and fires involving hazardous

Inner Harbour, Ship Channel, and Turning
Basin, water quality is poor and bottom
sedimentsare contaminated with nutrients,
heavymetals, and organic chemicals. Few
fish can live in thesewaters, although overwintering waterfowlcongregatethere
becausethe water is warmer than elsewhere.

materialswere recorded in the EastBayfront/
Port Industrial Area.
Becausethe area is dominated by

The water quality in the Outer
Harbour is generally better than in the
Inner Harbour, and sedimentsare cleaner.

industry and transportation, air quality is
poor in the Lower Don Lands. Odours from
industry and the sewagetreatment plant
are a problem for nearby residents,and
fugitive emissionsof dust, volatile organic
compounds, and metals from industry and
traffic are a concern. Near the Gardiner/

Unlike other Toronto beaches,Cherry
Beach is rarely "posted", warning people
not to swim.
Toxic chemicalsare found in aquatic
biota including benthic organisms,fish,
and aquatic birds. There are restrictions
on eating some sizesof eight speciesof fish

Lakeshore Corridor and the Don Valley
Parkway,preliminary modelling indicates
that exceedancesof provincial guidelines
are likely for carbon monoxide, suspended
particulates, and dustfall. Little is known
about emissionsor levels of trace organic
compounds in the air.

found in the Lower Don Lands.
On land, the north shore of the Outer
Harbour, the Leslie StreetSpit, and several
vacant lots in the industrial area have a
variety of natural and semi-natural areas
including beach and gravellyshorelines,
wet meadows,open fields, willow thickets,
stands of cottonwoods, and other habitats.

so much of it is in recreational land uses.
In the Lower Don, Keating Channel,

Smog, including ground-level ozone,
is a problem in the Lower Don Lands, as

In both Ataratiri and the Port

Thanks mostlyto benign neglect, these
areashave evolved to contain a mosaic of
habitats in different stagesof succession,
providing excellent areasfor breeding and

Industrial area, noise is high enough to
be a concern for residential use, but can

migrating wildlife. Information collected
for the environmental audit showsthat they

it is acrosssouthern Ontario, especiallyon
sunny days in the late spring and summer.
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support a fairly complex food web: in the
north shor~ area alone, there are some
330 speciesof plants, 260 of birds, 19 of

Ataratiri. Ataratiri lands are now owned
entirely by the City of Toronto.
In summing up the ecosystemhealth
of the Lower Don Lands, it is fair to saythat

fish, 12 of mammals, two of amphibians,
one of snake,and 27 of butterflies. Similar
numbers have been recorded for th~
Leslie StreetSpit.
In contrast, the industrial areasof

the area posesboth significant challenges
and opportunities for regeneration. The
seriousproblems of contaminated soil and
groundwater, air and water pollution, flood
potential, dust, and noise must be addressed
if the ecosystemis to be restored to health.

Ataratiri and the EastBayfront/Port
Industrial Area are characterized by few
kinds of habitats. Most are poor-quality -

There are still significant gaps in our
understanding of the environmental conditions in the area -gaps that must be filled.

the occasionalfield betweenroads, parking
lots, and industrial or commercial buildings.
As a result, they support limited wildlife and
a simple food web.

Moreover,jurisdictional, re~latory, and
planning issuesinclude a number of institutional obstaclesthat have contributed to
environmental degradation and are roadblocks to remediation.

Moreover, although there is goodquality wildlife habitat, particularly in the
southern parts of the Lower Don Lands,
the spatial connections among habitatsare
poor. This is the casein east-west
connections
and, evenmore, in north-south connections with the important Don Valleycorridor.
Links for human movement in the
Lower Don Lands are just as poor as
the wildlife habitat connections. The

AN

INTEGRATED

PLAN

FOR

THE

LOWER
DON LANDS
In light of the challengesand opportunities in the Lower Don Lands, and the
many studiesand plans for individual parts
of the area, it becameobvious to the Royal

Gardiner/ Lakeshore Corridor effectively
severslands to the south from residential
areasto the north. The Port Industrial Area
is further cut off from the City by the Keating

Commission that an integrated plan is
needed; piecemeal planning cannot deal
effectivelywith issuessuchas flooding and
soil contamination, rehabilitation of the
Don River, access,and the need to stimulate

Channel. The Ataratiri area is effectivelya
cul-de-sac,constrained on three sidesby the
railwaylines, the Don River, and the
Adelaide Street ramps to the Don Valley

economic recovery.An integrated plan
would make it possibleto:
.retain

Parkway.
Much of the land in the Lower Don
Lands is publicly owned. The major landowners in the Port Industrial Area are the

and enhance natural and built

heritage;
.increase the diversityand intensity
of uses;

THC, Metro Toronto, and Ontario Hydro.
The Liquor Control Board of Ontario and
the Ontario Provincial Police are landowners
in the EastBayfront; CN and CP own the

.reduce the risk of flooding;
.share technologies for soil cleaning;
.share programs to monitor air
pollution;
.improve links to the rest of the City;

railway corridor and the yards south of
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Marshandwoodland
habitatalongthenorthshoreof the OuterHarbour

.ensure that publicly owned lands
are used for the maximum benefit of

encumbered by the costsof land purchased
at the peak of the real estateboom; in addi-

society;
.integrate the various planning
exercisesnow under way; and
.assist economic recovery in the region.

tion, before it can proceed, millions of dollars will have to be spent for soil clean-up
and flood-proofing. The greatestencumbrance, however,may well be the "megaproject" mentality: the inflexible, "all or

Such an integrated approach would
allow effective (and cost-effective)solutions
that might not be appropriate or possible
in planning for only one part of the Lower
Don Lands. Integrated planning for the area
allows consideration of the whole, rather
than of a number of disjointed parts, by

nothing", predominantly single-useapproach
to development.
It maybe tempting to view the Ataratiri
site as if a single industry were simply being
removed from an area that never had an
urban pattern. But this land wasonce a piece
of the city: it had streets,uses,activities,and

multiple agencieswith different agendas
and priorities.

history. Therefore, it makeslittle senseto
treat it all at once and comprehensively.It

The Ataratiri project is an illustration
of the pitfalls of starting with a chunk of

would be better to develop housing in the
area in a flexible, evolutionary way,as the

land and setting out to create a "project"
on it -without integrated urban plan-

"renovation" of an existing neighbourhood.
Using this approach, changeswould occur
and improvementswould be made, b.ut
the existing fabric would not be entirely

ning and in the absenceof a sound initial
understanding of environmental conditions.
Ataratiri is economically handicapped,

eradicated. Life in the area would go on,
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while regeneration took place. Such gradualism maybe frustrating to those who have
a strong desire to see everything done "up
front" but it does get the job done, in a
more organi(and economical way.
Such a flexible and incremental.
approach to development should be applied

environmental problems facing the area; to
minimize the impact of development on the
environment; and to retain the area'snatural and built heritage. A plan can be built
on the knowledge accrued in the many
studies~d planning processesthat have
taken place in recent years.
A restored, cleaner Don River is

throughout the Lower Don Lands, within an
overall framework that includes:

central10 this green framework; many of
the water quality improvements will come
from work to be carried out throughout
the watershed under the Metro Toronto
Remedial Action Plan; the TaskForce to
Bring Back the Don has laid the groundwork for physicalchangesthat would improve

.improvements to environmental
health, including a "green infrastructure" of civilized streets,parks, squares,
Jecreational facilities, and green links;
a flood managementstrategy;and
remediation of air, water and soil;

access,aesthetics,and habitat, and contribute to improved water quality. (They are
described in "Healing an Urban Watershed:
The Story of the Don".)
In the TaskForce's plan, the upper
reachesof the Lower Don would become
the Rosedalemarshes;a small stone weir
would create a marsh headpond; side ponds
would be dredged to create marshlands for
fish habitat. The floodplain would include a

.a

transportation plan that provides for
the needs of those outside the area
while respecting the needs of those
inside it (i.e., provides a balance
between"corridor" and "place");
.a balance of land uses-residential,
industrial, commercial, passiveand
active recreational.-that integrates
work and living places;
.a

shared vision for economic development of the area, including clearly
identified opportunities for privatesector participation and investment;

The

and

tioning

.an

city contains in its form and functhe traces of our history and

of our collective

integrated reviewand approval

potential

system.

memory;

through

visions of our future.
ENVIRONMENTAL

The strength

networks and partnerships

HEALTH

potential

Given the environmental problems in
the area, and current understanding of the

of

lies in their

to step outside the structures

of conventional

wisdom and the pattern

of standard problem

need for a healthy environment, planning
for the Lower Don Lands should begin with
a strategyto restore environmental health.
It would have four primax:ypurposes:to lay
out a "green infrastructure" of parks, open

it holds the

which we can shape

late new problems

solving to formu-

and to articulate

new opportunities.
Jacobs, p, 1991. Sustainabteurbandevei!JP11lCnt..
Montreal:
Third Summit of the World's Major Cities,

spaces,and green links; to addressthe
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The LowerDon

mixture of wetlands, meadows,and forested
slopes.Revegetationof the side ravines
would improve wildlife habitat, and trails
would encourage passiverecreational uses
such as hiking and nature study. South of
the new marsheswould be the more formal,

be protected and enhanced, and would be
linked to the extensivenatural areason the
Leslie StreetSpit.
Green corridors would be wide
enough to provide buffers betweenwildlife
and human uses,and native plantings would

urban character of the channelized river:
the water's edge would be richly landscaped
with trees; stairs and ramps would provide
accessto widened pathways,separatedfrom
the railwaysby denseplantings.
The improved Lower Don would
get a new mouth, in the Port lands south
of the one that exists,with a gradual curve
opening up to a re-createdestuary.The

be usedto encourageecologicaldevelopment
of vegetation. Newly linked parks and green
spacesin the EastBayfront would provide
westernconnections betweenHarbourfront's
public areasand the Don River green corridor. On the Lower Don Lands' easternside,
greenlinks would improve what is now an

delta and marsh would provide new habitat
for aquatic life, passiverecreational and
educational attractions for people, and a
wonderful setting for other uses.A wildlife
corridor would continue south from the
Don's new mouth to link with natural
areasalong the north shore of the Outer

EasternBeachesbeyond it.
One of the I1lajor environmental
problems affecting almost the entire Lower
Don Lands area is the potential for flooding.
While it is hardly a new concern, attempts to
deal with it over the yearshave been "bandaid" solutions: encasingthe river in concrete

Harbour. Varied habitats there would

(to reduce erosion and speed the flow of

unsatisfactorytie to the lovely recreational
areasof Ashbridge's BayPark and the
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water), restricting new development in
floodplains, and building berms do not
addressthe root causesof high peak flows.
Flooding has been exacerbatedbecausethe
Don is used asa sewerto carry stormwater

Commission's environmental audit, and the
City of Toronto's Ataratiri Environmental
Evaluation Study.
An integrated soil and groundwater
managementstrategyfor the Lower Don
Lands will allow clustering of sites for cleanup and an incremental approach, rather
than one that insistson doing everything,

generated throughout the watershed.
An ecosystemapproach to the flood
problems on the Don would incorporate
watershed-widemeasuresto reduce stormwater flow into the river. This fits with the
goals and principles adopted under the
Metro Toronto Remedial Action Plan, which
includes measuressuchasuse of stormwater
detention ponds and redirection ofresidential downspoutsfrom storm sewersto lawns.

everywhereat once. Clusters of sitesshould
be identified on the basisof similar kinds
and degreesof pollution, the potential for
migration of contaminants from one site
to adjacentones or to nearby surfacewater,
and expected future uses.Careful consideration should be given to the depth of soil to

These may take longer to implement than
other solutions,but theyare probablycheaper,

be remediated and appropriate standards
of clean-up in relation to future built form,

more equitable, and more beneficial in

landscapetypes,range of activities,and
likely health risks. The strategyshould:

the long term.
Modelling showsthat a severestorm
would flood an area extending eastfrom
Yonge Street to a point pastGreenwood
Avenue, and would include most of the Port
Industrial Area and the lands north to King
Street. Obviously,there is a need to protect

.be based on comprehensive,numerical clean-upguidelines that can be
applied to the entire area, and that
are appropriate for the intended
end uses;
.be developed after a thorough review
of information on the techniques
available for clean-up of soils and

existing and proposed development in the
Lower Don floodplain. The studiesdone for
Ataratiri have identified a minimum flood
protection package that would be needed
before development could proceed; it
includes placing fill on part of the Ataratiri
site, widening the openings of four bridges
over the Don, and constructing a floodway
on the west bank of the Don River north

groundwater, including work being
undertaken by the Toronto Harbour
Commissioners;
.ensure that detailed, site-specific
investigations of soil and groundwater
are undertaken prior to sale,leaseor

of the Keating Channel. The costsof such

redevelopment of parcels of lands,
and before decisionsare made on
the amount and type of remediation

measuresshould be borne by those who
benefit from them.
Any plan to redevelop the Lower
Don Lands must deal with the issue of

required;
.include the researchneeded to provide
a better understanding of groundwater movement and contamination
sources;and

contaminated soil and groundwater. A
remediation strategyshould be created
for the entire area, building on the Royal
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includean investigationof soiland
groundwaterq?alityin the natural
areasalongthe north shoreof the
Outer Harbourand the development
of an appropriatesoil management
strategyfor theseareas.

.promoting

accessto public transit and

providing liveable, pedestrian-oriented
places;
.taking measuresto reduce the quantity
and improve the quality of urban
stormwaterrun-<>ff;
.encouraging natural landscaping that
provides wildlife habitat and reduces
the energy,chemicals,and water
needed to maintain manicured

There are, aswell, economies of scale
that can be realized by considering the
problem of soil and groundwater contamination on an area-widebasis.In addition,
the potential existsto turn a challenge -

landscaping;and
.requiring industries remaining in or
coming into the area to use bestpossible managementpractices to control

the need to treat contaminated soil- into
an opportunity. A soil treatment facility .
located in the area could decontaminate
soils from acrossthe Lower Don Lands and
anchor development of soil cleaning expertise and technology that could be exported

dust, noise, and odours, to deal with
stormwater,as well as with hazardous
materials, and to ensure workplace
health and safety.

elsewhere.
The environmental audit raised many

An environmental strategyfor the

questions about air quality, questions that
are applicable to the entire Lower Don
Lands area. For example, it recommended
that studiesbe conducted to assessnoise lev-

Lower Don Lands area should build on the
full potential of the natural and built heritage of the area. Existing wildlife habitats
should be restored,protected, and enhanced,
with connections improved betweenand

els, levels of toxic contaminants in air, and
air quality in the vicinity of the traffic corridors. Such studiesshould be carried out for
the area as a whole, and planning should
include measuresto reduce noise and
improve air quality throughout the area.

among the Don Valley, Cherry Beacharea,
Leslie StreetSpit, and Ashbridge's Bay.
Buildings of architectural or historical
merit should be retained and reused,wheneverpossible;and important aspectsof the
area'sindustrial heritage should be integrated into redevelopment. These measures
will help the evolution of a distinctive place
with memory, variety,and depth, where

Development of the Lower Don Lands
should be designed to improve environmental conditions and minimize harmful effects.
This would include such measuresas:

buildings, patterns, and structures of all
agesco-exist,and natural habitatsflourish.

decommissioning
and cleaningup
plants,equipment,buildings,storage
tanks,and undergroundpipelines;
designingbuildingsand landscaping
to improvemicroclimaticconditions
and reduceenergyusefor heating
and cooling;

TRANSPORTATION
As outlined in the section "Place
and Corridor", the Royal Commissionhas
recommended a program to integrate environment, land use and transportation in
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the Central Waterfront. Sucha program
would serve both regional and local needs,

of Toronto. The Royal Commissionhas
given a great deal of attention"to this issue.

including the relocation and redesign of the

(SeePersistence
and Change:Waterfront
Issuesand theBoardof theTorontoHarbour

Gardiner, improved public transit, and the
establishmentof city blocks and local streets
in areasthat are nowjust large chunksof land.
The transportation plan for the Lower
Don Lands should mesh with the overall
plan for the Central Waterfront, and strike
a balance betweenthe transportation needs
of those outside the area and those within

Commissioners
(1989) and the Commission's
two interim reports.) In May and June 1989,
it held hearings on the THC's role, mandate, and development plans, at which it
received many submissionson suchissues
asaccessibility,health and environment, the
Port, ownership and land use,and the lacK
of accountability by the THC.
Once a major Great Lakesport, the
Port of Toronto now ranks sixteenth nationally in terms of tonnage, and servesthe local

it. This would include, for example, maintaining the railwayline that servesRedpath
Sugar.It should addressthe need to improve
north-south links from the Lower Don
Lands to the residential areasto the north,

region, rather than having a national role.
The long-term reduction in port traffic
reflects changesto the commercial marine

improve accessby local public transit, and
improve routes for cyclists.With better
connections and improved aesthetics,the
Martin Goodman Trail will become part
of the Waterfront Trail.
A redesigned Gardiner/Lakeshore
Corridor will make possiblea more inter-

shipping industry: Toronto no longer makes
economic senseasa principal destination
for shippers.Nevertheless,a commercial
port will alwaysbe essentialto certain industries, on the waterfront and elsewhere,which

connected and people-oriented urban street
network with the necessarytraffic capacity,
create an appropriate framework for
redevelopment, and improve the quality
of streetscapesin the area. The Ataratiri
Part II Official Plan Proposalsrecommend
a pattern that incorporates existing streets

receive raw materialsand ship bywater.

The

experiences

that places make

available to people, as we're learning,
are an inheritance
entrusted

and subdivideslarger blocks to provide a
finer-grained, more liveable framework for

that has been

to our care. Guarding

experiences

and championing

as we're also learning,

these
them,

are skills that are

redevelopment.
It would be possible to build a Cherry
Street GO station on a downtown LRT loop
linked to a GO station at Garrison Common,
to serveregional commuters. Improvements
in local transit could include an eastern

places around us willjust

extension of the Harbourfront LRT, and

stretch in our understanding.

improved bus service.
The other important transportation
facility in the Lower Don Lands is the Port

Alfred A. Knopf.

natural to people -because

each one

of us has direct access to the experiences that pour into us at any moment.
So getting good at replenishing

need a small

Hiss, T .}990. Theexperience
a/place. NewYork:
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the

In its first interim report, the Royal

plan, in order to rationalize use of public

Commissionrecommended that the THC's

lands in the Port Industrial Area.
It has become apparent that there is a

responsibility,jurisdiction, and mandate to
operate the Port of Toronto be clearly separated from planning or developing lands
that do not serve the port function on the
waterfront. In its second interim report,

broad measure of support for strengthening
the THC's accountability through amendments to the 1911 THCAct. The Royal
Cottlmission supportsthis approach. In late
1991,the THC entered into active negotiations to transferlands surplusto its port operation requirements to the Toronto Economic Development Corporation (TEDCO).

Watershed,
the Commissionrecommended
that the THC continue to operate the Port,
and that the port functions be consolidated
on 40 hectares (100 acres) of land in the
western part of the Port Industrial area,
south of the Ship Channel. The remainder
of the Port Industrial Area would be used
for clean industry or mixed uses.The

In December 1991,the Honourable
David Crombie, at the request of the federal
Minister of Transport, agreed to bring
together representativesof the THC, the
City of Toronto, and the Department of

Commissionalso recommended that the
mandate of the THC be clearly defined and
supported by a strategicallysound corporate

Transport to produce a Memorandum of
Understanding that will define the amount

Toronto
HarbourCommissioners
marineterminal
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of land to be transferred from the Toronto
Harbour Commissionersto TEDCO. It will
also addressthe question of federal lands
or jurisdiction, the possiblefuture viability
of the Port of Toronto, and any financial
support that might be required.
LAND

Developing mixed residential lands at both
ends of the Central Waterfront would be an
appropriate bridge and!or extension of
neighbourhoods in the Ataratiri, Bathurst!
Spadina,and Harbourfront areas.Moreover,
it might make for greater flexibility in the
Ataratiri housing target, currently set at
7,000units.

USE

A change in land use is occurring

Given what we know about environmental conditions, not only in Ataratiri,
but in the rest of the Lower Don Lands,
there is a need to examine whether there
are better, cheaperplacesto build some
of the units. For example, could some of
the housing be put in the EastBayfront,
or St. Lawrence Park East, or the northwest

acrossthe Central Waterfront: what were
once single-purposezones of industry and
transportation are becoming a pattern
of mixed usesembracing commercial,
residential, recreational, industrial, and
transportation elements.
Three of the nine Watershed
ecosystem
planning principles are particularly relevant
to the Lower Don Lands: diverse,useable,

corner of the Port Industrial Area, in
associationwith other uses?(Redpath
Sugaris an example of an important and
clean industry that could be incorporated
into a changed and intensified landscape,
with appropriate separation from any residential uses.)

and accessible.There should be diver:se
landscapes,place~,wildlife habitats, and
uses.Planning for the future should provide a local balance of employment and
residential opportunities, thereby decreasing the need for commuting. This would
suggest,for example, that commercial and

Preservingindustrial land, and the jobs
it can provide, is another goal of the City
of Toronto. In Watershed,
the Royal Com-

compatible light industrial uses (suchas
graphics and printing) should be woven

missionrecommended that a new industrial
park be created in the Port Industrial Area,
to exploit the area'spotential for creating

into the fabric of the Ataratiri site,just as
they are now on King Street to the north.
Finally, usesshould permit public accessand
use of the water's edge.

thousands of waterfront jobs. (This Lower
Don Industrial Area is covered in greater
detail later in the section on economic

Having mixed usesmeansthere is
a need to prevent conflicts in use: buffers
have to be placed betweensensitiveusesand

development.)
As well as dealing with housing and
industry, a plan for the future of the Lower
Don Lands must consider recreational
needs and possibilities. A revitalized Don

industry, especiallysourcesof odours such
as the Main SewageTreatment Plant. They
are also needed around sourcesof noise and
air pollution such asthe Gardiner/Lakeshore
Corridor, the railwaylines, and the Don

River Valleyand a new Don delta have enormous potential aslocations for hiking and

ValleyParkway.
The City of Toronto's goal is to
extend its physical centre to the waterfront.

biking trails, as well as for interpretive
and educational centres and displays.In
Watershed,
the Commissionrecommended
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Redpath Sugar in the East Bayfrant

that 80 hectares.(200 acres) of the Cherry
Beachlands on the north shore of the Outer
Harbour be transferred from the THC to
the City of Toronto. There has been progress
in this regard: the THC has transferred

Harbour Marina should not be expanded
beyond its current capacityof 400 slips.
The Leslie Street Spit is the only accessible area on the Toronto waterfront large
and wild enough to be describedasan urban

approximately half the land to the City of
Toronto, which is developing a plan for

wilderness. It supportsan astonishing variety
of plants and animals, including a number
of rarities: it has been colonized by nearly
300 speciesof vascularplants, and attracts

managing it, intended to strike a balance
betwee:nthe needs of people and of wildlife.
Plans for the Outer Harbour area,

266 speciesof migrating, wintering, and

including Cherry Beach, the north shore,
and the Outer Harbour Marina, should also

breeding birds. In order to protect the integrity of the spit asa habitat for wildlife, it
should be kept car-freeand reserved only for
usessuchaspassiverecreation that are com-

accommodatethe requirements, including
securityof tenure, of the memberclubs of the
Outer Harbour SailingFederation. As recommended in Watershed,
the Royal Commission
believesthat, to avoid further adverseeffects
on usersof the area-naturalists, windsurfers,
and community club sailors-the Outer

patible with its urban wildernesscharacter.
ECONOMIC

DEVELOPMENT

An economic development strategyis
crucial to revitalizing the Lower Don Lands
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and should include increased waterfront
housing, increased employment opportunities in the area, and improved recreational
facilities.

usesin Ataratiri, as in other parts of the
"shoulders" of downtown Toronto.
Another focus for increasing employment opportunities in the Lower Don Lands

In the Ataratiri area, there should be

is the Lower Don Industrial Area, which

greater emphasison a wider variety of
economic activities, including commercial,

can be created eastof the new mouth of the
Don River in the old Port Industrial Area on
the land formerly owned or administered by
the THC. With a consolidated Port, the surplus THC lands would offer new possibilities
and opportunities for economic diversification in the City of Toronto. That is why, in
its Watershed
report, the Royal Commission
recommende_dthat thesesurplus lands be
used to create a new waterfront industrial

light industrial, recreational, and institutional uses,in addition to the current focus
on housing. It may also be desireableto
encourage temporary usesof some parts of
the environmentally suitable land until the
housing market improves. This would bring
activity and some economic return, and
help to demonstrate the desireability of
the area.
If the market is allowed to respond to

area, containing a Centre for Green
Enterprise and Industry, to be both developed and managedby the Toronto Economic

opportunities, synergiesemerge. Once a
sectoris established in an area, it attracts
spin-off uses;that will happen in Ataratiri,
in the sameway it has been occurring in the
emerging design area at King/Parliament
or the fashion district at King/Spadina. It is

Development Corporation (TEDCO).
TEDCO, created by the City of
Toronto, operatesunder a provincial
charter with a mandate to createjobs, particularly on underutilized or surplus City

likely that entrepreneurs will see many interesting opportunities for a broad variety of

property. Its board is made up of men
and women from the business,labour,

LeslieStreetSpit
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Economic

and ecological

concerns are

not necessarily in opposition.
compatibility
economic
the pursuit

of environmental

objectives

in Exhibition Placewould be a logical place
for exhibitions and trade marts of green

But the
and

technology.
Given the need to remediate much of
the soil in the Port Industrial Area, there is

is often lost in

of individual

or group

gains, with little regard for the impacts
on others, with a blind
ability to rind solutions,

an opportunity to testavailableand new
soil clean-up technologies in conjunction
with the Centre for Green Enterprise and
Industry. Such testing has the potential to
provide Canadiancompanies with market-

faith in science's
and in ignor-

ance of the distant consequences

of

today's decisions.

able experience in an area of growing
concern in most economies.
The Lower Don Industrial Area could,
in effect, become a showcasefor future-

World Commission on Environment and Development
1987. Our commonfuture. Oxford: Oxford University Press.

environment, and public sectors.Manage-

oriented industries, operating on an environmentally sound basis,asToronto heads
into the 21stcentury. And given the public's

ment is able to fast-trackthe development
processbecauseof its intimate knowledge of
the City's administrative workings.
While TEDCO's mandate is city-wide,
it obviouslyis particularly important to the
future of the new Lower Don Industrial

concern about the quality of the environment, the former THC lands could be used

Area. To be successful,industrial development agenciesneed to be at arm's length
from the City and to have co-operation

protection and improvement.
The key to the burgeoning environmental industries sectorlies in recognizing

from municipal, business,and labour
representatives.TEDCO is well placed in

that current environmental problems represent an opportunity to profit -quite literally -from pastmistakes.There is a need
for new products and processesthat will
repair existing environmental damage and
prevent it in the future -everything from

to encourage industries that have operations
or products geared to environmental

theserespects:it is -and should continue
to be -fully accountable to the City of
Toronto, but it does enjoy an arm's-length
relationship with the municipality. Its board
should continue to include representatives
from the City, Metro, business,environmentalist groups, and labour.
There are many waterfront opportunities for TEDCO: for example, it could colla-

industrial scrubbersto closed-loopsystems
for manufacturing. According to estimates,
there are now more than 3,000 companies
in Canada,generating more than $7 billion
annually, that saythey offer environmental
products and services.In the United States,
environmental industries do $100 billion of

borate with the World Trade Centre, which
is part of a network of similar facilities in
more than 50 countries. Importing and
exporting "green technology" could be
considerablyenhanced by the World Trade
Centre'sexpertisein promoting international
trade and a new International Trade Centre

businessannually and are said to constitute
the country's third-largest industrial sector.
In Europe, an estimated two million
jobs are associatedwith environmental
industries and, given the horrendous
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environmental problems in easternEurope,
and rapid economic and political changes
there, that number will probably rise rapidly.

is a catalystto bring together the different
sectorsand interestsand to convert potential into reality, to help make the Toronto

Furthermore, industrialization of the Third
World will create an enormous demand for

of the 21stcentury what it has alwaysbeen: a
place of enterprise and industry, a liveable,

environment-related products and services.
If it is to playa major role in Canada's
industrial future, Toronto must build and
attract such industries -which is one of
the tasksfacingTEDCO. But merely competing for industry is not enough: Toronto
has to be imaginative and daring enough

workable city.
The catalystcould take the form of
the proposed institute or a Centre for Green
Enterprise and Industry, with its own building or buildings in TEDCO's Lower Don
Industrial Area. Its missionwould be to work
with government, business,industry, labour,
researchscientists,environmentalists, and
academic experts to promote green enterprise and industry in Toronto and in Canada.

to actually help create industries and
products -and the jobs attached to them.
To do this, it must provide a home for environment-related industrial researchand development; a place where
the growing number of
people interested in the
environment can get at
leastsome of their training and education;
where innovative tech-

The key to the burgeoning
environmental industries sector lies
in recognizing that current environmental
problems represent an opportunity
to profit -quite literally from past mistakes.
" "I

It would seek
out firms interested in
researchand development related to environmentally sound or
environment-specific
enterprise and indu~
try. Sucha centre
should be offered asa

niques and products can
be developed, tested,and manufactured;
and where specialistsin environmental marketing and distribution can be based.

milieu for the world's
leading scientists,from Canadaand elsewhere, aswell as for those involved in federal
and provincial green industry development

Some of the industrial elements that
might make up or contribute to a green
industrial complex are alreadylocated in

programs. On behalf of researchand environmental agencies,they could developprojects appropriate to present and future

the Port Industrial Area: telecommunications, film, and television; electricity generation; and wasterecycling, among others.
In the winter and spring of 1989-90,the

needsand opportunities in the provincial
and Canadian economies.
Among the federal agenciesthat
should be encouraged to participate in

Commission sponsoredtwo seminarson
green enterprise and industry to explore
development possibilities for theseand
other industries with government, business,
labour, and academic experts.

and with the centre are: the Department
of Industry, Science,and Technology; the
Department of Energy,Mines, and Resources;
the National ResearchCouncil; the
Natural Sciencesand Engineering Research

As a result of these discussions,the
Commissionconcluded that what is needed

Council; and Environment Canada.Provincial agenciesshould include the Ministry
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LESLIEGATE:
RESPONSE TO THE
ROYAL COMMISSION'S
WORK
11990, IPCF Properties, a division of the Weston Group, proposed to intensify its
use of a 2.4-hectare (six-acre)site at the comer of Leslie Street and Lake Shore Boulevard,
currently occupied by a Loblaw's Superstore and an extensiveparking lot.
However, it soon became apparent that the property, known as LeslieGate,has great
local and subregional potential. Instead of pursuing traditional development options,
IPCF decided to explore these possibilities within a development framework based on an
ecosystemapproach. Understanding that such an approach holds that "everything is connected to everything else",the framework seeksto link LeslieGate with the surrounding
neighbourhood and, especially,with the waterfront.
A planning team began by examining the land use, built form, and physical environment of the surrounding neighbourhoods. The nearby area is predominantly mixed-use
with residential- primarily low-rise, one-family housesmixed with the occasionalapartment building to the north -and an industrial-commercial band along EasternAvenue
that extends south toward the lake in some parts.
The teamsrecommends integrating the LeslieGatesite with surrounding communities through mixed-use development compatible with the existing scale:extending the
urban grid south to the lakeshore,and providing at-grade pedestrian crossings.Offices,
housing, and open spacewould be added to the Loblaw's store and parking lot to create
a more diverse, economically and sociallyactive centre for the area.
The team also suggestsestablishing a green corridor down Leslie Street to the Port
Industrial Area. This "green, people-friendly" pedestrian spine, created by hard and soft
landscaping,would ensure consistent treatment of the edge along Leslie, through the
Port Industrial Area to the Leslie Street Spit.
Links to the waterfront would be enhanced by a "thoughtful, positive reinforcement
of the pedestrian,cyclist,and vehicular connectionsacross"and along Lake Shore Boulevard
to Ashbridge's Bay. Connections betweenLeslieGate and the waterfront would be further
improved if upper levels offuture buildings on the site enabled people to seeAshbridge's
Bay to the eastand Lake Ontario to the south.
The kind of mixed-use development being proposed recognizesthe growing importance of reducing distances between workplace, housing, and shopping. With the Loblaw's
store remaining on-site,existing land useswould be maintained and a vital commercial
enterprise would continue to contribute to the area's economic vitality.
IPCF Properties feels that LeslieGate can influence the future character of the
area. Its location at the edge of the Port Industrial Area, near Cherry Beachand the Leslie
Street Spit, givesLeslieGate potential asa gatewayto the visual, recreational, and historical
opportunities of the waterfront.
Source: Volgyesi + Propst Inc. 1991. LeslieGale:a private sectorresponse
toecosystem
planning rationaL
Toronto: Volgyesi + Propst Inc.
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of Trade and Technology; ORTECH
INTERNATIONAL (formerly the Ontario

the development of a businessplan. It is in
this context that CommissionerCrombie

ResearchFoundation); and the Ministry of
the Environment.
The centre would explore the possibility of attracting companies or organizations
interested in gathering and disseminating
information on environment-related statis-

has agreed to bring together representatives
of the THC, the City of Toronto, and the

tics, experience, and trends. In helping
to establishenvironmental information
banks, TEDCO should work with the

INTEGRATED

Department of Transport to define the
amount of land to be transferred from the
THC to TEDCO, as well asrelated matters.

ApPROVAL

REVIEW

AND

SYSTEM

As discussedin Part I of this report,
regeneration of the Greater Toronto waterfront is hampered by the complexity of

Greater Toronto Bioregion Researchand
Information Network (recommendation 24
in Chapter 3 of this report) and the United
Nations Environment Program (UNEP),
as well as with other international and

jurisdictions, planning, regulations, and
approvals;this is certainly true of the Lower
Don Lands. The environmental audit of the

national agenciesresponsible for gathering,
reporting, and monitoring environmental

EastBayfront/Port Industrial Area included
an analysisof the existing frameworks for

information.
The centre would offer facilities for
training and education, based on an ecosystem approach, to enterprise and industry,
students at community colleges,and university undergraduate and graduate programs
Canada-wide,for people planning careers
in businessor industry. In carrying out this
part of its mandate, TEDCO should collabo-

stewardshipand accountability, and found
that regulatoryand decision-makingprocesses
limit possibilities for adopting an ecosystem
approachto planning and managingthe area.
Similarly, planning for Ataratiri involves
a lengthy and complex process.The City's
Part II Official Plan Proposals (1991)
describe a multi-year, four-stageapproval
processfor development, to include:

rate with community colleges in the Greater
Toronto Area, including Ryerson,George
Brown, and Humber, and with universities

.approval of the policy statements
contained in the proposalsdocument,

throughout southern Ontario, including

together with a zoning by-law,development plan, and plan of subdivision for
the entire Ataratiri site;
.approval of sub-areasconsisting of

Trent, Toronto, York, Windsor, Waterloo,
and Guelph, all of which provide sucheducation. In doing so, the centre would offer
opportunities for direct contact among students, experts in researchand development,
managers,and workers in green enterprise

severaldevelopment blocks, provided
that detailed environmental, flooding,
and community serviceissueshave
been addressed;
.approval of each development

and industry so essentialto Toronto's future.
In addition to its negotiations with the
THC, TEDCO has begun to define the role
and mandate of the proposed Centre for

block depending on completion
of necessarypre-construction

Green Enterprise and Industry, including

environmental clean-up;
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.approval of individualdevelopment
applications,providedthat the
building designsatisfiesconcerns
regardingnoise,waterconservation,
energyconservation,wastereduction,
reductionof automobileuse,environmentalremediation,and (where

private-sector
landowners,neighbouring residents,and otherinterested
parties.
74. An integrated processshould be
establishedto facilitate reviewand
approval of remediation and devel-

appropriate)floodproofing.

opment proposals by all levelsand
agenciesof government.

It is undoubtedly necessaryto
ensure that all public interests, including
community servicesand environmental
remediation, are thoroughly and carefully
accommodated in redeveloping the Lower
Don Lands. However it is also clear that ways
must be found to structure the approvals
processto provide the flexibility needed to
respond to opportunities, integrate activities
of different government agencies,and provide a greater degree of predictability
and efficiency to encourage private-sector
involvement. An integrated approach to the
Lower Don Lands could help to free up
some of the regulatory and jurisdictional
problems currently hindering planning,
approvals,and implementation.
RECOMMENDATIONS

72. The Royal Commissionrecommends
that an integrated approach be taken
to planning in the Lower Don Lands,
based on the framework outlined
above,and that it involve participation
by all levels of government, as well as
the private sectorand the public.
73. The Royal Commission further recommends that the draft integrated plan
provide a basisfor public discussion
involving federal, provincial, Metro,
and City governments, the public,
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